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Dear Mr. Feldman:

In response to a request for comment by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation ("FDIC") on a proposal to increase the deposit insurance premium assessment rates
(the "Proposed Rule"), we are submitting this letter on behalf of our clients. Our clients are
(i) broker-dealers registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission that engage in
offering certificates of deposit ("CDs") issued by depository institutions whose accounts are
insured by the FDIC ("Insured Institutions") and (ii) Insured Institutions that issue CDs through
registered broker-dealers. The CDs offered by our broker-dealer clients are commonly referred
to as "retail" CDs because they are offered and sold in amounts below FDIC deposit insurance
limits. We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments.

The Proposed Rule contains a "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" to the premium
assessment that is intended to recognize potential additional risk to an Insured Institution posed
by the use of brokered deposits in certain circumstances. The Proposed Rule uses the definition
of "brokered deposit" in FDIC regulations and applicable interpretations of that term. i The
adjustment for Risk Category I institutions would apply if an Insured Institution's brokered
deposits exceed 10% of its domestic deposits and its assets have increased by more than 20%
during the prior four years. For Risk Category II, III and IV institutions, the adjustment would
apply if brokered deposits exceed 10% of domestic deposits, irrespective of asset growth.

The FDIC's rationale for imposing a "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" to the
premium assessments appears to rest on two assumptions: (i) some recently failed institutions
experienced rapid asset growth before failure and may have funded that growth with brokered
deposits; and (ii) the FDIC claims a "significant correlation" between rapid asset growth funded
by brokered deposits and the probability of an institution's CAMELS rating being downgraded.

12 C.F.R. §337.6(a)(2).
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In addition, the Proposed Rule, and other FDIC publications, state or imply that
brokered deposits by their nature are high rate deposits and are "paricipated out" by brokers to
their clients? These deposits are in some instances characterized as "hot" or "volatile."

The FDIC's concern about risky asset growth strategies employed by Insured
Institutions is understandable and appropriate in light of current economic conditions and recent
Insured Institution failures. Our clients fully support the FDIC's goal to protect the integrity of
the banking system and the Deposit Insurance Fund.

We do not believe, however, that the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" will
accomplish the FDIC's intended purposes. Several studies conducted over the last 25 years have
demonstrated that retail brokered CDs do not cause Insured Institutions to weaken or fail and
they are not a predictor or indicator of weakess or failure. More specifically, Professor Joseph
Mason and Empiris Consulting, at the request of Seward & Kissel, analyzed the effectiveness of
the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" formula as a predictor of Insured Institution failure (the
"Mason Study,,).3 The Mason Study concluded that the formula "has no incremental predictive
power for failures when the institutions' other financial qualities are considered."

The Mason Study did conclude that "high-interest expense (regardless of the
source)" results in a greater likelihood of failure. The brokered deposit component of the
"Brokered Deposit Adjustment" appears to be a surrogate for "high-interest expense" and is not
appropriately used for this purpose. As we will discuss below, brokered deposits are not
inherently "high rate" and are frequently less expensive than deposits obtained from other
sources. Furthermore, the 20% asset growth threshold over four years merely represents average
asset growth in the baning industry during the last 35 years.

We believe that the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" wil have the unintended
effect of driving Insured Institutions to other funding sources that are higher cost and less stable
than retail CDs issued through registered broker-dealers. This is readily apparent from the
current spread between the "all-in cost" of CDs in the broker-dealer market and current average
CD rates on rate listing services.4 We believe that the FDIC's purposes would be better served
by addressing Insured Institutions' asset growth on a case-by-case basis, rather than on a "one
size fits all" basis. This can be accomplished through the supervisory process, including the
assignment of CAMELS ratings to an Insured Institution and the imposition of supervisory
limitations on business activities where appropriate. In this regard, federal banking regulators
can monitor increases in an Insured Institution's cost of funds that are not related to general
economic conditions and take appropriate actions. To the extent that existing regulatory
reporting does not provide applicable data, such reports can be amended.

2 See, e.g., Schedule RC-E to the call report form, and related instructions.
See Memorandum to FDIC from Joseph Mason, Hal Singer and Jeffrey West, The Effect of Brokered

Deposits and Asset Growth on the Likelihood of Failure (December 17,2008), attached hereto as Attachment A.
4 See Attachment B.
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Definition of Brokered Deposit

FDIC regulations define "brokered deposits" as deposits "obtained directly or
indirectly from or through the mediation or assistance of a 'deposit broker' .,,5 A deposit broker
is a person "engaged in the business of placing deposits, or facilitating the placement of deposits,
of third parties with insured institutions. . ..,,6 FDIC regulations include an exemption for, inter
alia, "an agent or nominee whose primary purose is not the placement of funds with depository
institutions.',7

The definition of "deposit broker" was added to the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 ("FIRRA").
FIRREA prohibited Insured Institutions that did not meet their minimum capital requirements
from accepting deposits from a "deposit broker" unless the institution received a waiver from the
FDIC. The proposed definition of deposit broker excluded rate listing services.8 The Senate
rejected this exclusion. The definition of broke red deposits in FIRRA included the solicitation
of deposits by an Insured Institution offering rates of interest that are "significantly higher than
the prevailing rate of interest in the institution's normal market area" (the "High Rate
Definition").

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991
("FDICIA") adopted the current restrictions on the acceptance of broke red deposits by Insured
Institutions. "Well capitalized" Insured Institutions can accept brokered deposits without
restriction. "Adequately capitalized" Insured Institutions can accept brokered deposits only with
a waiver from the FDIC. Insured Institutions that are "adequately capitalized" are deemed to
accept brokered deposits if they offer rates of interest that are "significantly higher than the
prevailing rates of interest in the institution's normal market area.,,9

The FDIC has interpreted "significantly higher" interest rates to mean more than
75 basis points over the prevailing rates offered by other insured depository institutions having
the same type of charter in such depository institution's normal market area. 

10

The FDIC has issued numerous interpretive letters addressing when an entity is
acting as a "deposit broker." Of paricular note are interpretive letters exempting rate listing
services that meet certain requirements from the definition of "deposit broker." In general, this
exemption is available to entities that (i) charge a fixed subscription fee that is not based on a

12 C.F.R. §337.6(a)(2).

12 C.F.R. §337.6(a)(5)(i)(A).
12 C.F.R. §337.6(a)(5)(ii)(I).
See CONG.REC. S4266, et seq. (daily ed. April 19, 1989)(Amendment No. 58 to S.774, the Financial

Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act).
9 12 U.S.C. §1831f(g)(3).
10 See FDIC Interpretive Letter No. 93-18 (March 11, 1993). We do not believe that the High Rate Definition

is well understood or routinely enforced. A recent example demonstrates this point. Freedom Bank of Florida
("Freedom Bank") was prohibited from increasing its brokered deposits by a Cease and Desist Order dated
September 5, 2008 and was required to submit a plan for reducing its reliance on brokered deposits. For the period
between the issuance of the Cease and Desist Order and Freedom Bank's failure on October 31,2008, Freedom
Bank posted the highest rates for one-year CDs on a national rate listing service.

6
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percentage of deposits; (ii) post rates from depository institutions offering deposits and (iii) do
not condition the use of the service on obtaining other services from the provider. 1 1 Initially, the
FDIC prohibited listing services from assisting depositors in establishing deposits at the
depository institutions. However, in 2004, the FDIC permitted certain internet-based listing
services to facilitate communication between a depository institution and a potential depositor
. h . 12via t e mternet.

Based upon FDIC regulations and interpretive guidance, registered broker-dealers
facilitating the placement of deposits and accepting transaction based fees are clearly deposit
brokers. These deposits are readily evident on the books of an Insured Institution because they
are established in the name of the broker or its sub-custodian, The Depository Trust Company
("DTC").

With the exception of deposits accepted by adequately capitalized institutions that
are "brokered" as a result of the High Rate Definition, there is nothing in the definition of
"brokered deposit" that causes such deposits to be 'brokered" because of their rate. Rather,
deposits are "brokered" because of the presence of an intermediary, irrespective of rate. As
further described below, the assumption that brokered deposits are "high rate" is not waranted.

In addition, we are concerned that the acceptance of deposits that are "brokered"
can be easily disguised or evaded by utilizing services or "brokers" outside the registered broker-
dealer community where deposits are held directly by the depositor, not through the broker. This
places the burden of paying a "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" on Insured Institutions that choose
to do business with the securities industry. Inevitably, such disparate treatment of economically
identical funding wil drive Insured Institutions to sources of deposit funding based on legal
characterizations, not cost. Indeed, our clients report to us that Insured Institutions that have
traditionally accessed the retail brokered CD market are currently wiling to pay substantially
more for deposits that do not need to be reported as "brokered.',13

The Registered Broker-Dealer Market for Deposits

Although this letter primarily addresses the retail brokered CD market, registered
broker-dealers participate in a national deposit funding market that is comprised of three distinct
deposit products, each of which, with certain exceptions, is "brokered" for purposes of FDIC
regulations.

1. Institutional CDs. These CDs are purchased in large denominations
substantially in excess ofthe FDIC deposit insurance limit by institutional investors that rely on
the credit quality of the issuing institution.

2. Retail CDs. These CDs are offered in $1,000 denominations to investors that
purchase CDs in total amounts within the FDIC deposit insurance limits. Average purchases in
the market are between $25,000 and $35,000.

II

12

13

See, e.g., FDIC Interpretive Letter 92-50 (July 24, 1992).
See FDIC Interpretive Letter 04-04 (July 28, 2004).
See Attachment B.
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3. Sweep Programs. Many broker-dealers offer arrangements in which excess
cash in a customer's brokerage account is automatically "swept" to a savings deposit, or savings
deposit linked to a NOW or other transaction account, at an Insured Institution. 

14

We do not believe that the FDIC currently possesses reliable data about the
brokered deposit market. The "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" would be applied to all deposits
reported by Insured Institutions as brokered deposits, using the definition in the FDIC
regulations. Data from the September 30, 2008 Call Reports show $663 bilion of broke red
deposits. Of that amount, $504 bilion is represented as fully insured and $159 bilion is
represented as in excess of the insurance limits. However, DTC, a registered securities
depository that holds securities and CDs for registered broker-dealers and other financial
institutions, reports holding $1.3 trilion of CDs. 15 While this gap between CDs held at DTC and
reported brokered deposits may be explained in par by the CDs of uninsured branches of foreign
banks that are held at DTC, these CDs are not a large portion ofthe CDs held at DTC.
Furthermore, sweep deposits are not held through DTC and certain brokered CD programs, such
as CDARS, do not use DTC. If these non-DTC brokered deposits are subtracted from the total
$663 billon of reported brokered deposits, the gap between reported broke red deposits and CDs
held through DTC is even larger. Assuming that non-DTC brokered deposits are approximately
$300 billion, the real gap is nearly $1 trilion.

We make this point for the singular purpose of demonstrating that, in addition to
potentially inconsistent application of the regulatory definition of 'brokered deposits," the data
available to the FDIC in determining the impact of the Proposed Rule may be seriously flawed.
Also, as previously stated, if brokered deposits are routinely underreported, the burden of the
"Brokered Deposit Adjustment" would fall on Insured Institutions that accurately report their
brokered deposits.

Features and Operation of the Retail Brokered CD Market

Overview

The retail brokered CD market maintained by registered broker-dealers has been
in continuous operation for over 25 years. This national CD market allows many depository
institutions to obtain funding outside their local markets, especially where a scarcity of local
deposits makes raising deposits through a branch network expensive.

As of September 1990, there was $80 bilion in insured brokered deposits. 16 At
that time, 6.8% of Insured Institutions reported insured brokered deposits. As of September 30,
2008, there were $504 bilion insured brokered deposits reported. As noted above, data
concerning brokered deposits appear to be unreliable. However, we believe the retail brokered

14 The FDIC has excepted deposits accepted through at least one sweep program from the definition of
"brokered deposit"; see FDIC Interpretive Letter 05-02 (February 3, 2005).
15 Source: DTC (as of September 8, 2008).

16 See Cates and Silverberg, The Retail Insured Brokered Deposit: Risks and Benefits (May 1, 1991),

attached hereto as Attachment C.
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CD market through registered broker-dealers to be between $250 billion and $300 bilion. As of
September 30, 2008, 42.75% of all Insured Institutions reported brokered deposit use.17

Having operated continuously for over 25 years, the CD market in which
registered broker-dealers participate is a mature market. At approximately $300 bilion, the
market is deep, assuring "well capitalized" institutions continuous access to capitaL. Because
offerings are conducted weekly, "well capitalized" Insured Institutions can readily access the
market to replace deposits or attract new funding. The market is also highly competitive. We
estimate that at least 20 broker-dealers act as underwriters in this market, so Insured Institutions
are not limited to one or two brokers to obtain pricing quotes on fuding. This ensures that an
Insured Institution can obtain the lowest cost funding available in this market.

In the retail CD programs offered by registered broker-dealers, the broker-dealer
acts as a placement agent for the Insured Institution pursuant to a CD Brokerage Agreement
entered into between the parties. Insured Institutions must agree to certain conditions, including
their eligibility to accept brokered deposits. An Insured Institution is contractually obligated to
inform a broker if its capital category changes and must re-confirm its capital category at every
settlement.

Offerings of CDs are typically priced at the beginning of a business week, and
CDs are offered to the broker's customers during the week. Settlements of transactions typically
occur during the following week. In other words, this is an organized market that operates in
many respects like the market for different types of securities. It is not, as currently portrayed in
the press, a market in which brokers call Insured Institutions offering high interest rates on CDs
and deposit money with them. Broker-dealers generally do not have discretion over their
customers' funds, and cannot deposit funds with an Insured Institution without first offering the
CDs to their customers and obtaining directions to purchase the CDs.

The vast majority of CDs issued in this market are represented by a Master
Certificate of Deposit ("Master Certificate"), a negotiable instrument representing a number of
individual CDs, typically in denominations of $1 ,000. The Master Certificates are held by DTC
as sub-custodian for the broker-dealers. The CDs are recorded on the books of the Insured
Institution in the name of DTC, in a maner designed to permit the "pass-through" of deposit
insurance to the broker's customers. The broker-dealer maintains records of the CDs held by its
customers and these records are submitted to the FDIC in the event of the failure of the Insured
Institution.

Brokers do not "participate out" CDs. Each customer purchases one or more CDs
in denominations of $1 ,000 and each CD is an individual deposit obligation of the Insured
Institution. A customer can move the CDs from an account at one broker to an account at
another broker and trade them individually in a secondary market. The customer can also elect
to hold the CDs in his or her own name directly with the Insured Institution.

17 Source: FDIC call report data.
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Retail brokered CD Programs provide certain effciencies not available to Insured
Institutions through direct deposit relationships. Insured Institutions do not need to send
customer statements or tax reporting forms and do not need to maintain customer service
personnel to answer customer questions. It has been estimated that the cost of raising deposits
through a branch network ranges between 90 to 150 basis points for overhead.18 Retail brokered
CDs save Insured Institutions some or all of this overhead.

CD Maturities

Broker-dealers are able to raise longer-term funding more efficiently than Insured
Institutions themselves. This enables Insured Institutions to extend the maturity of their deposit
liabilities and better match fund assets.

As of September 30, 2008, total domestic deposits were approximately $7.2
trilion. Of this amount, total deposits with maturities under seven days (i. e., savings deposits
and various transaction accounts) were $5.0 trilion, or 70% of all deposits. If time deposits with
maturities of three months or less are included, the total short-term deposit funding increases to
$5.9 trilion, or 82% of all deposit liabilities. Time deposits with maturities of one year or more
are only $466 bilion, or 6.5% of all deposit liabilities.

Economists and regulators have long understood that Insured Institutions fund
themselves primarily on short-term liabilities, while lending or investing longer term. This
presents a liability management issue for Insured Institutions that must constantly be addressed.

CDs issued in the retail brokered CD market permit early withdrawal only upon
the death or adjudication of incompetence of the depositor. As an alternative to early
withdrawal, CD holders can liquidate their CDs in a secondary market offered by most brokers to
their customers. Because CD holders have a means to liquidate their CDs as an alternative to
early withdrawal, an Insured Institution can issue CDs with maturities of 10 years or more
without facing early withdrawal demands.

As a result of the limited early withdrawal features and the secondar market,
retail brokered CDs provide a stable, reliable source of funding. Funds obtained in the market
wil remain with the Insured Institution until maturity. In contrast, CDs issued directly by
Insured Institutions typically have early withdrawal provisions. Thus, an Insured Institution
funding itself directly is typically relying on funding that can be withdrawn either overnight,
with or without a penalty, or on seven days' advance notice. i 9

In contrast to the short-term funding Insured Institutions rely on through their
branch networks, retail brokered CDs are routinely of longer maturity. In contrast to the 6.5%
industry figure for one year and over time deposits as a percentage of all deposits, approximately
40% of the CDs in the retail brokered CD market have maturities of one year and over. Insured
Institutions can obtain funding often years or more at competitive rates in the national market.

18 See Ely and Vanderhoff, Retail Brokered Deposits: A Post-FIRRA Analysis (June 1991), at page 2,
attached hereto as Attachment D.
19 See Federal Reserve Board's Regulation D (Reserves), 12 C.F.R. Part 204.
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In addition, by incorporating call features in the CDs, Insured Institutions can issue CDs with
maturities in excess of 10 years that can be redeemed at the discretion of the Insured Institution if
interest rates fall.

Interest Rates

It is not uncommon for brokered CDs to be characterized as "high rate." The
FDIC suggests this characterization in the Proposed Rule. Unfortunately, no rate benchmark
ever accompanies these claims and no data have been produced to support them.

The obvious question when discussing the relative cost of funds is: compared to
what? Transaction accounts and short-term savings deposits will offer lower interest rates
because the depositor can withdraw his funds quickly. Longer-term deposits wil generally have
higher interest rates in order to compensate the depositor for committing his funds for a period of
time. In addition, local market conditions affect the availability of funds and interest rates. A
recession in a local market area can drive an Insured Institution's cost of funds up because it is
competing against other Insured Institutions for fewer dollars.

In a 1991 case study, Bert Ely and Vicki Vanderhoff of Ely & Company, Inc. (the
"Ely Study") examined the role of brokered deposits in relieving interest rate pressures on banks
in New England during a 1990 recession.2o They observed that banks in New England drove up
local interest rates as they bid against each other for deposits through their branch networks.
Retail brokered deposits proved to be a lower cost alternative to deposits obtained regionally.

In 2008, the ready availability of information about rates offered by Insured
Institutions, and the solicitation of deposits by many Insured Institutions using the internet and
other sources, influence interest rates in all markets. Depositors are not limited to looking in
local newspapers or accepting locally available interest rates. A depositor seeking the highest
rates on deposits can check the Wednesday edition of the Wall Street Journal for Insured
Institutions advertising rates, visit Banate.com for interest rate information or review dozens of
other available information sources.

Registered broker-dealers and Insured Institutions operate within the framework
ofthis interest rate environment in offering retail CDs. CD rates offered to a broker's clients
must be suffciently attractive to invite investment, but also attractive to the Insured Institutions
in relation to other deposit funding options. While the rates to their clients must be attractive,
brokers do not purport to, and in fact do not, offer the highest CD interest rates available in the
marketplace.

Registered broker-dealers price CDs to Insured Institutions on the basis of an "all-
in cost of fuds" that includes both the interest rate to the depositor and the fee to the broker. As
noted earlier, Insured Institutions can seek competing bids from numerous brokers in an effort to
find the lowest available cost in the broker-dealer market. Fees to brokers, which the Ely Study
noted as being 60 basis points, anualized, in 1991, currently average 25 basis points,

zo Supra note 18.
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annualized. In order to provide a basis for comparison of retail brokered CD rates, Attachment B
compares the indicative average all-in cost of funds quoted by broker-dealers on a monthly basis
for the last three years for CD maturities ranging from 3 months to 5 years to collateralized
FHLB advances and CD rates quoted on a national rate listing service. In the absence of other
benchmarks, we have used listing service rates as a proxy for rates necessary to access the
national market for deposit funding. The listing service rates do not include payments by the
Insured Institution to the listing service or the administrative costs to the Insured Institution of
establishing and maintaining the deposits. As the comparison indicates, all-in costs of retail
brokered CDs are almost always lower than interest rates on the listing service and, until the Fall
of 2007, FHLB advances.

One dynamic that the chart highlights is the effect that the possibility of a change
in regulatory policy concerning brokered deposits has had on rates offered on listing services vs.
the all-in cost of brokered deposits. As the possibility of an FDIC premium assessment on
brokered deposits became public through congressional testimony and the publication of the
Proposed Rule, the spread between the rates quoted on listing services and the all-in cost on
retail brokered CDs widened. Insured Institutions are wiling to pay more for deposits through
non-brokered sources in order to avoid reporting the deposits as brokered to their regulators. For
example, during the week of December 8, 2008, Bankate.com reported the national average rate
for a one-year CD to be 3.22%. Individual Insured Institutions, many of which have access to
the retail brokered CD market, listed rates on Bankrate.com's website as high as 4.12%. The
average all-in cost for a one-year CD in the broker-dealer market that week was 2.75%.

We believe the FDIC must carefully review the effect that a perceived restriction
on brokered deposits would have on the deposit funding market. The unintended effect of the
Proposed Rule would be to drive the healthy Insured Institutions that need deposit funding to
higher cost funding in order to avoid the perceived stigma of using brokered deposits.

Relationship of Retail Brokered CDs to Insured Institution Weakess and Failure.

In point of fact, the problem is not brokered deposits per se, but how
these funds, like any other funds, are used. A dollar deposited in an
insured institution is the same whether obtained directly from a local
depositor or through the intermediation of a deposit broker. There may
be diferences in the cost and stability of that dollar deposit depending on
its source. However, losses in banks do not occur, generally speaking, by
virtue of the source of their deposit liabilities. Instead, the losses arise
from the quality of and return on loans and investments made with those
funds. Consequently, the focus of attention should be on the employment
of brokered deposits rather than their source. 

21

21 Insured Brokered Deposits and Federal Depository Institutions: Hearing before the Subcommittee on
General Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, 10151 Cong.,
1'1 Sess. (1989), at 98 (statement ofL. Wiliam Seidman, Chairman of the FDIC).
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The possible correlation between the acceptance of brokered deposits and the
weakness or failure of Insured Institutions has been examined several times over the last 25
years, and each study has concluded that there is no correlation. In two reports issued by the
House Committee on Governent Operations in 1984 and 1986, the Committee concluded that
brokered deposits were not a significant source of fully insured deposits for most rapidly
growing problem institutions and that any abuses involving brokered deposits could be
controlled by the regulators on a case-by-case basis.22

In 1991, David Cates of Ferguson & Company and Stanley Silverberg, the former
Director of Research and Strategic Planning of the FDIC, studied the role of fully-insured
brokered deposits in 1,518 failures of banks and thrifts from 1987 to 1990.23 They concluded
that 1,003, or 66%, had no brokered deposits at the time of closing and that 270, or 18%, had
brokered deposits of 5% or less at the time of closing. In other words, 84% had zero to 5%
brokered deposits at the time of closing.

Cates and Silverberg further examined "high risk,,24 banks and thrifts that were
stil open. While insured brokered deposits were present at 50% of the 44 worst-rated thrifts and
at 36% of the 132 worst-rated banks, only 16% of the riskiest thrifts and 15% of the riskiest
banks had more than 5% oftheir deposits in insured brokered deposits.

Cates and Silverberg also concluded the following:

The FDIC and the ace have long maintained, together with most private sector
bank/thrif analysts, that asset strategies drive funding strategies, not the other
way around. In other words, brokered deposits, FHLB advances, other secured
borrowings, and Jumbo CDs don't just happen, followed by reckless investment.
The causal chain of risk begins with the asset strategies.

The Commentary to the Proposed Rule states that the FDIC has conducted an
"analysis" that demonstrates a "significant correlation" between rapid asset growth funded by
brokered deposits and the probability of an institution's CAMELS rating being downgraded. We
have requested a copy of this analysis both from the FDIC staff and via a Freedom of
Information Act request. To date, we have not received a copy of the analysis?5

22 Federal Regulation of Brokered Deposits in Problem Banks and Savings Institutions, H.R.Rep. NO.1 1 12,

98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984); Federal Regulation of Brokered Deposits: A Followup Report, H.R.Rep. No. 676, 99th
Cong., 2d Sess. (1986).
23 See Cates and Silverberg, supra note 16.
24 "High-risk" stil-open institutions were defined in the study as those with a Cates Bank Rating Service risk

rating of "5" (highest risk). The Cates Bank Rating Service was a quantified evaluation of asset quality, capital,
earnings, liquidity and holding company financial risk. The ratings were assigned prior to the time the study was
commissioned.
25 FDIC FOIA Log Number 08-0974. See Port/and Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, 485 F.2d 375, 393 (nc.

Cir. 1973). ("It is not consonant with the purpose of a rule-making proceeding to promulgate rules on the basis of
inadequate data, or on data that, (to a) critical degree, is known only to the agency.") See also RICHARD 1.
PIERCE, JR., ADMINISTRA TIVE LAW TREATISE §7.3 (4th Ed.).
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The Mason Study examined 600 ban and thrift failures (371 bank failures, 229
thrift failures) between March 1991 and June 2008 for the specific purpose of determining the
predictive ability of the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" formula in the Proposed Rule: brokered
deposits in excess of 10% of domestic deposits and 20% asset growth over the prior four years.
Because neither the FDIC analysis nor CAMELS ratings are publicly available, the Mason Study
used various financial measures from each Insured Institution's regulatory fiings as a proxy for
the components of CAMELS.

The Mason Study determined that only 37 of the 600 failed institutions fell into
the "danger zone" defined by the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" formula at time of failure, and
46 at one year prior to failure. Using a probit regression analysis that incorporates various
models to test the sensitivity of.the results, the Mason Study concludes that the "Brokered
Deposit Adjustment" formula "has no incremental predictive power for failures when the
institutions' other financial qualities are considered." This conclusion was reached for (i) the
entire sample period, (ii) the S&L crisis period alone, (iii) the post S&L crisis period alone and
(iv) on a one-year prior-to-failure basis.

The Mason Study also concludes that the ratio of interest expense to total assets is
statistically significant in all recent periods, indicating that the pursuit of high-rate deposits
"regardless of the source of those deposits" results in a greater likelihood of failure.

As we have demonstrated, the issuance of retail brokered CDs is not a proxy for
high interest rate deposits. Deposit rates in any market area at any given time can be higher than
the cost of retail brokered CDs. And, deposits obtained from any number of sources that are not
deemed "brokered" are routinely more expensive than retail brokered CDs.

Finally, the Mason Study examined the role of broke red deposits in the failure of
ANB Bank and IndyMac Bank. In both cases, the Mason Study concludes that other indices of
ill health were present well before failure and that existing Prompt Corrective Action authority
could have been used to mitigate or prevent the FDIC's losses in connection with the failures.

Conclusions about the Proposed Rule

We do not believe that the "Brokered Deposit Adjustment" will accomplish its
intended purpose of discouraging risky asset growth strategies. Instead, we believe that the
"Brokered Deposit Adjustment" will have the effect of causing Insured Institutions to increase
their cost of deposits in order to avoid the real, or perceived, premium that would be assessed for
using brokered deposits. In addition, we believe that the use of a 10% threshold wil be treated
as a cap on broke red deposits, both by Insured Institutions and their examiners, and amounts of
brokered deposits in excess of 10% wil be viewed as a sign of weakess irrespective of the
actual health of the Insured Institutions.

It is unclear how the FDIC arrived at the components of the "Brokered Deposit
Adjustment." There is no readily apparent connection between the use of broke red deposits in

excess of 10% and failed or weak institutions. As the Utah Association of Financial Services
points out in its comment letter, many non-traditional banks, including industrial banks, rely on



Robert E. Feldman
December 17, 2008
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significant brokered deposit funding and "have had no significant liquidity or regulatory
problems to date." In many cases, the FDIC has approved business plans that are predicated on
significant use of brokered deposit funding.

An analysis of broke red deposit use by IDC Financial Publishing, Inc., a firm that
analyzes financial institution credit quality, shows that Insured Institutions that are rated
"superior" or "excellent," the two highest credit ratings assigned by IDC, are more likely to
utilize brokered deposits than lower rated Insured Institutions. At a minimum, the IDC data
demonstrate that there is no correlation between brokered deposit use and poor credit quality.26

The use of 20% asset growth over the previous four years as a measure of rapid
growth suffers from two deficiencies. First, this definition of rapid asset growth would have
included Insured Institutions engaging in average asset growth nearly every year since 1970. A
20% growth rate over four years correlates to a compound annual rate of 4.66%. Between 1970
and 2007, the banking system's four-year average asset growth rate fell below 4.66% in only five
four-year periods, and in only six individual years.27 Second, the "Brokered Deposit
Adjustment" does not require a causal connection between the presence of more than 1 0%
brokered deposits and 20% asset growth. An Insured Institution could fund its growth using

non-brokered funding sources, but stil be assessed a premium adjustment based upon the
mere presence of brokered deposits.

The Proposed Rule is also in conflct with the FDIC's long-standing policy that
brokered deposits used by Insured Institutions is best regulated on a case-by-case basis:

The prudent use of broke red deposits within legal requirements is entirely
acceptable. Brokered deposits should be treated and assessed as any
other funding alternative having its own special advantages and
disadvantages. Furthermore, the acceptance of brokered deposits should
not be grounds for critcism per se by virtue of the nature or origin of such
deposits without considering the manner in which they are used and the
impact of such use on the institution's overall condition and operations. 

28

We believe that the FDIC's legitimate policy concerns would be best served by
continuing its long-standing policy of determining the effectiveness of an Insured Institution's
brokered deposit use on a case-by-case basis. For this purpose, CAMELS ratings would clearly
be the most useful basis for determining a healthy relationship of liabilities to assets.

Very t,ly yours,~ --Paul T. Clark

26 See IDC data, attached hereto as Attachment E.
See Mark J. Flannery, Brokered Deposits Received Through a Network of Depository Institutions on a

Reciprocal Basis (December 10, 2008), appended to comment of Promontory Interfinancial Network, LLC
regarding the Proposed Rule.
28 FDIC Interpretive Letter. 95-24 (April 26, 1995).
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EMPIRIS, L.L.C.
2300 M S tr e c t, N. W., Sui t e 800

Washington, D.C. 20037
Tel: 202-747-3540
www.empiris.com

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretar, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

FROM: Joseph Mason 1, Hal Singer2 & Jeffrey West3

SUBJECT: The Effect of Brokered Deposits and Asset Growth on the Likelihood of Bank Faiure

DATE: 12/17 /2008

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION

The purpose of this memorandum is to describe the analyses presented on the accompanying
slideshow exhibit "The Effect of Brokered Deposits & Asset Growth on the Likelihood of Bank
Failure." We review the use of brokered deposits among failed and non-failed banks. In addition, we
constrct models to predict bank failure based on standard financial measures as well as the FDIC's
proposed measure of brokered deposits. Our analysis shows that the FDIC's proposed "adjusted
brokered deposit ratio" has no power to predict a bank failure when the other financial
characteristics of the bank are considered.

i. SUMMARY OF DATA

In attempting to determne what role, if any, brokered deposits play in the failure of major
depository financial institutions in the United States, we created a database of relevant financial data
for all reporting commercial banks and thrifts in the U.S., both failed and surviving, for the period
1985-2008 (slide 4). Our model focuses specifically on commercial bank and thrift faiures between
1991 and 2008. Because we are interested in predictig failure, we use data one year prior to failure
for failed banks. Because the FDIC's proposed adjusted brokered deposit ratio includes an
institution's four-year asset growth rate, data from 1985 is requied to estiate the four-year asset
growt rate of a bank at the end of 1989 - approxiately one year before the earliest bank faiure of
1991.

Data for commercial banks comes from quarterly Report of Condition and Income forms ("Call
Reports"), completed by the banks themselves and catalogued on the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago's website.4 Included in each Call Report are basic balance sheet items including total assets,
total loans, total deposits, total brokered deposits, as well as income statement items, such as total
expenses, net income, and interest income.

1 Hermann Moyse )r./Louisiana Bankers Association Endowed Chair of Bankig, E. J. Ourso College of
Business, Louisiana State University.
2 President, Empiris, LLC.
3 Senior Vice President, Empiris, LLC.
4 http://ww.chicagofed.org/ economic_research_and_data/ commercial_bank_data.cfm.



Data for thrifts is taken from quarterly thrift financial reports ("TFRs"), completed by thrifts
themselves, and catalogued via the FDIC's Research Information System ("RIS"). TFRs include the
same basic indicators of institutional health reported in the commercial bank Call Reports, principally
income statement and balance sheet items. At the tie of this analysis, we had TFR data from the
FDIC's RIS through the end of 2005. To include thrifts that faied after 2005, we collected quarterly
TFR data from the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council's (FFIEC's) web site.s Our
analysis can be supplemented once an updated version of the TFR database is available to us from
the RIS.

This basic financial data for individual commercial banks and thrifts was then combined with a
list of failed institutions from 1991-2008, reported in the FDIC's Historical Statistics on Bankig.6 Of
the 600 failed institutions identified by the FDIC between 1991 and 2008, 371 failed commercial
banks and 229 faied thrifts appear in our data sample.

Slide 5 shows the percent of institutions filng a Call Report or TFR that fail in each year from
1991 through 2008. In 1991, 1.68 percent of all institutions that filed a financial report faied that
year. After 1994, failures decreased substantially to 0.11 percent per year or less, unti this year. As of
December 12, 0.3 percent of all institutions (excluding surviving thrifts, whose data we have not
collected as of the tie of this study) failed in 2008.

II. INCIDENCE OF BROKERED DEPOSITS AMONG BANK FAILURES

The FDIC presents a measure called the "adjusted brokered deposit ratio" (slide 6). A vast
majority of commercial banks and thrifts that faied between 1991 and December 12, 2008 had
adjusted broker deposit ratios outside the FDIC's "danger zone" (a positive adjusted broker deposit
ratio, where four-year asset growth exceeds 20 percent and the ratio of brokered deposits to domestic
deposits exceeds 10 percent) (slides 7-8). The result held whether the ratio was examined in the
quarterly report immediately prior to faiure (slide 7) or in the quarterly report one year before faiure
(slide 8). Slides 9 and 10 list the 37 failed banks and thrifts in the "danger zone" as of the last
quarterly report prior to failure shown on slide 7. Slides 11 and 12 list the 46 failed banks and thrifts
in the "danger zone" one year prior to failure as shown on slide 8.

On slide 13, we show the mean quarterly incidence of faiure for all institutions and for
institutions with positive adjusted brokered deposit ratios. Slide 13 shows that 0.074 percent of the
quarterly Call Reports and TFRs in our sample filed for the quarters ending December 31, 1990
through September 30, 2008 represented the last quarterly filng for an institution prior to failure. If
the sample is lited to institutions reportig brokered deposits and asset growth that would result in

a positive adjusted brokered deposit ratio in a quarter, 0.169 percent of the quarterly Call Reports and
TFRs in our sample filed for the quarters ending December 31, 1990 through September 30, 2008
represented the last quarterly filng for an institution prior to failure. If the sample is lited to
institutions reporting brokered deposits and asset growth that would result in a positive adjusted
brokered deposit ratio in a quarter, 0.203 percent of the quarterly Call Reports and TFRs filed for the
quarters ending March 31, 1990 through December 31, 2007 represented the filg for the quarter
ending one year prior to the last quarterly filng for an institution prior to failure. We present
comparable results for the periods before and after the approxiate end (1993Q4) of the early 1990s
S&L crisis. Slide 13 shows that a positive adjusted brokered deposit ratio was extremely rare for all
institutions as well as for failed institutions. Although the average adjusted brokered deposit ratio was

5 https:/ / cdr. ffiec. gov / public / SearchF acsimes. aspx
6 FDIC Historical Statistics on Bankig - Failures & Assistance Transactions

(http://ww2.fclc.gov /hsob /SelectRpt.asp?EntryTyp=30).
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greater for failed institutions than for all institutions during the sample, this difference does not
indicate whether the presence of brokered deposits serve as a predictor for failure beyond the other
financial characteristics of the institution.

On slide 14, we show the mean brokered deposit ratio for all institutions and for faied
institutions only. Slide 14 shows that the mean brokered deposit ratio for all institutions in our
sample over all quarters from 1990Q4 through 2008Q3 is 0.00378; whereas the mean brokered
deposit ratio in the last quarterly filng before an institution's faiure is 0.01272. The mean brokered
deposit ratio one year before an institution's failure is 0.01272. We present comparable results for the
periods before and after the approxiate end (1993Q4) of the early 1990s S&L crisis. Slide 14 shows
that the mean adjusted brokered deposit ratio for faied institutions in the quarter prior to faiure and
one year prior to failure was greater than the mean ratio for all institutions. However, slide 14 does
not answer the question as to whether the adjusted brokered deposit ratio is a predictor for failure
when the other financial characteristics of an institution are considered.

III. ESTIMATING EFFECT OF BROKERED DEPOSITS ON LIKELIHOOD OF FAILURE
WHEN CONTROLLING FOR OTHER FACTORS

The FDIC's confidential CAMELS ratig for an institution is an indicator of the institution's
financial health (slide 16). The CAMELS ratig captures an institution's capital adequacy, asset
quality, management quality, earnings, liquidity, and sensitivity to market risk. Although the
CAMELS ratings are non-public, various financial measures from an institution's public regulatory
filngs can serve as proxies for the components of the institution's CAMELS rating (slide 17). Slide
18 shows the summary statistics for these financial measures over all available Call Report and TFR
filngs for 1989Q4 through 2008Q3 in our sample.

We estiate the likelihood of an institution's failure using models known as "pro bit" regressions
(slide 19). These regression control for the various financial characteristics of the institution that we
use as proxies for the CAMELS rating components as well as the FDIC's proposed adjusted
brokered deposit ratio. In all of our models, we estiate the likelihood than an institution wi fail
based on its on lagged financial characteristics - as of the quarterly filg one year before the quarter in

which survival or faiure is observed (slide 20). For example, we estiate the probabilty that an
institution fails during 2008Q1 by examining its financial characteristics as of the end of 2007Q1.
Only the model using lagged characteristics can be used for a predictive policy exercise. Conversely, a
model based on contemporaneous financial characteristics, measured as of the last quarterly filg
before failure, would give policymakers little tie to make any intervention before failure.

We estiate our models on different tie three-year tie periods within our 1991-2008 sample

(slide 21). This sampling enables us to see the changes in the variables' explanatory power in
predictig failure over tie. However, one of our three-year samples (2003-2005) only has seven

faiures, which results in a poor prediction modeL. Therefore, we combine the 2003-2005 and the
2000-2002 samples into a single six-year sample when estiating the model over that tie period.

Finally, all of our models use annualized financial measures to predict failure. All balance sheet
measures other than the FDIC's proposed Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio (which is not an
annualized average in the FDIC's proposed rule other than to the extent it measures asset growth)
are annualized by calculating in each quarter the average of the current quarter and the previous 3

quarters. Income statement measures are annualized by taking the sum of the current quarter and the
previous 3 quarters.
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Slide 22 presents the results of the probit regressions on the different samples. A negative sign

on a coefficient indicates that the greater the value of the given variable, the less likely a faiure wi
occur. A positive sign on a coefficient indicates that the greater the value of the given variable, the
more likely a failure wi occur. For example, slide 22 shows a positive sign for the coefficient for the
ratio of accrued interest (earned but not collected) to total assets in all of the samples. This indicates
that the when earned but uncollected accrued interest constitutes a larger share of assets for an
institution, the institution is more likely to fail.

In each model, the number of asterisks "*,, in a row indicates the level of statistical significance
of the coefficient result. The statistical significance increases with the number of asterisks. Many of
the standard financial ratios that serve as proxies for the CAMELS rating components are statistically
significant and have the expected signs on the coefficients. For example, in every model, the ratio of
nonaccrual loans to total loans and leases is positive and statistically significant at a level of at least 10
percent confidence ("*"), indicating that an increase in the ratio results in an increased lielihood of
faiure. Simarly, the ratio of interest expense to total assets has a negative sign on its coefficient and
is statistically significant at 1 percent in all but one of the samples. This indicates that high interest
expense relative to an institution's asset size (regardless of the source of the high interest expense)
was a significant predictor of faiure.

If no asterisks are present in a row, then the variable's coefficient is not statistically signficant,
and the variable has no statistically significant effect on the likelihood of faiure in the given modeL.
As slides 22 shows, the adjusted brokered deposit ratio (highlighted in yellow) only has statistically
significant explanatory power in the 1991-1993 sample (end of the thrift crisis), and the 1997-1999
sample (a period of only 12 failures). During all other tie periods, including all periods from 2000
through 2008, the adjusted brokered deposit ratio has no incremental predictive power for failures
when the institutions' other financial qualities are considered.

iv. CASE STUDIES - EVIDENCE FROM RECENT FAILURES

Because of the relatively small number of faiures in recent years, a closer look at a few examples
of faied institutions can be informative as to whether brokered deposits played any role in faiure
beyond the role played by the institution's other characteristics and regulatory oversight. The
narrative of recent faiures (which were included in our model), shows that those institutions' failures
were due to asset quality and lack of regulatory action under existing regulations. For example, the
Treasur's Office of Inspector General noted in its audit report of ANB Financial's failure that
ANB's credit quality made ANB's brokered deposits inappropriate sources of fundig (slide 35). The
auditor notes that existing PCA provisions on brokered deposits were not used by the regulator to
restrict brokered deposits. Likewise, IndyMac's financial condition prior to failure (slide 36) was
extremely risky relative to its peers and should have been used by regulators under existing PCA
provisions to restrict the use of brokered deposits. These narratives confirm what our models show,
which is that the FDIC's proposed adjusted brokered deposit ratio cannot predict faiure after asset
quality is controlled for.
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Agenda
· Incidence of brokered deposits among bank

failures vs. non-failures
· Estimating effect of brokered deposits on

likelihood of failure when controlling for other
factors

· Case studies: evidence from recent failures
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Summary of Data
· Time period of failures examined: 1/1/1991 - 12/12/2008
· Data sources

- Identification of failed institutions: FDIC Historical Statistics

on Banking - Failures & Assistance Transactions
- Financial results for commercial banks: Report of Condition &

Income ("Call Report")
· Data through 200802 available from Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (http://www.chicagofed.c1I

economic research and data/commercial bank data.cfm)

- Financial results for thrifts: Thrift Financial Reports (TFRs)
· Data through 2005Q4 collected from FDIC Research Information System (R) database

· Data for failed thifts from 2006Ql through 2008Q3 collected from FFIEC

· Due to availability, data for non-failed thrifts after 2005 is not included in the saple - this data wil be
included in future research once data is collected

· 600 failures during sample period
- 371 commercial bank failures

- 229 thrift failures
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Occurrence of Bank Failures by Year, 1991-2008

Total Institutions 0/0 of

Total I Filng a TFR or Institutions
Year I Failures Call Report* Failed

1991 269 16,050 1.68%
1992 181 15,174 1.19%
1993 50 14,543 0.34%
1994 15 13,843 0.11%
1995 8 12,655 0.06%
1996 6 12,591 0.05%
1997 1 12,076 0.01%
1998 3 11,534 0.03%
1999 8 11,094 0.07%
2000 7 10,772 0.06%
2001 4 10,362 0.04%
2002 11 9,999 0.11%
2003 3 9,777 0.03%
2004 4 9,576 0.04%
2005 0 9,421 0.00%
2006 0 8,504 0.00%
2007 3 8,358 0.04%
2008 24 8,081 0.30%

Total 597**

* Non-failng thrifts in 2006, 200 and 2008 are excluded from the count of total institutions filng a TFR or Call Report.
lbee of the 600 total failures from 1991-present cited on the previous slide are excluded from the analyses. One of the excluded failures could

not be matched with any call report or TFR Another failed ban is excluded because its last quarterly fiing was more than 4 years before
failure. Finally, one failure was excluded because it was the second failure for a bank that had failed earlier in the sample period.

**
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FDIC Proposed
II Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio"

('. Bmf¡ered Deposits"
Bt, = Domestic Depositst, 0.10 )* A.r

where 4. _ ((." Assets,.T - As".rteii, .. a - . "'U-J
Assetsi T--I

0.2 J* 5 J subjec to 0 s: A" s: I and B" ?: O.

Examples of Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio Calculation from FDIC's Proposed Rule

A B I c 0 E I F

Ratio of broker
Ratio of brokered

I depo to domestic

Cumulative asset Adj usted brokered

depoit to depoit minus 10 grow rate over four Ast gro rate deposit ratio
percent threhold factr (Column Climesdomestic depits
(Column 8 minus

years column E)
10 percnt)

5.0'% 0.0% 5.0'%, . ~_~.. ~_.... ~_...~.... 0..... 0_ ... __... O_~'o
15.0% 5.0% 5.M;, .._...............__.................... 0_00';'

5.0% 0.0% 25.Mó 0.250 0.00'0
35.0% 25.0% 30.00': 0.500 12.5~';'
25.0% 15.0% so.oo'Ó 1.00 15.00';'

Exmple

1

2
3
4
5
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Ratio of Brokered to Domestic Deposits and 4-year Percentage Asset Growth, Failed Commercial Banks
and Thrifts, Quarter Prior to Failure, 1991-2008
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Ratio of Brokered to Domestic Deposits and 4-year Percentage Asset Growth, Failed Commercial Banks
and Thrifts, One Year Prior to Failure, 1991-2008
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The 37 Failed Institutions within Proposed FDIC "Danger Zoneu One
Quarter Prior to Failure, 1991-2008

,

(in thousands of dollars)

Total

Date of 4-year Asset Brokered Brokered Total Domestic

Count Institution Failure Growth Ratio Deposit Ratio Deposits Total Assets Deposits

1 WASHINGTON MUTUAL BANK 9/25/2008 0.25 0.18 $34,044,560 $307,021,600 $188,260,800

2 INYMAC BANK F.S.B 7/1112008 1.06 0.29 $5,489,747 $30,698,512 $18,941,728

3 FRAIN BANK, SSB 11/72008 0.82 0.46 $1,721,040 $5,572,332 $3,722,597

4 AN FINANCIAL NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 5/9/2008 2.65 0.87 $1,578,908 $1,895,545 $1,8l5,691

5 FAR WEST S&LA, FA ILL 1/1991 0.23 0.40 $1,185,l46 $3,7l4,988 $2,98l,632

6 BANK OF NEW ENGLAND, NATIONAL AS 1I6/l991 0.41 0.12 $1,150,000 $13,428,614 $9,347,005

7 OAK TREE FSB 10/13/1991 0.79 0.41 $930,324 $2,2l4,549 $2,256,189

8 SILVER STATE BANK 9/5/2008 2.28 0,34 $594,218 $1,957,120 $1,733,091

9 FIRST NB OF KEYSTONE 9/111999 1.93 0.60 $525,752 $1,1l9,865 $880,859

10 FIRST NATIONAL BAN OF NEVADA 7/25/2008 2.19 0.16 $475,560 $3,411,145 $3,038,053

11 THE COMMUNTY BAN 11121/2008 1.26 0.53 $308,594 $628,056 $577,2l9

12 THE COLUMBIAN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 8/22/2008 2.26 0.42 $261,371 $735,071 $620,354

13 NEXTBANK 2/7/2002 289.65 0,35 $190,452 $700,l80 $551,297

14 INEGRITY BANK 8/29/2008 2.1 7 0.18 $170,145 $1,107,5l4 $962,456

15 THE BANK OF HORTON 6/13/1991 2.01 0.82 $140,093 $167,298 $l70,540

16 SECURY PACIFC BANK ll/72008 1.09 0.22 $115,937 $587,669 $5l6,202

17 BOSTON TRAE BANK 5/3/1991 1.3l 0,33 $98,916 $307,033 $301,548

18 THE FINANCIAL CENTER BANK N.A. 5/4/1992 l.2 0.43 $94,209 $225,189 $218,847

**Contnued on nex slide...
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I The 37 Failed Institutions within Proposed FDIC "Danger Zone" One
Quarter Prior to Failure, 1991-2008

**Continued from previous slide...

(in thousands of dollars)

Brokered Total Total

Date of 4-year Asset Deposit Brokered Domestic

Count Institution Failure Growth Ratio Ratio Deposits Total Assets Deposits

19 CONNECTICUT BANK OF COMMERCE 6/26/2002 3.38 0.23 $73,893 $384,172 $322,228

20 FIRST GEORGIA COMMUNITY BAN 12/5/2008 0.51 0.30 $67,696 $263,552 $222,300

21 HAVEN TRUST BANK 12/12/2008 2.72 0.15 $66,635 $557,594 $451,855

22 UNIVERSITY BAN, NATIONAL ASSOCI 5/3111991 0.72 0.22 $66,505 $318,836 $295,818

23 MAI STREET BAN 10/1012008 5.57 0.47 $46,920 $112,368 $98,934

24 MADISON NATIONAL BANK 5110/1991 0.24 O. i i $44,541 $473,781 $404,200

25 SENTINEL BANK 113111992 3.22 0.41 $30,412 $74,846 $73,512

26 AMERICAN SB, FSB 3/22/1991 2.21 0.29 $26,054 $110,234 $90,436

27 CITY BANK AND TRUST 3/29/1991 1.2 0.20 $24,308 $116,044 $119,406

28 BROOKFIELD BAN 5/8/1992 0.51 0.29 $20,172 $60,696 $68,675

29 SANDERSON STATE BANK 12/12/2008 0.41 0.44 $16,007 $42,859 $36,409

30 MISSION VIEJO NATIONAL BANK 2/28/1992 0.79 0.13 $13,602 $114,584 $102,372

31 VALLEY BAN 9/13/1991 2.68 0.21 $7,324 $33,694 $35,568

32 THE FARERS BAN & TRUST OF CHENEYVILLE 12/17/2002 0.84 0.22 $7,13 i $35,3 i 7 $32,103

33 HUNINGTON PACIFC THRIT & LOAN 12/4/1992 0.24 0.13 $4,943 $40,476 $38,255

34 IONA SAVINGS BANK 10LWL99L 0.34 0.16 $4,590 $31,180 $29,513

35 QBANK 8171998 0.23 0.25 $3,468 $14,977 $13,888

36 THE BANK OF VERDE VALLEY 1116/1992 1.06 0.31 $3,193 $10,254 $10,155

37 SINCLAIR NATIONAL BANK 9172001 2.25 0.10 $2,643 $29,792 $26,054
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The 46 Failed Institutions within Proposed FDIC "Danger Zone" One Year
Prior to Failure, 1991-2008

(in thousands of dollars)
4-year Asset Brokered

Date of Growth Deposit Total Brokered Total Domestic

Count Institution Failure Ratio Ratio Deposits Total Assets Deposits

1 WASHIGTON MUTAL BANK 9125/2008 0.33 0.13 $25,613,624 $328,805,088 $197,136,096

2 INYMAC BANK F.s.B 7/112008 1.8 0.31 $5,280,067 $33,463,556 $16,953,534

3 COLUMBIA S&LA 1125/1991 0.20 0.63 $4,433,615 $8,195,074 $7,030,983

4 GREAT AMERICAN FSA 8/9/1991 0.50 0.16 $1,699,968 $15,060,494 $ 10,730,07 1 

5 BAN OF NEW ENGLAN, NATIONAL AS 1/6/1991 1.4 0.21 $1,588,000 $15,242,326 $7,614,650

6 FAR WEST S&LA, FA 1/11/1991 0.61 0.45 $1,540,697 $4,166,050 $3,443,946

7 AN FINANCIAL NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 5/912008 2.93 0.85 $1,476,288 $1,947,476 $1,742,351

8 OAK TREE FSB 10/13/1991 1.5 0.50 $1,11 0,481 $2,272,209 $2,233,332

9 FRAIN BANK, SSB 11/72008 1.54 0.33 $966,130 $5,716,498 $2,963,100

10 FIRST NB OF KEYSTONE 9/1/1999 6.52 0.55 $428,093 $1,085,585 $778,766

11 SILVER STATE BANK 9/512008 1.76 0.33 $402,271 $1,446,415 $1,215,798

12 SUPERIOR BANK, FSB 7/2712001 0.96 0.18 $285,885 $2,120,025 $1,588,692

13 THE COMMUTY BAN 11/21/2008 1.40 0.49 $265,545 $602,126 $539,208

14 INTEGRITY BANK 8129/2008 4.07 0.24 $258,052 $1,298,761 $1,077,099

15 MAIN SAVIGS BANK 2/1/1991 0.36 0.17 $233,696 $1,519,410 $1,404,785

16 THE BANK OF HORTON 6/13/1991 6.21 0.84 $201,866 $247,652 $239,840

17 THE COLUMBIAN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 812212008 1.94 0.41 $191,206 $639,489 $465,211

18 MECHANICS AND FARERS SAVIGS BA 8/9/1991 0.21 0.16 $153,977 $1,261,161 $969,4961

19 FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF NEVADA 712512008 1.02 0.10 $124,216 $1,433,244 $1,185,052

20 COUNTY BANK, FSB 3/27/991 0.90 0.10 $106,983 $1,367,671 $1,048,573

21 NEW HAPSHI SAVIGS BANK 10/10/1991 0.22 0.11 $103,262 $964,308 $908,092

22 UNVERSITY BANK NATIONAL ASSOCI 5/31/1991 1.1 0.31 $102,161 $386,429 $328,4631

23 CONNCTICUT BANK OF COMMERCE 6126/2002 3.36 0.29 $91,841 $392,960 $321,2881

**Continued on nex slide...
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The 46 Failed Institutions within Proposed FDIC "Danger Zone" One
Year Prior to Failure, 1991-2008

**Continued from previous slide...

(in thousands of dollar)

Date of
Count Institution Failure

24 SECURTY PACIFIC BANK 11/7/200825 NEXTBANK 2/7/2002
26 FIRST GEORGIA COMMUNTY BAN 12/5/2008
27 HAVEN TRUST BANK 12/12/2008
28 LOWELL INSTITUTION FOR SAVIGS 8/30/1991
29 MALIBU SB, FSB 1/11/1991
30 SOUTHSTATE BANK FOR SAVIGS 4/24/1992
31 CITY BANK AN TRUST 3/2911991
32 MISSION VIEJO NATIONAL BANK 2/2811992
33 AMERICAN SB, FSB 3/2211991
34 SURTY FS&LA 7/9/1991
35 THE COSMOPOLIT AN NATIONAL BANK 0 5/1711991
36 EXECUTIVE SB, FSB 4/26/1991
37 SANERSON STATE BANK 12/12/2008
38 HUNTINGTON PACIFIC THRIFT & LOAN 12/4/1992

39 CORA COAST FSB 8/2/1991
40 WESTERN COMMUNTY BANK 7/2911994
41 WORTHINGTON STATE BAN 11/1411991
42 THE FAMILY BAN AN TRUST 9/611991
43 THE FARERS BANK & TRUST OF CHENEYV 12/17/2002
44 IONA SAVIGS BAN 10/1111991
45 VILLAGE GREEN NATIONAL BANK 5/91199146 Q BANK 8/71998

4-year Asset

Growth
Ratio

1.77

376.89

1.01

3.04

0.61

0.33

0.39

3.75

1.65

2.15

0.69

0.88

0.47

0.62

0.61

2.41

0.38

0.36

1.41

0.84

0.67

0.36

0.57

Brokered
Deposit Ratio

0.16

0.15

0.29

0.13

0.13

0.29

0.13

0.25

0.18

0.29

0.14

0.16

0.28

0.40

0.25

0.17

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.18

0.14

0.12

0.13

Total Brokered
Deposits

$78,959

$74,600

$71,106

$54,574
$44,513

$42,018

$35,028

$30,136
$26,106

$24,868

$23,846

$23,280
$18,935

$15,287

$10,286

$9,585

$8,710

$6,968

$5,454

$4,852

$4,689

$3,664

$2,022

T otal Assets

$594,725

$835,897

$295,399

$504,717

$443,570

$168,086

$297,292

$127,048

$172,436

$110,913

$231,159

$156,709

$69,487

$44,280

$45,231

$60,303

$63,331

$47,643

$39,544

$30,316

$35,012

$34,907

$17,547

Total Domestic

Deposits

$501,563

$487,419

$245,730

$426,482

$352,556

$142,619

$269,318

$120,709
$141,553

$85,014
$167,600

$143,252
$67,086

$38,090

$41,245

$58,068

$58,562

$45,030

$37,519

$27,551

$32,732

$29,557

$15,549
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Mean Quarterly Incidence of Failure

Sample
12131/1990 -
1211212008

12131/1990 -
12131/1993

1/1/1994 -
1211212008

All institutions 0.074% 0.257% 0.016%

Institutions with 4-year asset growth ~ 20% &
ratio of brokered deposits to total domestic
deposits ~ 10% in previous quarterly filing

0.169% 1.532% 0.096%

Institutions with 4-year asset growth ~ 20% &
ratio of brokered deposits to total domestic
deposits ~ 10% in quarterly filing one year ago*

0.203% 1.603°k 0.095%

Although institutions with positive adjusted brokered deposit ratios have a
greater incidence of failure, does the adjusted brokered deposit ratio have any
power to predict failure BEYOND the standard measures of financial health,
such as asset quality?

* Note: Sample periods begin and end one year earlier than dates indicated in column heading when examining institutions'
fiings one year ago.

13



Mean ii Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio"
1213111990 - 1213V1990 - 1/111994 -

1211212008 12131/1993 1211212008Sample

All institutions 0.00378 0.00086 0.00472

Failed institutions, ratio measured as of
quarterly filing prior to failure
Failed institutions, , ratio measured as of filing

()~e y~arprior to failure*

0.01272 0.00596 0.04824

0.01168 0.00640 0.03895

· On average, failed institutions' adjusted brokered deposit ratios are
greater than the ratios for all institutions

· The adjusted brokered deposit ratio increases as failed institutions get
closer to failure

· Although failed institutions have above-average adjusted broke red
deposit ratios, does the adjusted brokered deposit ratio have any power
to predict failure BEYOND the standard measures of financial health,
such as asset quality?

,. Note: Sample periods begin and end one year earlier than dates indicated in column heading when examining institutions'
filings one year prior to failure.
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Estimating Likelihood of Failure

.

CAMELS Rating Proxies.
C = Capital adequacy · E = Earnngs
_ Total Equity / Total Assets - Net income after taxes / Total Assets

A = Asset quality - Interest income / Net income after taxes
Total Loans & Leases / Total Assets - Noninterest income / Net income after
Accrued interest, earned but not taxes
collected / Total Assets - Interest expense / Net income after taxes
REO / Total Assets Loan charge-offs / Noninterest income
Real estate loan / Total Loans - Expenses on premises / Noninterest

Commercial & industra110an / Total expenseLoan & Leases - Salaries / Noninterest expense
Past due loans (90+ days) / Total Loans & . L = Liquidity
Leases

Volatile liabilties (Fed funds purchased &
securities sold under agreements to
repurchase + demand notes issued to
Treasury & other borrowed money + time
deposits;: $100K in domestic offices +
trading liabilties less revaluation losses) /

Total Assets
S = Sensitivity to market risk

None
Other measures

In (Total Assets)
FDIC's Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio

Nonaccrualloan & leases / Total Loans
& Leases
Loan loss provisions / Total Assets

M = Management quality
Efficiency Ratio = Non-interest
expenss/(Net interest income + Non-
interest income) .

.

.

.
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Quarterly Sum.m.ary Statistics
All Institutions, 1989Q4 - present

Varable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
C = Capita adequacy

Total Equity / Total Assets 846,246 0.09128 1.68021 -602.04610 338.60000
A = Asset quality

Total Loans & Leases / Total Assets 846,246 0.58974 0.17745 -0.05948 1.64763
Accrud interest, eared but not collected / Total Assets 813,141 0.00659 0.00428 -0.00018 0.26396
REO / Total Asset 846,246 0.00326 0.01050 -0.01795 1.35203
Real estate loans / Total Loan & Leases 839,693 0.59893 0.24776 -0.32003 4.90671
Commercial & industrial loan / Total Loans & Leases 839,693 0.16062 0.14971 0.00000 1.4699
Past Due Loan (90+ days) / Total Loans & Leases 839,693 0.00411 0.00816 0.00000 0.65698
Nonaccrul loan & leases / Total Loans & Leaes 839,693 0.00906 0.01875 0.00000 1.00000
Loan Loss Provision / Total Assets 846,246 0.00838 0.00701 0.00000 0.77781

M = Mangement quality
Effciency Ratio 814,940 0.68821 3.05034 - 1907.28600 1218.00000

E = Earngs
Net income afer taes / Total Assets 846,246 0.00896 0.10412 -75.58028 16.01653
Interest income / Total Assets 846,246 0.07056 0.02896 -2.15771 10.28336
Noniterest income / Total Assets 846,246 0.01360 0.16569 -5.27699 47.50000
Interest expense / Total Assets 846,246 0.03269 0.01782 -0.69737 4.72260
Expenses on premises / Noninterest expense 814,788 0.13986 0.10569 -43.00000 65.66666
Salares / Noniterest expense 814,788 0.51433 0.46063 -40.00000 396.33330
Loan charge-offs / Noniterest income 813,889 0.48379 10.58171 -5304.50000 2161.83300

L = Liquidity

Volatile liabilities / Total Assets 846,246 0.13765 0.1 1194 0.00000 1.81864
Oter

In (Total Assets) 846,246 11.42871 1.43250 -1.38629 21.01388
FDIC's Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio 863,778 0.00363 0.03644 0.00000 0.90617

Note: All balance sheet measures other than the FDIC's proposed Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio (which is not an anualized
average in the FDIC's proposed rue other than to the extent it measures asset growth) have ben annualized by calcuating in
each quarter the average of the curent quarter and the previous 3 quarters. Income statement measures are annualized by
taking the sum of the curent quarter and the previous 3 quarters.
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Probit Model: Contemporaneous vs Lagged

· We estimate the likelihood of failure using models with an
institution's lagged financial characteristics rather than its
contemporaneous financial characteristics
- Contemporaneous: the quarter of the last filing prior to failure

· Predicts failure in the immediate-term
· Example: Was ANB Financial's 5/9/2008 failure predictable based

on the financial characteristics from its 2008Ql call report?
· Problem: For a policy to be effective, it needs to be applied

earlier than 1 quarter prior to failure
- Lagged: One year prior to failure

· Predicts failure in the long term
· Example: Was ANB Financial's 5/9/2008 failure predictable based

on the financial characteristics from its 2007Q2 call report?
· The lagged model shows whether the failure was predictable in

advance, allowing the regulator sufficient time to intervene before
failure through actions such as increased insurance premiums
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Probit Model Results
Sample Period 1991-1993 1994-1996 1997-1999 2000-2005 2006-2008

Coeffcient Coeffcient Coeffcient Coeffcient Coeffcient
Vanable (Std. Error) (Std. Error) (Std. Error) (Std. Errr) (Std. Errr)

1.5980 -11.9599 -9.1369 -2.5618 -0.3140Total Eqity I Total Assets
(0.2192) ... (2.1047) ... (4.9193) · (1.4528) · (1.9761)
1.2780 2.3907 -0.7725 0.7186 3.3068

Tota Loam & Lees I Tota Aset
(0.1423) ... (0.6271) ... (0.6657) (0.4778) (0.9512) ...
19.4135 3.5168 18.4172 4.7211 39.7799Accred interest, earned but not collected I Total Assets
(4.0938) ... (13.0174) (11.242) · (9.6443) (19.8899) ..
3.2634 5.2158 -12.3974 8.2798 15.4942REO I Total Asets
(0.7013) ... (1.8513) ... (7.5317) · (4.4719) · (5.7286) ...
0.5751 0.1 705 0.2540 0.0342 1.4233Real estate loans I Total Loans & Leases
(0.1293) ... (0.4792) (0.6809) (0.4908) (0.9854)
1.830 1.2263 0.2927 1.4079 1.2751Commal & industral loan / Tota Loan & Leases
(0.1704) ... (0.6515) · (0.9278) (0.5603) .. (1.3339)
3.4378 2.0252 5.3323 4.8337 15.5090Past Due Loan (90+ days) I Total Loans & Leases
(1.2547) ... (2.8624) (1.6457) ... (2.0508) .. (5.4257) ...
3.4785 4.6675 3.0775 3.7295 5.4493Nonicr loam & leases / Total Loan & Leases
(0.4392) ... (1.4142) ... (1.884) · (0.9170) ... (1.2014) ...
-6.3209 -6.7777 17.81 io 15.1315 -24.5668Loan Loss Prvision I Total Assets
(1.8936) ... (7.0952) (6.4172) ... (4.7569) ... (21.483 i)

0.00 -0.0093 0.0194 0.0068 0.1135Effciency Rao
(0.0006) (0.06) (0.0078) .. (0.0027) .. (0.0609) .
-2.2568 -11.060 -6.1629 -0.4491 -13.0279Net income af taxes I Total Assets
(0.9992) .. (2.2767) ... (4.3619) (0.6575) (2.7353) ...
-8.7121 2.7471 -0.8303 -8.2694 5.8332Inteest incme / Tota Asse
(1.8445) ... (3.9491) (3.8829) (3.0962) ... (7.943)
1.228 1.6218 0.3625 -2.2889 -5.1756Noninterest income I Total Assets
(0.4989) .. (0.2367) ... (0.0973) ... (1.9167) (3.4679)
12.5305 -2.6469 16.7525 29.2887 53.5188

Intet exp I Tota Assets
(2.2702) ... (10.4168) (7.9234) .. (6.3411) ... (14.7610) ...
1.697 0.1301 -0.1845 0.2509 2.7279Expenses on premises / Noninterest expense
(0.2301) ... (0.1255) (0.4350) (0.7573) (1.0737) ..
-0.6073 -0.0912 0.6274 -0.099 -0.5617Salares I Nonintet expee
(0.2875) .. (0.0199) ... (0.5463) (0.0249) ... (0.2402) ..
0.0014 0.0004 -0.0117 0.0012 0.0002Loan charge-off I Noninterest income
(0.0004) ... (0.0015) (0.0073) (0.0008) (0.0006)
0.2242 -2.4862 02868 0.5084 -0.3608Volatile liabilities / Tota Asset

(0.1833) (1.0674) .. (0.8896) (0.5152) (0.4846)
0.0290 0.0278 -0.0801 -0.1795 0.1628In (Total Assets)
(0.0122) .. (0.0501) (0.0791) (0.0694) ... (0.0557) ...
0.9481 1.2849 1.7297 -0.1 100 0.5045FDIC's Adjusted Brokered Deposit Ratio
(0.3080) ... (0.8204) (0.8109) .. (0.4907) (0.3117)
-4.6848 -4.9266 -2.9749 -2.8532 -11.856 .. significant at 10%Constant
(0.2448) ... (0.7488) ... (0.9326) ... (0.6620) ... (1.8778) ...

..* signficant at 5%
0.1570 0.3957 0.201 I 0.3290 0.3431 ...... signficant at i %Pseudo R-sq
175,054 151,055 130,979 103,886 95,797Obseations
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Estimating Likelihood of Failure
Probit Model Results
· Several of the proxies for CAMELS rating components have the

expected effect (positive or negative) on likelihood of failure and are
statistically significant
- Total equity / total assets

- Total loans / total assets

Accrued interest, earned by not collected / total assets
REO / total assets
Commercial & industrial loans / total loans
Past due loans (90+ days) / Total loans & leases

Nonaccrual loans / Total loan & leases
Net income / Total assets
Interest expense / Total assets

· Negative sign and large absolute value for the coefficient indicates that high-
interest expense was a significant predictor of failure, regardless of its source

· The adjusted brokered deposit ratio only has statistically signficant
explanatory power in the 1991-1993 sample (end of the thrift crisis),
and the 1997-1999 sample (a period of only 12 failures). It has NO
significant explanatory power in recent periods.
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Recent Bank Failures
ANB Financial

· The u.s. Treasur's Office of Inspector General (OIG) released its audit report of the failure of ANB
Financial in November 2008.

· acc guidance" did not provide benchmarks or more specific guidance as to when examiners should start

to raise concerns with bank management about the use of brokered deposits and other non-retail deposit
funding sources," because PCA rules limit use of brokered deposits. (p. 24)

"The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act requires tht acceptance of brokered
deposits can only be made by well-capitalized institutions that exceed the minimum PCA
requirements. ... acc downgraded ANB's capital level to adequately capitalized as a result of the
formal agreement issued in June 2007." (p. 8)

PCA Rules were followed, but bank remained "well-capitalized" because acc examiners did not
take action on bank assets in a tiely fashion.

· "acc did not issue a formal enforcement action in a tiely manner, and was not aggressive enough in the

supervision of ANB when problems first arose." (p. 13)
"acc identified most of ANB's problems in 2005; however, it took no forceful action until 2007." (p.
13)

· Under OIG Recommendations:

"Re-emphasize to examiners that examiners must closely investigate an institution's circumstances
and alter its supervisory plan if certain conditions exist as specified in acc's Examiner's Guide to
Problem Bank Identification, Rehabiltation, and Resolution." (p. 27)
"Re-emphasize to examiners that formal enforcement action is presumed warranted when certain
circumstances specified in ace s Enforcement Action Policy (PPM 5310-3) exist." (p. 27)

· "... the examiner-in-charge .. . stated that by looking back, examiners needed a strnger tool to address
loan concentration limits." (p. 22)
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Recent Bank Failures
IndyMac

· Brokered deposits have magnified losses in bans that were not closed in a timely maner,
either due to conscious forbearance or just lags in regulatory enforcement.

IndyMac "increased (its) reliance on brokered deposits and it extended (their) existence
by a good 12 months." (Letter from Ken Bernard, Money Desk Manager, IndyMac
Federal Bank to FDIC, November 12, 2008)

· Well before failure, IndyMac showed signs of risky business strategy that cold have justified
regulatory action:

Goodwill assets were nearly two-and-a-half times the industr average;

Other borrowed funds were over four-and-a-half times the industr average;

Volatile liabilities was almost double the industry average;
Tier One capital was below the industr average and Tier Two capital was only about
one-seventh the industry average.
Interest expense was roughly twice the industr average;
Trading gains (losses) were seventy-five ties the industr average.

· Point: Like ANB, ample evidence of increasing risk was not used to trigger existing PCA
provisions on brokered deposits that could have reduced the costs of the failure.
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3 Months

CD Rate Listing
Service

FHLB.
Boston

3.81

DTC Eligible
CD Total Cost

3.78

5.02

4.80 4.76 4.79 4.69

5.10 5.08 5.10 4.99

5.41

5.40 5.51 5.37 5.41 5.38

5.37 5.49 5.35 5.40 5.34

5.35 5.40 5.39



6 Months

CD Rate Listing FHLB - FHLB. DTC Eligible
Service FHLB - Seatte Boston Cincinatti CD Total Cost

4.18 4.09 4.01 4.09 3.98

4.31 4.41 4.40 4.23

4.68 4.72 4.57

4.92 4.97 4.79

5.40 5.32

5.43 5.40

5.40 5.31



9 Months

CD Rate Listing FHLB -
Service FHLB - Boston Cincinatt

4.19 4.15 4.21

DTC Eligible
CD Total Cost

4.11



1 Year

CD Rate Listing FHLB - FHLB. DTC Eligible
Service FHLB - Seatte Boston Cincinatt CD Total Cost

4.42 4.33 4.30 4.36 4.25

4.58 4.64 4.58 4.67

4.84 4.91 4.76

5.04 5.16 4.97
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3 Year

CO Rate Listing FHLB- FHLB - OIC Eligible
Service FHLB - Seatte Boston Cincinatti CD Total Cost

4.63 4.54 4.52 4.59 4.58

4.80

4.96 4.93 5.02 5.00

5.13 5.08 5.18 5.09

5.35 5.45 5.41

5.55 5.66 5.64

5.17 5.34

5.03 5.25



5 Year

CD Rate Listing
Service FHLB - Seattle

4.92 4.66

FHLB -
Boston'4

FHLB . DTC Eligible
Cincinatt CD Total Cost

4.70 4.75
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PREFACE

In November 1990 the undersigned were asked, initialy by
Merr Lynch, to study the relationship between ban and
thrif faiures to insured brokered deposits, and to become

authors of an independent report on this fmancial
instruent. Before our authorship could be undertaken,

we needed to review the many recent changes in bang
law and reguation, deposit inurance policy goals and the
behavior of isuers and investors. The sponsors, for their
part, ageed not to inuence or edit our work, though we

did expect to intervew them (and their competitors as well
as isuers) for a better understandig of the retai brokered
deposit. We found fu cooperation in these valuable and
ilumating intervews. The seven sponsors are lited
below.

AG. Edwards, Inc. Merril Lynch & Co., Inc.

Dean Witter Financial Servces Group Oppenheimer Capital

Edward D. Jones & Co., Inc. Prudential Securties Inc.

Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc.

Our work has been supported by the very able asistance
of Steven C. Davidsn and Jane G. Cates of Ferguson &

Company, notably in the tireless asembly of data for this
project.

The views, interpretations and conclusions, however, are
our own, for which we bear fu responsibilty, along with
any errors.

Gwc~ ~ ç~'-k¡
David C. Cates Stanley C. Silverberg
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EXECUTIV SUMMAY

As of September 30,1990, there were $80 bilion 
1 of insured brokered deposits

outstanding from commercial banks (including savings banks) and savings & loan

associations (thrifts). Of this amount, $15 bilion were outstanding at thrifts in RTC

conservatorship. It is the purpose of this report to analyze the role of insured

brokered deposits in bank and thrift failures from 1987 through 1990. To do so, we

have also looked at the nature of the brokered deposit business and at the regulation

of these deposits, both before and after FIRREA Our observations and conclusions

fall under five major headings, as follows:

Most bank and thrift failures have occurred in the absence

of insured brokered deposits.

In virtually all failures, other discretionar funding

exceeded insured brokered deposits as a source of asset

financing, usually by a wide margin.

Since FIRREA, the pattern of insured brokered deposit

issuance has changed sharly, in favor of sound issuers. In

fact, our computations show that had the post- FIRREA

regulatory restrictions been active from 1987, over 99% of

the failed issuers would have had to secure waivers in order

1 Just-published data as of year-end 1990 shows that total insured brokered
deposits were $80 bilion, of which $14 bilion were outstanding from RTC
conservatorships, $44 bilion from banks and $22 bilion from non-conservatorship
thrifts.
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to continue their issuance.

The end-investor in retail insured broke red deposits is

neither wealthy nor oriented to high yields.

The retail insured brokered deposit offers balance sheet

management benefits to banks, almost always at lower cost

than is available through local funding sources.

Each of these main points is backed by data analysis of regulatory financial

reports covering the years 1987-90 and/or from intervews ~ith securities brokers and

bank/thrift issuers of insured brokered deposits.

A Most bank and thrift failures have occurred in the absence of insured

brokered deposits.

1. Of the 1,518 failures of banks and thrifts across the years 1987-1990,

approximately two-thirds (1,003, or 66% of the total) had no brokered deposits at time

of closing, whereas 515 did have such deposits (34% of the total).

2. Defining "low usage" of broke red deposits as 5% or less of total deposits, only

270 (18% of the 1,518 failures) had brokered deposits outstanding in excess of the 'low

usage" threshold. In other words, 82% of the failures had zero or low outstandings of

insured brokered deposits at closing.

3. Of 741 commercial ban failures in this period, only no (or 15% of the bank

failure total) had insured brokered deposits at closing. Of these no failures, 56 (or

51 %) fell into the "low usage" category.

4. Of 777 thrift failures in this period, 405 (or 52% of the thrift failure total)

had insured brokered deposits at closing, of which 189 (48%) represented low usage.



The proportion, furthermore, declined every year during the 1987-90 period, from 60%

of 1987 failures to 44% of 1990 failures.

5. Broadening the definition of "high risk" institutions to include not merely

failures but also stil-open, high-risk banks/thrifts,2 insured broke red deposits were

present (as of September 30, 1990) at 50% of the 44 worst-rated thrifts and at 36% of

the 132 worst-rated banks. Only 16% of the riskiest thrifts, however, had more than

5% of their deposits in insured brokered form; the corresponding percentage at the

most risky banks was 15%.

6. It is true that some bank and thrift failures made material use of insured

broke red deposits at time of failure (see Chapter V for three examples). Sixteen

banks (1.1% of total bank and thrift failures) and 60 thrifts (4.0% of total failures)

failed with more than 25% insured brokered deposits to total deposits.

B. In virtually all failures. other discretionary funding exceeded insured

brokered deposits as a source of asset financing, usually by a wide margin.

1. For background, the FDIC and the OCC have long maintained, together with

most private-sector bank/thrift analysts, that asset strategies drive funding strategies,

not the other way around. In other words, brokered deposits, FHLB advances, other

secured borrowings, and jumbo CDs don't just happen, followed by reckless

investment. The causal chain of risk begins with the asset strategies.

2. Across the 1987-1990 period, discretionar funding in bank and thrift failures

2 "High-risk" stil-open institutions are defined in this study as those with a Cates

risk rating of "5" (highest risk); these ratings (all of which are as of June 30, 1990)
cover 2,260 banks and thrifts owned by publicly-held holding companies, as well as
some other banks and thrifts.





the extra-sharp decline of under-capitalized issuers.3 Those with less than 3.0%

tangible capital to assets declined from 239 to 104. AB of September 30, 1990, the

mean percentage of thrift-issued insured brokered deposits stood at 6.6% of issuer

total deposits.

2. Commercial bank issuers of insured broke red deposits, from year-end 1988

through September 30, 1990 (a period which spans the impact of FIRREA), rose from

658 to 700, and the increase has been greatest among well-capitalized banks. As of
,

September 30, 1990, the dollar-weighted percentage of insùred broke red deposits (as

a fraction of issuer total deposits) stood at 5.8%. AB a fraction of total bank deposits

(including non-issuers), insured brokered deposits was 1.5%.

3. We explain these trends toward higher-quality issuance partly as a result of

tighter regulation in the wake of FIRREA, and partly due to more stringent credit

policies by retail brokerage firms themselves. These brokers are responding to

income-interruption risk, under which acquirors of brokered deposits in a failure are

now effectively permitted to repudiate the contract rate and the maturity. This post-

FIRREA uncertainty is disturbing to broker clients, who rely on steady and predictable

Income.

4. Had the post-FIRREA regulatory restrictions on brokered deposit issuance

been in place in 1987, our computations show that over 99% of the failed issuers

would have had to secure regulatory waivers in order to continue their issuance.

3 "Issuer" is broadly defined in this study to include those institutions with
outstanding insured brokered deposits, whether or not there is continued current

issuance. The data show outstandings only. Many failed institutions had ceased
active issuance long before closing, but since the typical program included

intermediate-term CDs, these were often stil outstanding at failure.



D. The end-investor in retail insured broke red deposits is neither wealthy nor

oriented to high yields.

1. According to a Securities Industry Association (SIA) 1991 survey of eight

large full-servce brokers as of June 30, 1990, the average customer purchase (of a

brokered CD) was $19,700, and 81 % of such purchases were of CDs less than $50,000.

In addition, a nationwide broker (Edward D. Jones & Co.) reported to us that 45% of

their 313,000 customer accounts with brokered CDs in portfolio hold such CDs (from

any and all issuers) in an amount less than $15,000. Only 5% of these clients hold
,

brokered CDs totalling over $100,000 and less than i % hold over $300,000. Moreover,

according to the same firm (and others intervewed), roughly 40% of 
broke red CDs are

held in individual retirement accounts. Finally, Merril Lynch cites the median age

of their brokered CD clients as 60, and other firms report a similar age profie of their

clients for this investment product.

2. The rate structure of retail insured brokered deposits is very close to

Treasury securities of equal maturity,4 to FHLB advance rates (per maturity horizon),

and to national rate averages of CDs marketed directly by banks. The primar reason

for this rate constraint is that issuers (before and after FIRREA) have always had

other funding alternatives, whether FHLB advances, other secured borrowings, or

large-dollar (jumbo) CD placements. For a creditworthy issuer in the post-FIRREA

environment, therefore, it is simply not necessar to pay a premium for brokered

4 Merril Lynch quotes rates to investors on a money-market basis (rather than
on a bond-equivalent basis) which, without adjustment for tax-exemption or

commissions on Treasuries., are typically within a few basis points of comparable
maturity Treasuries.



deposits, given the array of funding alternatives. This analysis takes account of the

commissions payable to the brokers, roughly 60 basis points per year of original

maturity.

3. At the same time, retail brokered deposit yields to investors are often

somewhat higher than those available directly from many local banks, who may offer

rates on CDs significantly below national averages.

E. The retail insured brokered deposit offers balance sheet management

benefits to banks. almost always at lower cost than is available through local funding

sources.

1. Increasing concern about bank safety among depositors in ''high-anety''

markets, coupled with urgent liquidity needs by troubled institutions in those

markets, leads to locally high deposit rates and a dearth oflonger-term (three-to-five-

year) deposit funds. Creditworthy banks in such markets can almost always find

longer-term deposits more cheaply in the national market through full-servce brokers.

The same is true for troubled banks, at least those in capital compliance.

2. Regardless of locale, the abilty of brokers (those with national distribution

systems) to generate "tailored-maturity" funding to support specific asset programs of

banks is greater than most banks' power to do the same through their branch

networks. As a result, interest-rate risk is better managed, and the local economy

better served. This cooperation of bank and broker, in our opinion, is only one among

many whereby capital markets serve certain bank needs via more effcient kinds of

in termediation.

3. The only other available avenue whereby most banks and thrifts can cheaply



access intermediate-term funding is secured borrowing, especially FHLB advances.

It is clear, however, that the risk to the deposit insurance system is at least as great

from these sources as from insured brokered deposits, since the collateral behind

secured borrowings deprives the insurance funds of recovery potential, thus increasing

the net resolution costs of bank/thrift failures.

We draw two final conclusions from our study. First, the deposit insurance

system risks arising from retail insured brokered deposits, particularly since FIRREA,

are no higher than for other insured deposits. Second, $ere are real benefits to

investors and to issuers. Balancing these, we question what useful public objectives

are served by withdrawing deposit insurance from retail brokered deposits. Further,

since issuing banks/thrifts are apt to compensate by increasing their direct deposit

issuance and secured borrowings, the effect of withdrawing insurance on brokered

deposits may be to reduce the government's gross insurance liabilty by an amount

much less than the $65 bilion of non-conservatorship outstandings as of September

30, 1990.





Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

This report has two broad objectives. The first is to examine the retail

(insured) brokered deposit as a possible source of risk to the integrity of the deposit

insurance system. In what ways, if any, has this relatively recent financial instrument

been a threat to public policy? Our second objective is to examine whether the

economic benefits provided by this instrument to issuers and investors are worth

preserving. Is it possible that the withdrawal of insurance protection for the retail

(insured) broke red deposit might injure, however slightly, the funding flexibilty of

banks and/or the investment flexibilty of investors?

If these questions can be fully posed and objectively answered, it should be

possible to weigh the risks against the benefits, and thus to base public policy toward

brokered deposits on informed and rational grounds. It is the purpose of this

introduction to present the highlights of our findings and our conclusions.

The several chapters (in addition to this introductory chapter) cover the

following ground:

Chapter II: The Deposit Brokerage Business

The chapter begins with the origins of the brokered deposit in 1981, and

discusses its several types as well as the evolution of the retail (insured) brokered

deposit prior to FIRREA

We next present the further evolution of this financial instrument in the post-

1



FIRREA environment. Three key developments powerfully influenced the evolving

nature of this investment product. One is the power granted by FIRREA to acquirors

of failed institutions to repudiate the interest rate contracts on outstanding term

deposits. The second is a set of regulatory restrictions that sharply limit the use of

insured brokered deposits by undercapitalized and/or rapid-growth institutions. The

third development is the strong emergence of commercial banks as issuers of broke red

CDs.

2



all the brokers perform (to protect themselves from investor wrath in the wake of

income interruption), these investor perceptions are justified.

Chapter III: FIRREA and the Treasury Proposal

The chapter begins with the pre-FIRREA and the convictions of the FDIC and

acc that asset strategies, not funding sources, are the chief determinant of bank

troubles. We then point out how the passage of FIRREA, together with related

regulatory interpretations, sharly restructured deposit brokerage, in three ways:

inadequate capital leads to restricted issuance;

rapid asset growth leads to restricted issuance;

acquiring institutions (of failed banks or thrifts) are legally able to repudiate

the contract rate on the deposits they assume.

As a result of these developments, not only is there stronger regulatory

discipline on unsound issuers, but stronger discipline from the market as welL.

The second half of the chapter is devoted to an examination of the Treasury

Department's objections to brokered deposits. At bottom, the Treasury sees the

insured brokered deposit as a vehicle to bring deposit insurance coverage to high-rate

investments of wealthy investors. In the Treasury view, this has had the effect of

artificially raising the gross level of deposit insurance liability, thus exposing taxayers

to unnecessary risk. The Treasury must believe, it follows, that if the insurance

protecting brokered deposits, were withdrawn, a substantial portion of the $80 bilion

of insured deposits would vanish, thus diminishing the liabilty of the insurance funds.

We express disagreement with the assertion that retail brokered deposits are

3



a toy of the rich, and we further doubt that this creates a bubble of "excess" insured

deposits in the banking system. We also question the Treasury's belief that banks

could readily compensate for the loss of these deposits by substituting interbank

borrowings, Federal Reserve borrowings and Federal Home Loan Bank advances. In

the case of the latter, we point out that because these advances are fully collateralized

with good assets, such assets are not recoverable in a failure unless the FDIC pays off

the advances as though they were insured deposits. Thus advances (and any other

collateralized funding) are as potentially costly to the insur,ance fund as are insured

deposits. Actually, the cost of collateralized funding is greater, since these funds are

not assessed (as are deposits) to protect the insurance fund.

The chapter concludes with some reasonable conjecture on how we think banks

might adapt to the withdrawal of pass-through insurance coverage of brokered

deposits. We believe that the reduction of deposit insurance liabilty might be as much

as $10 bilion, a far cry from the roughly $80 bilion of insured brokered deposits now

outstanding ($15 bilion of which are from RTC conservatorships).

Chapter IV: Insured Brokered Deposits and Bank/Thrift Failure

This chapter is almost entirely a data-driven chapter, relying on regulatory

financial fiings of banks and thrifts through September 30,1990.

The pre-FIRREA history of bank/thrift failures shows zero to low usage of

insured broke red deposits in most failures, and high usage in a few thrift failures.

More important, this history shows that other "discretionar" funding by failing thrifts

(sources of funds other than local core deposits) was materially larger than was their

4



use of brokered deposits. Since these sources -- 'Jumbo" CDs, Federal Home Loan

Bank advances, and other collateralized funding -- materially accompany most thrift

failures, and insured brokered deposits materially accompany few thrift failures,

common sense suggests that asset strategies, rather than particular funding sources,

are the "drivers" of failure. To argue the opposite is to accuse roosters of causing

sunrise.

Post-FIRREA developments are very striking. A two-dimensional shift is

apparent in the 1990 data. First, thrift issuance of insured brokered deposits is in

steep decline, both in amount and by numb~r of issuers. At the same time,

commercial bank issuance is rising, both in amount and by number of issuers. Second

there is a pronounced shift of insured brokered deposit issuance away from under-

capitalized and toward more strongly capitalized institutions, whether thrifts or banks.

We argue that these trends are market-driven (by deposit brokers) as well as

regulator-driven.

Chapter V: Lincoln, CenTrust, Franklin: Three Flameouts

The final chapter examines the role of retail (insured) brokered deposits in

three notorious and costly failures. In preparing this chapter, we had access to

confidential data from six full-servce brokerage firms, covering maturities, rates of

interest, and termination of issuance.

We found that other discretionar funding (money desk solicitation of CDs, and

secured borrowings) were systematically more prominent as funding sources than

insured brokered deposits in two of the three cases. We also found that the "all-in"

5



cost of broke red deposits was higher than the equivalently-measured cost of FHLB

advances, but only by a small margin never exceeding 50 basis points. Finally, we

found that the pre-FIRREA credit policies of brokers caused most of them to refuse

a brokerage role prior to failure.

The chapter concludes with a "comparative negligence" analysis in which we

attribute maxmum negligence to asset strategies, moderate negligence to regulatory

policies, and a low factor of negligence to funding sources. Finally, we point out that

since the implementation of FIRREA, such blame-casting is of historic interest only,

like the destruction of the Spanish Armada in 1588, since these institutions could not

have executed their strategies had FIRREA rules been in place.

We return now to frame our answer to the challenges posed at the beginning

of this chapter. What are the risks to the deposit insurance system of maintaining

pass-through insurance on retai brokered deposits? What are the benefits conveyed

by this financial instrument? And what is the risk/benefit equation that should guide

public policy?

1. Risks

We simply do not find any greater risk inherent in insured brokered deposit

issuance than in any other insured or secured financing by banks or thrifts. The

typical insured brokered deposit is intermediate term, providing stabilty to the

funding strategy of banks. It is of roughly equal all-in cost to FHLB advances, and is

priced to yield investor returns very close to Treasuries and bank deposits generally.

Not only regulatory policies but brokerage firm credit policies, furthermore, are more

6



vigilant toward issuers than are other insured depositors of banks. Finally, we are

unable to find any evidence that the ultimate investor is other than an individual of

moderate means, often protecting merely a comfortable retirement. In short, the

insured brokered deposit is not high-cost, volatile funding destabilzing banks and

adding to insurance fund liabilty.

2. Benefits

We see several benign economic functions performed by the retail (insured)

brokered deposit. For bank issuers, the tool is a liquidity buffer allowing adequately

capitalized banks (and only those) to tap longer-term, lower-cost funds than may be

available locally. Aside from its obvious advantages for liquidity, such funding also

makes for easier management of interest rate risk by banks in their acquisition of

longer-term, fixed-rate loans and investments. Though other funding alternatives are

available to accomplish the same objectives, these, we argue, do not diminish the gross

liability of the insurance funds.

As for investors, the insured brokered deposit is a commission-free instrument

available in small, tailored denominations suitable for (and marketed to) individuals

of moderate means. It is a moderate-yield investment priced close to Treasuries but

more convenient than Treasuries (on which commissions are payable). Given public

anxiety toward banks, the investors trust the judgement and investment advice of

their brokers.

3. Risk/Benefit Equation

We find it hard to believe that, if insurance protection were removed from $80

7



bilion of brokered deposits, this would reduce insurance fund liability by anything

approaching a comparable amount. In the first place, some investors wil continue to

pursue insured bank deposits on their own. In the second place, many banks really

desire intermediate-term funding at affordable cost, and wil turn to secured funding

(e.g., FHLB) and shrewder marketing of consumer deposits in their service areas.

Neither of these steps wil reduce insurance fund liabilty. Finally, the $80 bilion of

insured brokered deposits includes $15 bilion outstanding from RTC conservatorships,

issuance which wil continue to be sanctioned. Thus onlY:,$65 bilion is at issue.

If the net result of the proposed legislation toward brokered deposits is, as we

believe, to diminish the liabilty of the insurance funds by, say, $10 bilion, we deeply

question whether this achievement is worth the interruption of the economic benefits

we have outlined above. Since the risks are low and the benefits real, why fix

something that isn't broken?

8



Chapter II

THE DEPOSIT BROKERAGE BUSINESS

Brokerage, of course, is the creation of economic value by bringing together

buyers and sellers. This function may be socially beneficial, as in freight forwarding,

home sales, and investment products, or it may be socially harmful as in narcotics

brokerage.

A. The Emergence of the Retail Brokered Deposit

Deposit brokerage is a very broad field of activity -- essentially developed

during the 1980s -- which includes uninsured deposits. The most important form of

uninsured deposit brokerage is the placement by investment banking firms of large-

dollar term deposits (generally upwards of $5 milion) with institutional investors.

This is a 'buyer beware" (or credit-sensitive) market which allows bigger banks to

attract longer-term, fixed-rate deposits from an institutional network of investors too

vast for each bank to tap diectly.

Insured deposit brokerage exists in two forms. The less benign form we wil

call "money brokers" (though the term "deposit-splitter" is perhaps more apt). In a

typical transaction, a credit union, pension fund, corporation, public body or wealthy

individual asks the broker to split, say, $2 milion into twenty fully insurable pieces

of $100,000 each, all of which are then separately invested in the highest yield bank

and thrift Cds available. The broker is typically indifferent to the credit risk of the

issuer.
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This type of brokerage flourished in the mid-1980s but has fallen on hard times

since FIRREA. First, low-cost publications such as Bank Rate Monitor have largely

rendered the brokerage function superfluous: investors can find their own high-rate

CDs and do their own splitting. Second, and far more important, the risk of interest

rate interruption (a power granted by FIRREA to acquirors of failed institutions) has

produced investor caution, particularly among investors with a need to maintain

income. As a result, a lot of the sizzle has gone out of the money broker business, and

few firms remain. One of the surviving brokers in this field has placed over $25

bilion of fully insured deposits in thrifts and banks.

We mention this type of insured deposit broker because (a) its operations differ

markedly from the retai deposit broker; (b) its activity was substantial prior to

FIRREA, and much less since; and (c) its credit-insensitive, high-rate style has

contributed to the negative connotations surrounding the public image of "brokered

deposits."

The retail brokered deposit had its beginning in 1981 as an afordable tool to

help thrift institutions with balance sheet management, including the lengthening of

deposit maturities. Major brokerage firms had put together all the ingredients

necessary to begin this business: (a) a nationwide client base of small investors; (b)

account executives to explain and sell the new instrument; (c) a credit department to

evaluate each issuer; (d) a trading department wiling (on a best-efforts basis) to

repurchase deposits prior to term and resell these to other investors; and finally
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(e) custodial arrangements under which the bank issues a "master" certificate and

institutional custodians perform the sub-accounting for each and all investors, leaving

them free of deposit administration.

In the years before FIRREA, several further developments in the business

occurred. First, competitors were attracted by the profitable volumes of term deposits

to be brokered. These include Dean Witter, Shearson Lehman, Prudential Securities,

Paine Webber, Alliance Capital, Oppenheimer, Edward D. Jones, AG. Edwards, and

Manufacturers Hanover. Some of these firms broker direct from issuers to investors.

(Merril Lynch is an example.) Some firms originate deposits with issuers, but broker

through regional "correspondent" brokerage firms who themselves market direct to

investors. (Manufacturers Hanover and Alliance are examples.) Some originate part

of their product direct from issuers and buy part of their product from "upstream"

originators. (Edward D. Jones is an example.) Though the number of originators is

fairly small (about ten firms), the total number of firms marketing to investors is

much larger, perhaps over 100.

Second, credit analysis of issuers was refined and intensified, sometimes with

the addition of third-party credit ratings. To ilustrate, Standard & Poor's Corp.

provides customer-accessible credit ratings to Merril Lynch on all their issuers; these

ratings are communicated to all of Merril's investors as an integral part of the

investment decision process. The Cates Consulting Analysts Division of Ferguson &

Co. is also a provider of issuer credit ratings to a retail deposit broker, Oppenheimer

Capital. From this vantage point, incidentally, we are able to say -- and to prove -- that
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financial analytic technique applied to available financial data is fully competent,

virtually without exception, to distinguish high-risk institutions in advance of their

survival crises, and to protect brokers and investors accordingly.

B. The Retail Brokered Deposit Since FIRREA

Since FIRREA, three additional elements have come to characterize the retail

(insured) brokered deposit business. By far the most important is the interest-

interruption risk policy since FIRREA. The new power granted to acquirors to

repudiate a former high rate prior to deposit maturity has intensified the need, on the'

part of broker and investor alike, to avoid high-risk issuers. It should be

understandable that an investor of moderate means, typically a retiree or close to it,

needs to plan income. Thus any unexpected shortfall is an unacceptable threat to

household budgeting..

A second post-FIRREA development is a set of regulatory restrictions that limit

the use of insured brokered deposits. One restriction requires all insured institutions

to obtain FDIC permission to issue such deposits if the bank falls short of required

capital. A second restriction requires advance notice and approval if a bank intends

to grow rapidly by using brokered deposits and certain other kinds of financing. (See

Chapter 3). Taken together, these limits reinforce the credit-sensitivity (market

discipline) that the leading deposit brokers had already installed prior to FIRREA.

The third important post-FIRREA development is the emergence of commercial

banks as issuers of term deposits through retail brokers. The following data is drawn

from the SIA Survey of 1991, as of June 30, 1990:
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Issuers
Banks Thrifts'

Outstandings
Banks Thrifts

1989
1990

42%
63

58%
37

40%
50

60%
50

This has occurred, we believe, for several reasons. First, depositor anety in

troubled bank markets (New England, Metro D.C. as examples) has led to high local

rates of interest as well as funds availabilty problems, especially oflonger maturities.

Even if a bank in such an area is untroubled, it can almost certainly find lower-cost

deposits in the national market than at home. Second, r'egardless of locale, term

deposits can usually be accessed in larger volume over shorter periods of time through

brokers than through local branch systems. Because of the proven placement record

of strong brokers, banks use this vehicle from time to time to fund asset strategies

of particular maturities. As a result, these banks can conveniently neutralize interest

rate risk at an afordable cost.

Third, many banks find that the all-in cost of retail brokered deposits (including

commission of roughly 60 basis points per year, or 6/10ths of one percent) is not only

a fully quantifiable cost (compared to the less easily determined, all-in cost of branch

system generation) but often a much lower cost as well. To ilustrate, under Federal

and state laws, credit card banks are permitted only one branch (in jurisdictions such

as Delaware and South Dakota). This effectively precludes consumer funding of credit

card receivables originated nationally, even after aggressive securitization of those

The SIA study included all thrifts, both "open" institutions and those in
conservatorship.
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receivables. These banks understandably turn to the brokered market for a large

fraction of their funding needs. Assuming (a) that the issuer is creditworthy, (b) that

small investors have a continuing appetite for safe, moderate-yield bank deposits, and

(c) that the total market for retail brokered deposits has become established, deep and

reliable, it is hard to question the propriety and prudence of such a financing vehicle.

C. Bank Funding Alternatives

If banks were to lose access to brokerage firm clients as a class of depositors,

what financing alternatives are available to substitute for this loss? Among those

mentioned by the Treasury in its 1991 study are (a) Federal funds, (b) Federal

Reserve borrowings, and (c) Federal Home Loan Bank borrowings.

The problem with Fed funds (an overnight, interbank market) is that it is rate-

volatile, very short-term, and often interrupted by the traditional concern on the part

of larger lenders that this source should not be viewed as long-term. True, small

banks are often content to lend and re-lend indefinitely to their upstream

correspondents, but most banks lack the correspondent network that makes such

semi-permanent fundig a reliable source.

Borrowing from the Federal Reserve is even more problematical. The Fed has

never viewed its lending to be long-term and criticizes banks that rely on it for term

financing. In addition, large and steady borrowing from the Fed is universally seen

by the credit markets as a sign of weakess. Finally, the Fed's loans to banks are

collateralized by high-grade assets. (See discussion below).

The Federal Home Loan Banks, it is true, are becoming wiling sources of
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relatively long-term advances to banks, in addition to what's left of their thrift

clientele, but banks have been slow to sign up as members of the FHLB system. The

real drawback of this avenue, however, from a deposit insurance policy standpoint, is

that all FHLB borrowings (like Fed borrowings) must be collateralized (in fact, over-

collateralized) by a bank's best assets. This means that in the event of FDIC seizure

or assistance, wherein the FDIC seeks to reduce its "resolution cost" through asset

recovery, these borrowings are at least as costly to the insurance fund as are insured

deposits. Either the FDIC pays off the borrowings to gain control of the collateralized

assets, or it sacrifices the assets and has that much less in value to recover. On top

of that, the secured lender pays no premium to the FDIC. Collateralized funding,

then, whether from market or government sources, has a slightly more adverse effect

on the cost of failure than do insured deposits. Because they are collateralzed,

moreover, many secured lenders are as credit-insensitive as money brokers.

D. The Retail Customer.

In concluding this summar of the retail (insured) deposit brokerage business,

it wil be helpful to examine more closely the interface between investor and broker.

Who are the investors?

What investment needs does this instrument satisfy?

How are investment decisions made?

What is the role of the brokered deposit in investment programs?

What are the investment alternatives for achieving the same objectives?
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1. The Investors

In our research, we have conducted face-to-face and telephone interviews with

deposit brokerage managers at Merril Lynch, Dean Witter, Shearson, Alliance,

Oppenheimer, and Edward D. Jones. Without exception, these firms report that their

clientele for the deposits they broker are investors of moderate means, typically (but

not exclusively) of retirement age.

This is documented by the average size of client investment in anyone CD

offering, as well as by the average client position in all CDs held in the investment

account. True, a very wealthy investor may have several investment accounts at

different firms, plus personal (non-brokered) CD holdings at a variety of 
banks. If the

clients were wealthy, however, one would expect the average size of the individual CD

purchase to be closer to $100,000. As it is, the average customer purchase reported

by the Securities Industry Association (in a 1991 surey) on behalf of eight large

brokers is $19,700 per investment, with 81 % under $50,000.

Edward D. Jones & Company, which places $3.6 bilion of insured deposits, has

provided us with the following analysis of its client base of 550,000 active accounts.

The average net worth (includig residence) averages under $400,000, annual income

averages under $40,000, and average investment account size is $42,000.

The current distribution of client holdigs by size of CD is shown below:
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Numer of
Accounts % of

size of All Portfolio CDs Holding CDs Accounts

Less than $ 15,000 140,000 45%
$ 15,000 - $ 35,000 94,000 30
$ 35,000 - $ 50,000 25,000 8
$ 50,000 - $100,000 38,000 12
$100,000 - $300,000 15,000 5
Over $300,000 1,000 0

313,000 100%

Where clients hold over $100,000 of deposits per account, these are divided

among at least two banks.

2. Investor Needs

Our interviews have shown a consistent pattern of response. The investor

overwhelmingly wants safety, assurance of income, moderate yield (see below), in

many cases frequent income (monthly or quarterly), small size increments (e.g.,

multiples of $1,000), no commissions, no paperwork, the likely prospect of re-sellng

the CD prior to term without substantial interest penalty, and the inclusion of the

asset in an investment account with periodic summaries of transactions, income and

principal.

Many of these goals are self-evident, but some deserve further discussion.

. Safety: Part of the perceived value of the brokerage relationship is the firm's

credit opinion of the deposit issuer, whether or not supplemented by a third-party

credit rating. The investor does not understand how to determine the strength or

weakness of banks and (since early 1990) is increasingly suspicious of banks in general.

Therefore, the firms' professional credit analysis lies behind their product offering and

helps to maintain uninterrupted income. All retail brokers we intervewed perform
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this analysis. From an investor standpoint, income repudiation (followed by

involuntary re-investment in the current market) is like mortgage prepayment or

bond call risk except less predictable.

. Yield: There seems to be a misunderstanding of brokered deposit yields by

those not in the business. There are three main yield benchmarks that govern the

post-FIRREA brokered deposit. First, the yield to investors is very close to Treasury

securities, for corresponding maturities. Most deposits are priced to yield five to ten

basis points over comparable Treasuries, with premiums rarely exceeding 25 basis

points. Though fully comparable yields (adjusted to include factors such as

commissions payable on broker-purchased Treasuries, differences in interest

computation, frequency of interest payment, and partial Treasury tax exemption) are

hard to quantify, the point is simple: the brokered CD, priced as it is close to

Treasuries, is not marketed or purchased as a high-yield investment instrument.

The second benchmark is national average deposit rates, per maturity range.

Just as brokered deposits yield close to Treasuries, they also yield close to national

average deposit rates offered directly by banks to their depositors.

The third pricing benchmark, this one of greater interest to issuers, is the cost

of alternative financing. For thrifts (and increasingly for banks) the cost of FHLB

advances is a key benchmark. (See Chapter V.)

Perhaps the misunderstanding by political observers occurs because most ban

in smaller communities (and some banks in larger ones) pay rates distinctly below the

national norm. Most investors know the difference, and favor the higher yields
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available through brokers. An analogy is retail gasoline prices. A monopoly station

in a remote locale wil charge $1.35-$1.45 a gallon for regular, against a highly

competitive metropolitan locale charging $1.00-$1.10, and a national average of

perhaps $1.15-$1.20. Deposit pricing follows a similar pattern, in reverse: small banks

in remote communities offer less on CDs than metropolitan banks, and these rates are

less than those of highly competitive banks in "anous" communities (e.g., New

England).

Gasoline, of course, is a bulk product, whereas money has become an electronic

product. AB a result, small-community investors are able to seek and find somewhat

higher yields through brokers, without sacrifice of safety.

Data from Edward D. Jones support this analysis. The following tabulation is

based on commercial ban CD rates in the communities served by Jones, as of

February 14,1991:

One Three Five
Year Year Year

Mean 6.74% 7.04% 7.18
Median 6.75 7.00 7.20
Highest 8.08 7.75 8.25
Lowest 5.90 6.03 6.13

EDJ 6.75% 7.30% 7.75%

The EDJ rate is the average rate received by investors on deposits purchased

through that firm.

. Size Increments. The moderate-means investor is likely, at the time of CD

investment, to have avaiable cash of, say, $14,000, or $21,000 or $68,000. The
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brokered CD, unlike Treasuries or high-grade corporates, makes possible the effcient

tailoring of investment size, in $1,000 increments. Recall also that there is no

commission, a valuable feature when the investment product is small-dollar and odd-

size.

. Re-sale to Broker. The bulk of brokered deposits have maturities extending

out three-to-five years (the SIA Survey reports an average maturity of 31 months on

outstanding CDs). Thus the investor needs to know that these can be re-marketed

without a substantial interest-rate penalty. All retail brokers offer this facilty, but

¡none guarantee it. Some (but not all) also commit to their issuers not to put the

deposits back prior to maturity. We are told this rarely happens in any case, because

the secondary market is usually effective, with no early withdrawl penalty.

. Electronic Portfolio Reporting. I t should be emphasized how important to

clients is the periodic portfolio analysis which brokers regularly prepare, showing a

transactions journal, income and principal summaries, yields, diversification,

unrealized appreciation/depreciation, etc.. Compared to investor assembly of

equivalent data, these reporting formats are easy to generate, frequent, informative,

and an authoritative basis for tax preparation and audits.

Several brokers have told us that the convenience of this reporting (which is

usually available only on investments purchased through the broker) often leads

investors to buy CDs through the broker even when local banks offer an equal or

higher rate.
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3. The Decision Process

We are told repeatedly by the brokers we interviewed that clients are always

offered a choice of CD investment alternatives together with decision-support

information that goes far beyond what the investor can readily discover from local

banks. The brokerage account executive displays in person (or summarizes by phone)

a computer-generated "menu" which lists five-to-fifteen issuer names, four-to-six

maturity options, rates for each, and financial information about the issuer. We are

also told repeatedly that the customer is asked to make the choice, based on personal

preference for bank name, credit quality, maturity and rate. It is clear to us that this

information service tells the client rather a lot more about the deposit market than

is available from a visit to anyone (or two or three) local banks.

Some critics of insured deposit brokerage have contended that the investor is

too passive in the decision process. Where the broker makes the decision (perhaps

for the sake of a higher commission) and promotes it to the investor, these critics say

that such a passive role on the part of the investor should deprive him/her of

insurance coverage. In other words, $40,000 invested directly in a local bank should

be insurable; the same dollar amount invested in a different bank through a broker

should not be.

It is hard to understand this essentially moralistic position in light of the real-

world decision process, menu-driven as it is and enriched by a supplement of

comparative information. It is even harder to understand from the account executive

standpoint. For one thing, account executive commission rates are extremely close
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on all CDs per maturity bracket, meaning that they are not paid to push high-rate

paper. Second, decision participation by the investor is good protection against client

wrath in the rare event of interest rate default.

4. Investment Role of Brokered CDs

The characteristic function of CDs within the investment strategy of brokerage

firm clients is to serve either as a cash reserve awaiting, say, stock investment or

rising interest rates, or as an intermediate-term, high-grade bond equivalent with

assured income. In our intervews, the notion that bank CDs serve a high-yield,

income-risky role is completely alien to the investment objectives of clients, the sales

style of account executives, and the policy reco~mendations of the firms.

It is safe to assert, in fact, that in the relatively short life--since 1981--of the

insured brokered deposit as a retail financial instrument, the habits and expectations

of broker and client alke have coalesced around a "core concept" that includes safety,

moderate yield, sustainable income and intermediate-term maturities, together with

the other features of this product already enumerated.

5. Alternatives to Achieve Same Objective

Within the context of a brokerage account for moderate-means investors, there

are, of course, lower-yieldig alternatives to the insured brokered CD. Treasury notes

and high-grade corporate bonds are available in any amount and maturity in the

secondary market, with the diffculty that the commission rate needed to buy small

volumes in odd sizes is high enough to create a net yield disadvantage relative to ban

CDs.
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True, the investor can directly purchase bank CDs by tracking issuers,

maturities and rates from publications, but there are two reasons to suspect that this

wil not be a common occurance if deposit insurance on brokered CDs is revoked.

First, the typical investor's direct access to professional credit analysis for his/her

projection of income stabilty is limited and even costly (per dollar of income). As for

evaluating bank creditworthiness directly, investors lack the many documents, skills,

confidence and even the time to do so properly. Second, perhaps more important, the

brokerage relationship has many valuable features, including the convenience of

electronic record-keeping and personal access to other information and advice. Add

to this the desire of brokers not to lose account assets, and it becomes easy to predict

that this clientele wil tend not to buy many bank CDs outside the orbit of their

brokerage account.

In the following chapter, many of the topics addressed here are examined from

the standpoint of regulatory and public policy.
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Chapter III

FIRREA AND THE TREAURY PROPOSAL

Bank and thrift supervsors have long had the authority to prevent or minimize

abuses associated with unsafe use of insured brokered deposits. Where problems have

arisen in connection with the unsafe use of brokered deposits, they can generally be

explained by inadequate regulatory standards and lax enforcement. For example, the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board in 1984 adopted a rule limiting the use of brokered

deposits in undercapitalized savings and loans. Even before this, the Board had the

capacity to restrict growth, for undercapitalized or otherwise troubled savings and

loans, however that growth was financed. Unfortunately, appropriate capital

standards were not in place, nor were restrictions on rapid growth appropriately

enforced.

The FDIC, despite some effort by Chairman Isaac in 1983-84 to restrict the use

of brokered deposits, later found that, by monitoring the use of brokered deposits and

makng use of available supervsory tools, broke red deposits posed no special

supervisory problems. In its 1988 study of deposit insurance (Deposit Insurance for

the Nineties, pp. 95-98), the FDIC directly addressed the imposition of limits on

brokered deposits: "These proposals (to limit insurance coverage on brokered

deposits) ignore FDIC examination experience, which suggests that supervision can,

in general, effectively discriminate between sound and unsound uses of brokered

deposits....Brokerage of funds is not a special problem..." (pp. 95-96). The FDIC study

concluded that "there is little to suggest that brokered funding activity warrants
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placing depositors at greater risk" (p. 98).

In his testimony on brokered deposits before the House Banking Committee's

Subcommittee on General Oversight and Investigations in May 1989 (three months

before the enactment of FIRREA), Chairman Seidman expressed very similar views

on brokered deposits: "In general, we do not find the use of brokered deposits to be

a major problem in the banking industry at this time" (p. 3). He afrmed our own

views when he further stated: "losses in banks do not occur, generally speakng, by

virtue of the source of their deposit liabilties. Instead, the losses arise from the

quality of and return on loans and investments made with those funds. Consequently,

the focus of attention should be on the employment of brokered deposits rather than

their source" (p.3, emphasis ours), and later in his testimony, "it is the integrity and

competence of bank management, the bank's own capital and, most importantly,

timely and effective supervsion by the regulatory authorities that protect the deposit

insurance fund."

One concern expressed by Seidman in his testimony was that the presence of

long-term, high-cost brokered deposits in a failed bank could increase the cost of, and

diminish the feasibilty of effecting purchase and assumption transactions (P&As).

Until FIRREA, to ilustrate, it was the FDIC's practice to force acquirors to satisfy

existing (contracts) rates and maturities on all assumed liabilties in assisted

transactions. FIRREA, of course, clarified for the FDIC that it now had the authority

to depart from this practice. It has subsequently done so in most P&As since FIRREA

This important change not only reduces the cost of failed bank transactions, but it
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increases the discipline imposed upon owners of brokered deposits and the brokers

themselves, since interruption of expected income is not investor-acceptable. (See

Chapter II for discussion of investor /broker behavior and Chapter IV for post- FIRREA

issuer behavior.)

In the same House Committee hearings the Comptroller of the Currency, Robert

Clarke, expressed views similar to those of the FDIC with respect to problems posed

by brokered deposits: "The best safeguards against the imprudent use of brokered

deposits by federally insured depository institutions are strong capital standards, a

policy of closing banks when the economic value of their capital is depleted, a solvent

deposit insurance fund, and vigorous supervsion.... The Congress has given bank

regulators an adequate arsenal of supervsory and enforcement tools to deal with

abuses of brokered deposits. and the acc has not hesitated to use those tools" (p. 4,

emphasis ours).

A Impact of FIRREA

In this discussion of the "Spirit of FIRREA" upon the issuance of brokered

deposits, we wil single out the three most important elements: restrictions on

issuance due to undercapitalization, restrictions due to growth, and the power granted

to acquirors to repudiate deposit contracts.

1. Restrictions Due to Capital

Section 29 of FIRREA (the statute was signed into law in August 1989) states

that a troubled depository institution may not accept, roll over or renew brokered

deposits unless it applies for and receives a waiver from the FDIC. For purposes of
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the law, 'brokered deposits" were rather broadly defined to include all direct or

indirect solicitations of deposits at interest rates that are significantly higher than

prevailing rates in the institution's normal market area. A "troubled institution" is

defined as one that does not meet the minimum capital requirements applicable to

it. The statute exempts institutions in conservatorship where the use of brokered

deposits is necessar to meet liquidity needs or is consistent with minimizing

insurance losses.

The FDIC subsequently developed regulations to define such things as (a) the

circumstances when a waiver would be appropriate, (b) which "money desk" activities

of a bank would fall under the brokered deposit definition and (c) how minimum

capital requirements would be defined. Because the FDIC has defined capital

requirements to take account of the condition and asset quality of the depository

institution, virtually all institutions under enforcement orders are, in effect, covered.

While the FDIC apparently has given waivers to some undercapitalized institutions

in order to manage liquidity (replace maturing brokered deposits or expand such

deposits to replace the loss of other funds), the FDIC regulation is explicit in

forbidding undercapitalized institutions to use brokered deposits to expand assets.

Thus waivers are not granted for growth purposes.

We have already pointed out that the regulatory agencies had the power before

FIRREA to restrict the unsafe use of broke red deposits. What FIRREA accomplished

was to turn the process around: instead of requiring enforcement action to restrict

the use of brokered deposits for undercapitalized institutions, the restriction became
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automatic, requiring a waiver application and FDIC approval of that application to

modify the restriction. As a result, troubled depository institutions no longer have

access to brokered deposits without an explicit decision by the supervsors that

acceptance of broke red deposits "does not constitute an unsafe or unsound practice --."

FDIC approval, moreover, is required whether an institution is regulated by the OCC,

Federal Reserve or by OTS.

2. Restrictions Due to Growth

In April 1989, the FDIC proposed rules requiring banks to provide advance

notice of their intention to grow rapidly over the succeeding quarter, and the FDIC

put in place a notice requirement, pending adoption of final rules. In June 1990 the

FDIC adopted a regulation requiring insured banks to provide 3D-day advance notice

of their intention to increase their assets by 7.5% per cent or more in a succeeding

three month period through certain types of financing. These are defined to be "fully

insured brokered deposits, fully insured out-of-territory deposits, or secured

borrowings, including repurchase agreements," and any combination of these. This

regulation replaced a prior FDIC regulation requiring banks to report the issuance of

significant amounts of brokered deposits. (Banks stil report the amount of

outstanding brokered deposits -- insured and uninsured -- in their Call Reports.)

The FDIC had been concerned that substantial growth was frequently

associated with excessive risk takng. The flagging of high-growth banks alerts

supervisors to potential abuses on the asset side of the balance sheet. The shift in

reporting requirements -- to high growth as opposed to high brokered deposit usage-
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- ilustrates the FDIC's understanding that it is the use of funding, as opposed to the

specific funding source, that is most important in limiting excessive risk in banks.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board already had growth restrictions in place,

particularly for undercapitalized 8&Ls. However, FIRREA substantially increased

capital requirements for 8&Ls and this served to subject more troubled 8&Ls to

Severe growth restrictions.

3. Acgiiiror Right to Cancel Brokered Deposit Contracts

FIRREA clarified that acquiring institutions in P&AS need not continue to pay'

contract rates on assumed deposits. As a matter of practice, the FDIC and the RTC

have given that flexibilty to acquirors of both failed banks and thrifts. To execute

this option, depositors must be notified within 14 days that their deposit rates wil be

changed. If the acquiror elects to reduce interest rates, depositors then have thê

option of withdrawing their deposits or shifting them to a different account in the

same institution without being subject to any early withdrawal penalty. This power

has served to make some acquisitions more attractive to acquirors, thereby increasing

premiums paid to the FDIC or RTC and reducing the transaction cost.

From an investor standpoint, this change in practice can significantly reduce the

investment attractiveness of long-term certificates of deposits in risky institutions.

To ilustrate, depositors may have contracted to receive a relatively high interest rate

for several years because (1) the depository institution was paying above market, (2)

prevailing interest rates were higher when the certificate was acquired, or (3)

prevailing practice had been to pay higher rates on longer-term certificates.
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Alternatively, if the rate at issuance was low, falling interest rates may have made the

original yield more attractive. Whatever the cause of the high rate at time of

acquisition, such rates are now cancelable in an assisted transaction, causing investors

and their brokers to avoid high-risk deposit issuers.

4. Impact on Investor ¡Broker

To appreciate the thrust of this concern, consider that most insured CDs

brokered by full-service brokers are relatively long term. To ilustrate, the Securities

Industry Association (SIA) recently surveyed eight brokerage firms (whose customers

held approximately two-thirds of all fully-insured brokered deposits) in order to

determine information on size of deposits, their maturity and other information.

According to this 1990 survey, the weighted average maturity of outstanding brokered

CDs held by customers of these firms in June 1990 was 31 months, suggesting that

average original maturities were probably in the four-year range. Under current

practice, if a long-term CD is placed in a depository institution that fails, there is no

assurance that the depositor wil be able to receive the contract rate to term. If, for

example, interest rates paid on deposits have declined (as they have done recently),

it is almost a certainty that an acquiring institution wil cancel the old rate and pay

a lower rate on the remaining maturity of the deposit. On the other hand, if rates

increase, and the long-term commitment of funds turns out to have been an unwise

financial decision by the depositor, an acquiring bank might continue to pay the

contract rate on the remaining term of deposits. Thus, the long-term depositor now

faces an increased risk, analogous to prepayment risk on mortgages, even when the
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deposit is fully insured as to principal balance.

Even before FIRREA, full-service brokers have tried to avoid putting customer

funds into institutions that faiL. There is embarrassment (reputational risk)

associated with such an event, the need to explain "why" to irate customers, a 'bad

press" fallout associated with being involved in a failed depository institution, a client

notification nightmare, and the possibility of some financial exposure. The latter

occurs because full-servce brokers provide (but do not guarantee) a secondar market

for CDs they broker (an essential aspect of marketing term deposits). This means

that they sometimes hold trading inventory in excess of the deposit insurance limit.

AB a result of all these factors, broker concern about the failure of an issuing bank has

been materially increased by the power of acquirors to cancel rate contracts on

assumed deposits.

B. Deposit Insurance Issues

In its recently completed report (Modernizing The Financial System:

Reccommendations for Safer, more Competitive Banks), the Treasury Department has

recommended that insured deposit brokerage be eliminated over a two-year period (on

new issuances) with protection of all outstanding CDs. Brokered deposits previously

sold would retain their insurance coverage to maturity, and the RTC would be

permitted to use broke red deposits to support the liquidity of institutions in

conservatorship.

The Treasury does not base its recommendation on specific supervsory

problems. Its analysis even suggests that pre-FIRREA studies do not show a
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significant statistical relationship between the use of brokered deposits and failure

(Chapter IV; p. 4), and it concedes that "FIRREA corrected the worst abuses of

broke red deposits by curtailing their use by weak banks and thrifts." (Conclusions and

Recommendations, p. 24). The principal basis for the Treasury recommendation

appears to be as follows: "The brokerage of insured deposits has expanded the scope

of deposit insurance coverage for wealthier depositors" (Conclusions and

Recommendations, p. 24) and has given depository institutions access to a greater

quantity of insured deposits (IV-5), thus adding to the governments gross liabilty.

It is important to appreciate that depositors on their own can and dn place

deposits in more than one depository institution in order to benefit from insurance

coverage. Deposit brokers simply make that task easier qy providing customers with

more options as to rate, maturity, and quality than the customer is apt to have in his

local market. (See also Chapter II.) The full-servce broker also provides useful

record-keeping and custodial servces, and also access to a secondary market.

Depositors merely looking for high rates in out-of-area banks and thrifts do not need

brokers. They can readily access information servces that tell them what institutions

currently pay the highest rates on short and long maturities. Shorter lists are

available in newspapers and on television.

In its discussion of brokered deposits, the Treasury seems to assume that insured

brokered deposits are used primarily by "wealthy" individuals to divide deposit

balances among multiple institutions in order to expand insurance coverage. Though

this type of ownership was a form of pre-FIR REA deposit brokerage (see Chapter II),
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data on the current usage of brokered deposits do not support this position. The SIA

Survey of 1990 indicates that the average CD purchased through full-servce

brokerage firms was less than $20,000. The average broke red CD holdings of

customers (including those holding multiple CDs) was less than $22,000. Merril

Lynch, the largest CD broker, has indicated that 94% of its customers holding

brokered CDs had total brokered CD holdings of less than $100,000. Edward D.

Jones & Company (see Chapter II) reports a similar usage pattern. The holders,

moreover, tend to be older individuals, and the accounts in which the CDs are held

tend to be retirement accounts.

Since the Treasur supports insurance up to $100,000 per person for

bank/thrift deposits held in retirement accounts, the proposal to withdraw insurance

protection from brokered deposits held in the same type of account seems

inconsistent. This is not a trivial point, since brokers tell us that about 40% of

brokered CDs wind up in IRA, Keogh and other small retirement accounts.

To defend its argument that wealthy individuals own insured brokered deposits,

the Treasury cites preliminar 1989 Survey of Consumer Finance data indicating that

households with more than $100,000 in deposits hold almost 75% of the insured

brokered deposits held by households. Yet households usually include more than one

person. Suppose a household of two people. The maxmum insurable amount under

the Treasury's most restrictive version of deposit insurance coverage is $400,000: two

personal accounts (one for each) insured up to $100,000 each, and two retirement

accounts insured up to the same amount. If this is wealth (and the argument could
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be made that this is merely a comfortable retirement nest-egg for moderate-income

individuals), the Treasury has already proposed to insure it in full. By contrast, all

the evidence from retail brokerage firms (see Chapter II) points to far lower holdings

per typical client, yet the Treasury proposes to de-insure these amounts.

The Treasury concedes that a positive role is currently played by brokered

deposits in moving funds effciently within the system, but states that other

mechanisms exist within the system to facilitate credit flows. It cites correspondent

banking, the federal funds market, Federal Reserve borrowing~ and the Federal Home

Loan Bank System (pp. 24-25; IV-6-7; 10). With the exception of the latter, these

mechanisms don't realy provide workable substitutes for the brokered deposit.

Federal funds are not a reliable source of long-term funding, particularly in volatile

markets where sources can dr up quickly. As for the Fed, it has never considered

itself a source for longer-term funding and, like FHLB advances, Fed advances are

secured.

It is true that FHLB advances do provide a longer-term source of funding for

members. However, the question must be raised whether such advances are

preferable to insured brokered deposits from the standpoint of the deposit insurance

system. When an institution fails, the collateral used to secure FHLB advances is

available to repay these loans. Since the loans are usually over-collateralized with

better quality assets, the insurer generally repays the advances in order to take

possession of the collateral. (Note that the quality of the collateral has no relevance

to the quality of assets acquired with the proceeds of advances: good assets are
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regularly pledged to buy less good, sometimes by a wide margin.) Because the FHLBs

(and private lenders providing secured funding) can rely on recovery from collateral,

there is less need to exercise market discipline measured by the economic penalty to

the funds-provider in the event of failure.

When secured advances -- whether from public or private sources -- substitute for

insured deposits, it is true that the liabilty of the insurer is reduced but so is its

recovery on failed bank assets. In a situation, to ilustrate, where a failing institution

is funded solely by secured borrowings and insured deposits, the ultimate loss to the

insurer is unafected if funding switches between these two sources. Where. some

uninsured, unsecured liabilties are present, the presence of secured advances also

reduces recoveries for these creditors. Thus there can be a reduction in the overall

cost to the deposit insurer depending on the precise structure of the failed bank

transaction. However, against this possible modest savings to the deposit insurer, we

must also weigh the fact that secured advances do not pay deposit insurance

premiums. Over time, this can represent significant foregone income for the deposit

insurer.

On this point, the Treasury does examine the idea of imposing insurance

assessments on secured borrowings, and rejects the idea (XIV, 6-8). Yet our

discussions with issuers of broke red deposits suggested that, if insured brokered

deposits were no longer avaiable, they would substitute other sources of longer term

financing, particularly secured borrowings. These would include secured advances

from the private sector. In our opinion, this substitution would neither increase the
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market discipline sought by the Treasury, nor would it improve the financial strength

of the deposit insurer, when we factor in the loss of assessment income to the insurer.

Let us consider the question, "How would bank and thrift funding be afected

by eliminating insured brokered deposits?" Many (perhaps most) of those who would

have otherwise invested in brokered deposits might now choose other investment

alternatives such as mutual funds and government securities. Nevertheless, (1) some

owners of brokered deposits would continue to invest directly in insured CDs. In

addition, (2) banks and thrifts would try to make up m~st or all of the shortfall

through aggressive solicitations of insured CDs; (3) increasing secured borrowings

from the FHLBs and the private sector; and (4) increasing their large-dollar

(uninsured) funding. Of these four possibilties, only the uninsured portion of the last-

named would reduce the exposure of the deposit insurer in the event of failure, and

that would depend on the timing and handling of the failure.

We do not know, of course, exactly what would happen if insured brokered

deposits were eliminated. We believe that the most reasonable assumption is that the

"replacement distribution" would follow the order listed above and that the majority

of funds would remain in insured deposits (cases 1 and 2), followed by increases in

secured funding. There would be only a modest increase in uninsured and unsecured

liabilties of banks and thrifts. Currently, insured brokered deposits issued by banks

and thrifts, exclusive of those in conservatorship, are about $65 bilion. In our

opinion, the elimination of coverage on insured brokered deposits would decrease

insured deposits in banks and thrifts by less than $10 bilion.
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Chapter IV

INSURED BROKERED DEPOSIT AND
BANK/THRIFT FAILURES

In the following analysis we review the historical relationship between

bank/thrift failures and the use of insured brokered deposits. The objective is to

explore whether insured brokered deposits were a significant cause of bank and thrift

failures during the 1987-90 period. This part of the study b,uilds upon an earlier 1985 ¡,".

Cates study which examined the same question for the years 1982-85. (We exclude

1986 from the present study, because the patterns do not differ, and there were

relatively few actual failures.) The chapter concludes with comments on the

relationship among brokered deposits, failure and the deposit insurance funds.

The results of the earlier study, based upon our finding that brokered deposits

were a small fraction of other discretionar funding sources, clearly demonstrated that

the relationship between failure and brokered deposits was quite weak. For example,

only a minority of institutions that failed issued brokered deposits. Failures that did

involve brokered deposits made more extensive use of other discretionar funding,

including uninsured ('Jumbo") deposits and secured borrowings. The "driver" of .

failure, we found, was reckless asset strategy, able to harness many kinds of available

funding, of which brokered deposits were a small fraction. To say that brokered

deposits caused these failures is like arguing that roosters cause the sunrise. e=

The present analysis, summarized in Tables 2-4 in the Appendi, builds upon
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the approach used in the earlier study but uses a more comprehensive methodology.

In Table 1 we present selected, aggregate industry trends, in order to place the failure

data in context. All the tables are based on regulatory data from thrift and bank call

reports through September 30, 1990, the most recent available data.

It is important to differentiate between the different classes of brokered

deposits as defined in call reports. The term Ibrokered deposits" encompasses any

certificate of deposit placed through a third party intermediar. "Insured brokered

deposits" are those with balances of $100,000 or less per depositor. Insured brokered

deposits, however, are issued through full-service securities firms and so-called "money

brokers". Only those deposits issued though full-service securities firms are

considered retail (insured) brokered deposits (see Chapter II for fuller discussion of

this business). Though our study concentrates on retail brokered deposits, regulatory

data only distinguish between insured and uninsured brokered deposits, makng no

distinction between retail deposit brokerage and deposits issued through money

brokers. This data limitation forces us to rely upon "total insured brokered" for the

analysis in this chapter. Thus, the data may overstate retail brokered deposit activity

at failed institutions. 
1 In the next chapter we are able to use certain proprietar data

to examine retail brokered deposit usage by three high profie thrift failures: Lincoln,

CenTrust and Franklin.

For 1986-87 thrift data (used to analyze 1987 and 1988
failures) total broke red deposits were used as a proxy for insured
brokered because, after careful review of OTS computer tapes
provided us, we found insured broke red deposit data for those years
to be unreliable.
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Tables 2-4 concentrate on data of failed institutions and examine insured

brokered deposit usage by asset size. Table 2 reports and analyzes the number of

bank and thrift failures with insured broke red deposits at the time of closing. Table

3 shows insured brokered deposits as a percentage of total deposits for those failed

institutions with insured brokered deposits. Table 4 presents selected ratios of failed

institutions with insured broke red deposits, in order to compare the relative

importance of insured brokered deposits to other discretionar funding source. The

ratios in Table 4 are calculated as medians to avoid the problem of a few large

institutions skewing the results.

We also perform the same analysis on "open" (not failed) high risk institutions,

in order to broaden our view of brokered deposits to include not just failures but all

high-risk institutions. "Highest risk" is defined in this study as institutions with a

Cates rating of "5" (or ''highest risk"). The Cates Bank Rating Servce was used

because it is a quantified evaluation of asset quality, capital, earnings, liquidity and

holding company financial risk. These ratings were done before this study was

commissioned.2

The aggregate trends ofinsured brokered deposit usage by all banks and thrifts

from 1987 through last September are reviewed in Table 1. In this table we also

separate thrifts and banks by capital levels. Thrifts are divided into three groups: less

than 1.5% tangible capital ratio to assets, 1.5-3% tangible capital, and above 3%

2 The analysis is based on Cates ratings as of 6/30/90, when

70% of banking industry and 50% of thrift industry assets were
rated, including every publicly held financial institution.
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tangible capital. Banks are broken into two groups: above and below 5.5% equity

capital to assets.

A. Bank/Thrift Failure Trend Analysis: 1987-90

The findings of this chapter are consistent with the conclusions of the earlier

study. We conclude that there is no more causal linkage between insured brokered

deposits and bank/thrift failures than exists with any other type of funding. We wil

first present the record of commercial banks, and then of thrifts.

1. Bank Failures and Brokered Deposits

Of the 741 ban faiures between 1987 and 1990, only 15% had insured

brokered deposits at time of failure. From a low base level, the percentage has risen

slightly in recent years, reflecting a general increase in banking industry use of

brokered deposits.

1987 1988 1989 1990 Total
Bank Failures 176 203 195 167 741

With Insured Brokered
Deposits 25 19 32 34 110

With Insured Deposits Less
Than 5% of Total Deposits 12 9 19 16 56

Of the 110 failures with insured brokered deposits, roughly half (56, or 51 %) showed

low usage of brokered deposits. We define "low usage" as less than 5% of total

deposits. Thus in 92% of bank failures, there was little or no usage of insured

brokered deposits.
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The table below, which presents ratio medians for those 1987-90 bank failures

that did have insured brokered deposits at closing, makes two important points.

First, insured brokered deposits funded a small portion of earning assets. Second,

insured brokered deposits were a small fraction of other discretionary funding.

1987 1988 1989 1990

Insured Brokered Deposits/
Earning Assets 5.20% 7.12% 3.22% 5.99%

Insured Brokered Deposi ts/
Purchased Funds 21. 41 24.42 9.97 38.26

Because of the extensive use of many sources of discretionary funding, common sense

suggests that bank asset strategies, rather than anyone type of discretionar funding,

were the principal cause of failure. Even in cases where brokered deposits were a

. substantial source of funding (in sixteen, or 2%, of the bank failures), purchased funds

were also quite significant. We conclude that there is no evidence of a direct causal

linkage between insured brokered deposits and bank failure.

2. Thrift Failures and Brokered Deposits

There were 777 thrift failures during the 1987-90 period. At the time of failure,

insured brokered deposits were present at slightly more than half (405 or 52%) of the

failures, a somewhat higher proportion than found in the 1985 study. However, the

proportion of failures with insured brokered deposits decreased every year from 1987

through 1990. In 1987, to ilustrate, insured brokered deposits were present at 60%

of the failures. By 1990, they were present at only 44% of the failures. The reduction
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undoubtedly reflects the regulatory impact of FIRREA, the decline in the activity of

money brokers (Chapter II) and the generally more restrictive credit policy at retail

brokerage firms. Of the 405 failures with insured brokered deposits, low-usage thrifts

were roughly half (189 or 48%). To put it another way, three-quarters (74%) of all

failed thrifts had little or no insured broke red deposits.

1987 1988 1989 1990

Number of Thrift Failures 48 205 325 199

wi th Insured Brokered
Deposits 31 119 168 87

with Insured Brokered Deposits
Less Than 5% of
Total Deposits 21 53 64 51

Insured brokered deposits equal to more than 25% of deposits were present at

less than 10% of the failed thrifts. Most of this high usage was at institutions with

less than $500 milion in assets. In most of those situations, moreover, purchased

money was also a significant source of funding, in most cases surpassing brokered

deposits. As with the banks, uninsured funding (purchased funding) exceeded insured

brokered deposits for the median thrift failure (Le., those with insured brokered

deposits at closing), as the table below ilustrates. This is also true for every asset

size group (see Table 4). Further, in each of the years 1987 through 1990, insured

brokered deposits funded a low fraction of earning assets, as shown in the table below

(and in Table 4),
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1987 1988 1980 1990

Insured Brokered/
Earning Assets 0.99% 6.02% 9.01% 4.07%

Insured Brokered/
Purchased Funds 9.56 38.17 43.59 26.36

Insured Brokered/
FHLB Advances 26.90 61.86 80.59 33.41

At the typical failure where insured brokered deposits were present, FHLB

advances were a more significant funding source than broke red deposits. As

previously noted, these advances are collateralized by the best assets, a process that

deprives the insurance fund of potential recoveries. Moreover, failed issuers of

insured brokered deposits made greater use of FHLB advances than those failed

thrifts that did not issue insured brokered deposits.

3. "Most Risky" Banks/Thrifts

The trends among the most risky Cates-rated (but stil operating) institutions

presented in Table 2 are simlar to those of the failures: 82% of the "5"-rated banks

and 85% of "5"-rated thrifts had less than 5% of their deposits in the form of insured

brokered deposits as of September 30,1990. Half of the highest-risk thrifts and 66%

of the highest risk banks had no brokered deposits.

4. Summary

The evidence indicates that in the overwhelming number of cases, insured

brokered deposits were either not present or present in insignificant amounts.

Between 1987 and 1990, of the 1,518 combined bank and thrift failures, only a third

(515, or 34%) had insured brokered deposits. If we exclude "low usage" institutions
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(insured brokered less than 5% of total deposits), only 270 (or 18% of the total

failures) had brokered deposits outstanding in excess of the "low usage" threshold.

Some bank/thrift failures, it is true, made material use of insured brokered deposits.

At 76 failed institutions, insured brokered deposits exceeded 25% of total deposits.

This represents 5.1 % of total failures (of which most were thrifts).

Even when insured brokered deposits were present, other forms of

discretionar funding, especially FHLB advances, were a more significant source of

financing. This finding is well documented in Tabl~ 4 in the Appendi. Using median

ratios of failed banks/thrifts 1987-90, insured brokered deposits at failed banks

averaged 30% of other discretionar funding across the period. The corresponding

percentage at failed thrifts was 23%. To put it another way, other discretionar

funding was 3.8 times the average of insured brokered deposits.

B. Thrift Industry Trends: 1988-903

The dramatic decline in broke red deposit usage by thrifts (see Appendi Table

1) results from FIRREA restrictions, industry consolidation and the generaly

weakened condition of the industry. The total number of thrift issuers,4 for example,

fell substantially. For thrifts in the aggregate, the number of issuers fell almost 40%

from 609 at end-1988 (the year before the enactment of FIR REA) to 379 at September

30, 1990. Furthermore, this trend is most pronounced among the more thinly

3 Thrifts in conservatorship are excluded from this
discussion.

4 We define "issuer" as any institution with insured brokered

deposi ts outstanding, whether or not issuance is continuing
currently.
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capitalized group, those who fall below the fully phased-in core capital requirement

of 3% tangible capital to tangible assets. Their decline was 60%, from 239 to 104. As

for the weakest group of issuers, those with tangible capital ratios of less than 1.5%,

the decline in issuers was much sharper, from 170 to 47. The better capitalized

thrifts issuers also declined, from 370 to 270.

Most brokered deposit issuers are stronger institutions in compliance with all

capital requirements (see Table 1). Nearly three times as many thrift issuers, in fact,

exceed the fully phased-in core capital requirement as falFbelow it as of September

30, 1990. This dispels the notion that only the weakest thrifts use insured brokered

deposits.

Brokered deposits have never been a major source of funding for the thrift

industry. This is especially true for thinly capitalized thrifts. Among these issuers,

brokered deposits funded less than 5% of average earning assets as of September 30,

1990, and were 6.6% of total deposits. For the industry as a whole, brokered deposits

declined from $54 billion to $22 bilion (a 60% decline), end-1988 through September

30, 1990, when insured brokered deposits stood at 2.7% of total thrift deposits.

Compared to other fundig sources, insured brokered deposits were 13% of

other discretionar funding in 1990, down sharply from almost 18% at end-1988. To

take the largest single source -- FHLB advances -- these were 2.5 times outstanding

insured broke red deposits at September 30, 1990. In addition, 'Jumbo" (large-dollar)

CDs, which we consider a proxy for "money desk" funding operations, are also much

more significant than insured brokered deposits. It should also be noted that issuers
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of brokered deposits are more likely to rely on other purchased funding than are non-

issuers.

C. Bank Industry Trends: 1988-90

As with the thrift industry, we divide banks into capital groups: those above and

below 5.5% equity capital as a ratio to assets. The aggregate trends are the reverse

of the thrift industry, reflecting increased acceptance by banks of insured brokered

deposits as a funding source. The number of issuers rose from 658 to 700. The

number of issuers with more than 5.5% capital rose by 30 from 526 to 556, from 1988

to September 30, 1990.5 The number of issuers with less than 5.5% capital al&O rose

by 12 from 132 to 144. (See Appendi Table 1.)

Insured brokered deposits comprised an increasing share of total deposits (5.8%

at September 30, 1990). The better capitalized bank issuers fund a higher (5.5%)

percentage of earnings assets with brokered deposits than do the less-capitalized

banks (2.3%). These percentages, moreover, are low compared to other discretionar

5. Banks are currently subj ect to risk based capi tal
requirements and an additional tangible equity requirement which
varies according to the overall condition of the individual bank.
The latter requirements became effective in late 1990 Îor Federal
Reserve member banks and in 1991 for insured nonmember banks.
During the period for which bank data are presented in this report,
banks were subj ect to a primary capital requirement of 5.5% .
Primary capital essentially consists of tangible net worth plus
loan loss reserves.

If we use a 5.5% primary capital ratio (instead of an equity
capi tal ratio 5.5%) as the basis for determining which banks are
well-capitalized, then an even greater fraction of banks fall into
the well-capitalized group.

On September 30, 1990, there were only 53 issuer banks that
had a primary capital ratio of less than 5.5%. Those 53 banks had
insured brokered deposits of under $3 billion, less than 8% of
insured brokered deposits held by all banks on that date.
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funding sources. To ilustrate, note that the mean insured retail brokered deposit was

7% of total purchased funds at September 30,1990, indicating that other discretionar

funding is overwhelmingly more important than broke red deposits as a source of bank

asset financing. Finally, note that insured brokered deposits in banks were 1.5% of

total bank deposits at September 30, 1990.

D. The Shift to Stronger Issuers

The aggregate data for banks and thrifts point to a trend toward stronger

issuers. Both the number of issuers and the extent of their usage indicate a two-

dimensional shift: (a) from thrifts to banks and (b) from the more thinly capitalized

institutions to the better capitalized.

1. Three Reasons

We offer three explanations, based partly on data analysis, and partly on

interviews we conducted with retail deposit brokers and with issuers. For one thing,

regulation changed the environment. To ilustrate, FIRREA prohibited issuance of

brokered deposits by undercapitalized thrifts without a regulatory waiver; in addition,

the FDIC imposed certain asset growth restrictions on banks relying on brokered

deposits (and certain other types of funding); and the flexibilty given acquiring

institutions effectively to repudiate rates paid on deposit contracts assumed in failures

has sharply diminished the investor-attractiveness of brokered deposits in weak

institutions.6 These several events have dramatically coalesced to force out high risk

6 Our review of failure data confirm that the post-FIRREA
restrictions removed whatever abuses may have been present during
the mid-1980s. Since 1986, most of the 1987-90 failures exceeded
the FDIC/OTS growth limits. Had the F.IRREA prohibition on brokered
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and weak institutions.

Second, even before the 1989 restrictions, the retail deposit brokerage firms had

begun to tighten their own credit reviews of issuers.

Finally, we believe that the growing acceptance and moderate use of retail

brokered deposits is an example of the benefits which capital market effciencies bring

to banks, in this case the power of brokerage distribution systems to assemble

"tailored maturity" deposits more quickly than most banks can through their more

limited distribution systems, and at a cost no higher than the banks pay for

alternative financing.

2. Why Banks Issue

In our intervewing, we talked with a geographically, dispersed cross-section of

issuers -- thrifts, retail-oriented commercial banks and wholesale-funded commercial

banks -- whose financial condition ranged from strong to relatively weak (names

withheld because of the confidential nature of these intervews). Intervewees

included two west coast thrifts, a midwestern thrift, two midwestern banks, two large

New York banks, and two banks in the mid-Atlantic region. The healthier

institutions, in particular, told us that they entered the market only after weaker

thrift institutions were no longer able to issue. The withdrawal of the higher-rate

deposi t issuance by undercapitalized institutions been in effect
since 1987, 94% of the failed issuers of brokered deposits could
not have issued broke red deposits without an FDIC waiver. The
restriction on issuance where rapid asset growth was occurring
would have hal ted 70% of issuers. The two restrictions acting
together would have restricted or hal ted issuance by virtually
every failure during the 1987-90 period.
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weaker institutions reduced the cost of broke red CDs. These issuers told us they turn

to the brokered deposit market only when these deposits are a lower priced

alternative, and they retreat when retail brokered deposit funding costs are higher

than other sources. Tyically, the motive behind issuance is to lengthen the repricing

cycle of liabilities in order better to manage interest rate risk. Banks also use

brokered deposits of given maturities in order to match-fund specific asset programs.

A weaker regional bank told us that its aggressive use of brokered deposits in

1990 (while assets were flat to down) was for the purpose of paying off higher-cost

local funding and building cash liquidity with 2-to-5 year CDs. This program was fully

completed during 1990, and no regulatory waivers were required. Without it, liquidity

might have been impaired, leaving a thinner margin of safety for crisis management

steps.

Data as well as intervews show us that brokered deposits are but one funding

alternative and, with few exceptions, represent a small percentage of total funding.

Issuers typically view retai brokered deposits as a reliable source of intermediate-

term funding and a somewhat lower cost alternative to local insured deposits.

The geographic distribution of issuers shown in Table 5, furthermore, lends
.

credence to issuer comments that cost considerations govern brokered deposit

issuance. The issuers are concentrated in relatively high-cost funding markets, such

as the Northeast and California.

E. Failure Data and Implications for the Insurance Fund

Regulators and private-sector analysts almost universally agree that high risk
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asset strategies are the principal reason for failure. This issue wil be further

explored in our discussion of three high profie thrift failures (see Chapter V). Given

the rather free availability of purchased funds, and the subordinate role played by

insured broke red deposits, it is diffcult to make the case for a causal link between

brokered deposits and faiure.

While insured brokered deposits certainly were present and did fund growth at

some of the failures, they generally were not the major source of discretionar

funding. Among insured brokered deposit issuers that failed during the 1987-90

period, purchased money (secured borrowings and uninsured deposits) funded a much

larger portion of assets than did brokered deposits.

It is true that, from a narrow view of insurance fund liability, the uninsured

deposit (account balances over $100,000) is not protected by deposit insurance and is

therefore not a threat to a public policy. Our data, however, show that even among

institutions with insured brokered deposits, uninsured deposits typically funded more

of the asset base than did brokered deposits. They were therefore materially

instrumental in financing the reckless asset strategies which ultimately created

deposit insurance losses. These funds, moreover, generally had short maturities,

enabling depositors to flee before institutions failed. We argue, therefore, that the

imprudent use of uninsured funding abets the destruction of values lying behind

insured deposits, and thus contributes materially to insurance fund losses.

Secured borrowings, as we have already commented (see Chapter III), expose

the deposit insurer to loss that is comparable to that of insured deposits. In sum, our
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conclusion is that insured brokered deposits funded a small percentage of assets of

failed banks and thrifts and only rarely could be said to have increased deposit

insurance costs. Since FIRREA, of course, such abuses are no longer possible.
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Chapter V

LINCOLN. CENTRUST, FRAKLIN: THREE FLAEOUTS

Critics of brokered deposits have held that this was an easily accessible and

high-cost source of funds. As such, it was an important determinant of the largest and

most expensive thrift failures of the 1980s. To put it another way, the availabilty of

expensive "hot money" made possible the speculative momentum of high-flying thrifts,

leading to their demise at great expense to taxayers. 
1 The high cost of brokered

deposits, it is argued, forced thrifts to invest in high-yield, high-risk assets, thereby

encouraging unsafe and unsound practice.

In this section of the study, we examine that thesis in some detail by

considering the failures of three notorious thrifts that made extensive use of broke red

deposits: Lincoln Savings (Los Angeles, California), CenTrust Bank (Miami, Florida),

and Franklin Savings (Ottawa, Kansas). All of these were placed in conservatorship

in 1989 or 1990. We selected these for special study because they are among the

largest and most costly failed issuers of brokered deposits.

Our analysis is based on several sources: regulatory thrift financial reports,

SEC fiings and retail brokered deposit trading data (issue date, coupon rate and

maturity) supplied to us by leading securities firms. These data are summarized in

Tables V-A and V-B and in the Cates Thriftcompare reports to be found at the end

1. See, for example, Martin Mayer, The Greatest Bank Robbery Ever, Simon &

Schuster, 1990.
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of this chapter.

We conclude that, although total brokered deposits were a major funding source

at all three thrifts, there is not a compellng linkage between retail brokered deposits

and the deterioration, decline and ultimate failure of the institutions. Further, retail

brokered deposits at these thrifts were not especially high-priced: they were in fact

priced competitively with FHLB advances per equivalent maturity. Finally, we

conclude thatthe full-servce securities firms acted prudently as soon as signs oflikely

failure became evident. Under FIRREA rules, of course, Lincoln and CenTrust would

have been unable to issue brokered deposits for several years before their failure.

This is because FIRREA-mandated restrictions on insured brokered deposit issuance

by undercapitalized thrifts would most certainly have forestalled such deposits. In all

three cases, the regulators had the authority to restrict growth, even before FIRREA

A Strategy and Events Leading to Failure

The three thrifts followed diverse strategies with one factor in common: very

rapid growth. This can be seen in the Cates Thriftcompare reports to be found at

Chapter-end. Lincoln and CenTrust are prototypical examples of thrift industry

excess which did so much to create the restrictions in FIRREA. The Franklin strategy

was distinct from the first two, but, as noted, its growth also could have been

restricted by the regulators, as would its power to issue insured brokered deposits.

Leaving aside legal and ethical improprieties, the Lincoln strategy was

inherently risky for uninsured creditors and the insurance system. From the time of

its acquisition by American Continental in 1984, Lincoln's assets grew at an incredible
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rate, over 45% annually through 1986. Lincoln concentrated its operations in

construction lending and direct real estate investment. This combination of very rapid

growth and investment in highly risky and speculative activities was a prescription for

trouble.

Operating in a manner similar to a real estate investment company, Lincoln did

not have a core thrift business. By 1986, aided by permissive California law, over 20%

of its assets were invested in real estate properties and in service corporations that,

in turn, primarily invested in real estate. Because of highly suspect non-cash profits

generated from real estate sales, Lincoln was able to report positive net income.

However, excluding real estate sales, Lincoln consistently ran deficits on an operating

basis, and, in fact, its net interest income was negative. The high-risk balance sheet

made its rather thin tangible capital base quite perilous. It would appear that the

regulators could have closed Lincoln long before 1989, the year the thrift was placed

in conservatorship. All the above observations are easily replicable by even a cursory

study of Lincoln's regulatory financial fiings throughout 1984-89 (see Cates

Thriftcompare at the end of this chapter).

CenTrust was a slightly milder variation on the same theme. Beginning in the

mid-1980s through 1988, CenTrusts assets grew by more than 20% each year,

invested partly in high-risk real estate loans and properties owned directly through

serVice corporations, and partly in high-yield (primarily unrated) corporate bonds.

Similar to Lincoln, asset sales generated apparently strong (but non-cash) earnings,

while recurring profitabilty remaied very weak, and frequently in deficit. Razor-thin
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net interest margins (negative in 1985-86) reflected the lack of a core thrift franchise.

Negative tangible capital meant that CenTrust had no cushion against future losses

and was basically insolvent. In both Lincoln and CenTrust, lax regulatory accounting

treatment, liberal capital rules, and generous investment powers as state-chartered

thrifts permitted them to pursue their respective strategies with impunity.

Franklin's assets grew nearly three-fold from 1986-89, primarily through

purchase of investment~grade mortgage-backed securities (MBS), with the intention

of earning a small but stable spread. Interest rate risk ~was controlled through a

variety of uniquely sophisticated hedging and funding strategies. Then an adverse

MBS market in the late 1980s shrunk its net interest margin. On top of this, its thin

capital, coupled with an OTS ruling which disallowed the bank's accounting treatment

of hedging and forced the recognition of losses in new lines of business (e.g.

insurance), led to an insolvency finding by OTS in 1990.

B. Funding Patterns

It is quite clear that in al three institutions, asset strategies, not funding

strategies, were the predominant cause of failure. To understand the specific role

played by retail brokered deposits, however, distinction must be made between the

two types of strategy at the thrifts.

Brokered deposit issuance in the mid-1980s is best viewed in an historical

context. Thrift failures in the early 1980s were caused by the long-hidden risk

inherent in the prevailing strategy: simultaneously attract short-term deposits and

long-term mortgages. When interest rates began to surge in 1979, thrifts were
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trapped by their decades-long practice. One thing they needed was longer-term, fixed-

rate deposits. Because securities firms have broad distribution among investors, the

retail CD, issued at much longer maturities than is (and was) available from

depositors in local markets, was a partial answer to the challenge of interest-rate risk

management, along with FHLB advances and other instruments. Even in the three

thrifts under discussion, this funding flexibilty was a constructive tool in

asset/liabilty management. At bottom, it was their long maturity that made

brokered deposits popular as a funding source. And given the interest-rate risk profile

of thrifts, such a funding strategy was reasonable, as long as the costs were

competitive with FHLB advances.

As Table V-A ilustrates it is important to recognize that the three thrifts did

not depend solely on retai brokered deposits. Each had available several other large-

scale funding alternatives, including non-retail brokered deposits, internal money desk

operations to raise money nationwide, FHLB advances, and other secured borrowings

such as collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs). Each institution used a

combination of fundig sources selected on the basis of relative price, maturity and

availabilty. Table V-A and V-B and the Cates Thriftcompare reports summarize the

funding strategies.

Even among these three high-profie failures, it is wrong to generalize about

brokered deposit usage. Lincoln grew aggressively through longer-term brokered

deposits, made more attractive to investors by the presence of a secondary CD market

maintained (but not guaranteed) by the brokers.
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CenTrust also used diverse sources to fund its growth. Again, brokered

certificates of deposit helped to extend liabilty maturities. In 1989, about 70% of its

brokered CDs exceeded one year in maturity and almost one-third were longer than

three years. By contrast, over half of the internally generated CDs had maturities

less than one year. Brokered deposits, however, were by no means the predominant

source of CenTrust funding. The bank made greater use of other discretionar funding

such as FHLB advances, mortgage-backed debt, and jumbo certificates of deposit,

which together exceeded brokered deposits throughout the five years prior to failure.

In 1989, the year before CenTrust was closed, these other funding sources were

almost double the outstanding brokered deposits. And jumbo CDs, generated to a

large extent through an internal money desk, exceeded brokered deposits in four of

the five years prior to failure.

At Franklin, retail brokered deposits and collateralized borrowing comprised the

main elements of its funding mix. Brokered deposits were used to manage shifts in

MBS prepayment behavior. Franklin management also considered brokered deposits

to be an attractive funding source because the cost components, including deposit

premium, coupon and brokerage commission, were so readily and reliably quantified.

This, of course, was crucial to a narrow-margin, totally modelled operation. In

rendering his decision on the Franklin suit against OTS, (Franklin Savings Association

vs. Director of the Offce of Thrift Supervision) Judge Safels wrote that "to fairly

compare the cost of funds between institutions, all costs must be considered.

Franklin's brokered deposits are shown to not constitute a high cost of funds" (p. 71).
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C. Retail Broker Deposit Data Analysis

Several brokerage firms provided the authors with confidential data on dates

of issuance, maturity and coupon rates of retail broke red CDs issued by the three

thrifts.2 The findings of this section are based on that data, which are summarized

in Table V-B. Relative yields, maturities and number of issues were analyzed from

the time that this group of retail brokerage began issuing for the institutions unti

they went into conservatorship.

1. Credit Analysis

There is strong evidence that the retail brokers performed objective credit

analysis on the three institutions in order to reduce their exposure (and those of their

clients) even before the enactment of FIRREA. None of the three were funded by all

of the securities firms surveyed. That is, at least one firm declined to issue for each

of the three thrifts. Second, in the more flagrant cases of CenTrust and Lincoln, none

of the firms funded the institutions the year they failed. As further evidence of

increasing concern about the quality of the high risk institutions, the average

maturity and the number of new issues declined during the period just prior to faiure

at CenTrust and Lincoln (see Table V-B and Graphs V-A and V-B).

These observations point to differences between retail brokers and money

brokers. The former, because of their concern about firm reputation and the

2. Provided under confidentiality agreements. Under terms of 

the confidentiality
agreement, the statements and conclusions are required to be general so that the
source of the information, Le. the individual firm, would not be identified. Six firms
in total contributed data, four of the largest firms and two somewhat smaller in terms
of their role in issuance.
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continuity of their relationship with largely unsophisticated clients, wish to avoid

brokering deposits for failing institutions.

2. Comparison of Rates: Retail Brokered Deposits and FHLB Advances

We were able to compare a modified all-in cost of retail broke red deposits

against comparable maturity Federal Home Loan Bank advances (an available funding

alternative). In order to arrive at the modified all-in cost, we added a commission of

sixty basis points per year to the stated coupon rate on brokered deposits. The rate

on advances (which pay interest monthly) was adjusted to be comparable to the

brokered CD which generally pays semi-annually. Our analysis did not cover the zero-

coupon deposits, nor did we adjust the deposit cost to include deposit insurance

premium.

We compared each institution's deposit cost rate to its respective FHLB advance

rate, Le. Lincoln to San Francisco FHLB, CenTrust to Atlanta FHLB and Franklin to

the Topeka FHLB. Our findings are summarized in Table V-B and Graph V-C. In

general, we found that the spread narrowed from the mid-1980s to the late 1980s, and

in some cases, the relatively falling cost of retail brokered deposits was actually less

than rates on advances.3 At no time were the spreads more than 50 basis points over

FHLB rates. The fairly narrow spread between FHLB rates and Franklin's brokered

deposits, in fact, lends support to Judge Safels' opinion cited earlier.

3. The decline in spread also reflects a general rise in FHLB advance rates during

the late 1980s.
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D. Conclusion

In this chapter we have analyzed the role of retail brokered deposits in three

well publicized thrift flameouts. Our conclusions are as follows:

1. In helping to achieve rational funding objectives, retail

brokered deposits were not a high cost funding source but

priced competitively.

2. While rapid growth was funded by retail brokered deposits,

it was also funded by other discretionar sources, which

would have served the same purpose had brokered deposits

not been avaiable.

3. The retail brokerage firms sought to act to reduce their

clients' exposure to high risk institutions.

4. The narrowing of the spread between brokered deposits

and FHLB advances and the tightening of credit standards

later in the decade are indications o"f the increasing

maturity and acceptance of the retail brokered deposit as

an investment instrument.

We are not sayig that thrift-issued retail brokered deposits did not contribute

to the losses sustained by the insurance fund and the taxayer. Using the principle

of "comparative negligence" (applied in personal injury lawsuits) as an analogy, we do

argue for a rather low share of the blame. If the intoxicated driver of the speeding

car is to get 60% of the blame for the accident, the rainy weather (financial
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environment) is responsible for 10%, the powerful car (all discretionar funding

sources) 10%, the high-test gasoline (insured brokered deposits) 5%, and lax trafc

control (the FHLB) 15%. Actually, the passage of FIRREA makes such blame-casting

about as relevant to the current environment for brokered deposits as a debate on the

1588 failure of the Spanish Armada.
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Tablc V-A:Fu~g~r~ii ç¥tn~,i.incoii~ ~::+J1lririH

Yea Brokcred Depsits Purchase Funds! FHLB Advancc Jumbo CDs!

Eag As Eaing As Eag Asse Eaing Asse

CENTRUST BANK, A STATE SAVINGS BANK MIAM, FL

1989 36.57% 71.42% 7.66% 40.42%

1988 31.77% 65.69% 7.16% 38.67%

1987 21.54% 33.38% 6.74% 14.67%

1986 8.89% 32.58% 7.47% 13.39%

LICOLN SAVIGS AND LOAN LOS ANGELES, CA

1988 48.41 % 27.89% 0.72% 7.89%

1987 54.56% 31.4% 1.81% 7.42%

1986 56.87% 25.51% 2.35% 7.41%

1985 44.49% 26.96% 3.36% 13.07%

FRKLIN SAVIGS ASSOCIATION OTIAWA,KS

1989 31.2% 37.35% 27.20% 4.51%

1988 25.84% 39.23% 20.87% 6.03%

1987 20.37% 62.47% 11.5% 24.04%

1986 13.57% 42.52% 1.08% 3.32%

SOURCE: CATES THRICOMPAR ANNUAL DATAITIO REPORT

NOTES:
1. Thc da ar bas on th financia reprt fied with thc Fedcral Homc Lo Ban Bod.
2. Brokered Depsits ar dcfined as Tot Brokered Depsits, bo insure and unisured. The naower

insured brokcred depsit definition is not use in the tale beuse the da pnor to 1988
was determied to be unrelile.

Thc 1988-89 Raos of insure to to brokered depits are prented below:

CENTRUST
LINCOLN
FRAKLIN

1988

98.62%
88.67%
N/A

1989

92.80%

98.33%

100.00%

3. The data arc presnted for thc four years prior to failure.



Tabe1 V-B:Suminar ofNcwRetiû1 Ilro~DasitlssucData

for Ccntrst. Lincoln Savingsancl.Frønklirißayings ......... ..

Yea Number of
New Issues

Average

Mat
(I Yea)

Ret Brokered

Depit to
FHLB Advance -

Cos Spred

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

199
1989

1988

1987

1986

CENTRUST BAN. A STATE SAYrGS BANK
138 2.2 -0.03%
292 2.5 -0.01 %
383 3.3 0.24%
407 4.8 0.45%
28 4.5 0.50%
12 4.2 0.40%

MIAM, FL

LINCOLN SAVIGS AND LOAN
30 0.8 -0.03%
22 0.8 0.12%
201 5.7 0.35%
351 6.7 0.12%
64 8.2 0.09%

LOS ANGELES, CA

FRAIN SAYrGS ASSOCIATION
18 1.5 -0.01 %
43 1.5 -0.01 %
57 2.1 0.07%
101 0.6 -0.05%
40 0.8 0.05%

OTTAWA,KS

SOURCE: PROPRITARY TRAING DATA FROM SIX SECURIIES FIRS

NOTES:

I. Zero Coupon Depsits were excluded beus their cah flow characterics

are diferent from the FHLB advance and therfore an iiurat cost

compan canot be made.

2. To caculte the Sprea:

a. An assumed 60 basis point commiion was added to the ret brokered depsit coupon.

b. Interes is paid on Federal Home Lo Ban advances monthy. The intere Rae
was adjusted so that the yield is on an equivalent basis to the ret brokered
depsit that pays interest semiauay.
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9.22 : LargeLlablliliES 211830~, 104433~ 832509: 631333: 322210 734937
9.23 : Totz! De;iosits 1030226 ¡! 4409061, 337883S 2823134' 2409017, 167667
92' :Conmor. + Pre! Equity - 13520:: 246643 233123 2173351 145625 73182
9.25 : Net Worth 13343 ¡ I 249440 236097: 220489. 148952 7668
£'26 : Mig Lns Serv for Others -B2905LJ 1304871 213392:.. 341519;_.826906: 36412
_ :nterestlncome(EllcIFees) 7645611 3326141 256158 204754 213452 145467

9.28 Inleresl Exp~r:se 73642! I 403663: 330020 2987961 25111 r 150707
9.,9 Non.lntereSII'lc(Operating) -2563~¡! 877341 113367; 11185$ 86249. 226229.~0 :tl:irtgagei.oanFees i -2423'11 8789 11212: 5278.. 7632: 367
9.31 : loan Servicing Income I -289 4s/ 334. 15361 1106 56
9.32.:NeilncfromSe'viceCorp ... -234551..1' 75894,... 99349;.. 101115: 644857893. 15101
9.33 Operating Income I -22820: i 16685, 39505: 17812' 0 1738
9.34 NetNon-Operlitlnglncome I 116241 i 1019~ -1425: 41913 50893 177712.35 :NetGalnonSaleolRE 20151' 4200 2185' 308~ 2842 6329.::5 :NetGaincnSaleolLoans i' -60H! -18~ 422, 22551: 46927 1389
9.~'; Overhead - 13 177 ~ : 62498 75675' 62502, 48590 2402
9.38 Prov lor Lcsseson Asseis I -36232;1 3541: 39773 i .9.39 Net In:ome - 15687 i : 12339. 28026 49844, 79526 1302
940 Prior PeriOd Adii:st:nents 0 i : 0 0 0. 0
9 A i Dividends

&.8 LOAN PO .

6.01
6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05
6.06
6.07
6.08

AS "1 of Loans

,-. Family Mortgages

Mtg.Backed Secs
: Conventional

Other Mortgage Loans .....~.............
(AdJustabie Rate Mortgages)
(Censtruciion Loans)
Consumer Loans

Commercial Loans

".

.. ,~~.~'~j~.¡¡~nlt'
t':46 . 21 ....... 63 ~57,".'. 3 06"213'

'~,:,;'i :'4 : 3 7 ....:O¡ 2: Ò 1.::'/'1 430.55 L
....

24. 30~
18.86
0.00

73'~'06
74.03
23.69
0.25
5.92

13. 02~
20.97
o 00

57.78'"
55.21
11.20
0.33

21 95
dJ.8 ASET OU

. I

8.01
8.02
8.03
8.0'
8.05

7.20~ 29.99%1
3.22 6.12
0.00..... 0.00
77.02 7116
70.88 71. 12
0.57 0.5B
21 89 0 00

33. 77%
31.59
0.00

40.10
46.54
o 37
o 00

0:01".......0.03
2.86 00 18
2.86.....0.20
1.14 12.33

1. 14



CATES THRIFTC01\fPARE ~
FRANKLIN SA
OTTAWA. KS
ASSOCIATION TYPE: S T STOCK

05149

ANNUAL DATA/RATIO REPORT
NATiONAL PEER GROUP: 51 BIl AND OVER ( 205)
REGIONAL PEER GROUP: M i dwes t ( 52 )
DATE OF INSURANCE 12/00/47

.... ImlmmDEDIm~~ ... ... .. .. ..,.. .. . . '. . a . . . . .,".-. ... ..
1.01 Return on Asseis...,::. . i1.02 Return on Assets (Oper) 0.88
+~.... ~:~~ri66~:~~cC~~~~ë""""'''''''''''.'-'32-:64 . -:;f2".-4S ':'l48. 45'" ....;.~Š: Šs.. ''':' 25.08'" "253. 92 '~''',.i6: g§

1.05 NetOperatinglncome."'Changedrt.44~24:;.199.54:-358.55 -84.29 -45.34 657.13 .42.24
.1.06 Netlnteresl Income.'" Change:;:':l 0.03:: ':..114.29\ - 66.61 - 30.34 114.28 41 .66i::14.75
:¡j)7..... Eä-r;ing' Assei..Yiëid........................... )10":'0'3.' :..T10"~"04 .:.,........1 0 .;06.... ..........9.;.57 ... ........1';.05... .......10..46... ...n...~.4'7...1.08 :ioanYield::UJO.14,tod;10.05\ 9.63 9.57 9.81 10.71 11.47
1.09 Average Cost 01 Funds ,;0:8.28.:./7.84:: 12.04 11.39 9.34 10.96 11.52
1.0 Nellnteresl Margin (Excl Fees)/:1.69(:.'1 .94 0.29 0.96 1.93 1.39 1 .73
.:¡:,'....ÖvërlÎead to.Operïnë....................T...~rr:''30...,::dj..2.~.g7..i."l'Ö7'~'38'" ..._.¡ f. 20.... .......~fr.97...........fLOO... .......33.84

1.2 Non-lntlnC(Oper)loOperlnc:\22.96..;.\23.98) 71.81 28.32 40.71 77.79 21.00

¡-!~ .r~~~~~:~f.~l:Ë;§ 'J~ilj¡lîtaJ ~i~,r JU in~ Hf -p~.. .. ...2.01 Net Non.Oper Inc to Ptx NI 62 . 1 %2.02 Net Non.Oper Inc 10 Oper Inc 76 . 252.03 -2.03
2.04

AS % of Assets
3.01 Earning Assets
3.02 Service Corp EQuity
3.03 Real Estate Investments

.........._...As...%..õï. Earniiïg...Äsšëïš..........._.
3.OC (Unpledged Eligibles)3.05 Investments 48.49 28.35 10.68 2.80
3.06 liquid Securities :\. ; '.4.61"': '.:.:.::; : 6. 58 :: 4 . 35 2 . 82 2 . 71 2 . 50

tâä.........l;:ga~Li:¡:~.~¡t¡ë'5......................__.... .'::'::.9ft..5.4.:. ...::~BR...56.':'" .._...6..59... .._539.1... '25'31.. ........67.21... ~~... __.B429... '5322'" ...._..4927...2207....",: 32.26.: ....;:' .22.40 ;:3.09 : FHlB Advances ":'. '.1 0.74 :. .. :'...' 7.25::: 20.87 11 .85 1 .08 0 . 86

.t¡i-~~~~iO~i1~L_- :i;li;!!J~II~.._.31..J 2._ --li~ if .--~¡Ji -P ~ li--~~.~ f~...
~: ~: ~ ~~~~yR~t:i ~:~~:ii~S Acctsi:'i:':';~ 1:.13)):::/J 2~'30::: 0 . 67 1 . 0 1 1 . 18 1 . 26
. I

570.22

li-ti~~~H!~ -lUi -iUi ~U~ -iUf llj~if-
..L2...l6_...L.5....7.B.~t .......37...24... .......48..90... .......98..04... ...310..51... );448...67...:
':'3 55'(102: 6 89 -12 17 126 98 76.58 ))49 ~57Y::\/::.0:88....:;3:330: -16:11 -57:06 *..;... 48.64:'248.89....

4.01 Investments

4.02 Total loans
..03 1-4 Family Mortgages

4.04 Other Mortgage loans

..05 Consumer loans

..06 Commercial Loans
'4~'öi""Large Liabilities ....-............................
..08 Jun:bo CDs
409 Core Deposits

5.0 CAAL5.01 Mooilied Equity to Assets 7.000' 3.05°
5.02 RAP Capital to Assets.... 7 . 55w.w..3.. 72..
55'~~ Acss~t '%F Change:.,;:.:.; ... ......4 .93'. 13 53 6 25 83 9720'S 50, .::::"2485 f6S73 ...'
.- apita ormation Rate.::o .87')' " :. -. 11. 1 . . \:/:: .. .:::.

S.05.....l.4t9. Ser"ic ing ..to.T 1I.~gc:alJit.~~..... ..::;);~.,:.O..O 0,.: ;:L.;L.O..OD..;: ........1.2....7.5... ._......._.............._ ............................. .........._............. . _........_................
5.06 Tangible Cap to Tangible Assets'/:,. 2.91 ':3 .OB. 4 . 03
5.07 Intangible Assets 10 RAP Capital:.:)t:18. 4418 .'13\ 15 . 30 3 . 58 0 . 81 1 . 21 3 " 35
5.08 DelerrediossestoRAPCapital ... 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.92 1.39 2.26 6.72
5.09 Del Capital to RAP Capital 0.00 0.001 3" 69
5.10 DiviOend Payout :l-R c

THRIFTCOMARE Copyright 1990 by Ca"es CO'lI:in .cnalys:s. In.. 40 Broad S:rH:. New York. N. Y. 1() (212) 96.9200 Fu (212) 9'3.3383
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CATES THRIFTCOMP ARE .,' ANNUAL OAT A/RATJO REPORT
FRANKLIN SA

,. -, . ... 1m1I1I1m1I~. ... .........~. .. . .. .
2.05% 1.76°

94.21
5. 17'" ...... 4.67
3.59 2.66

0.34 0.321. . 1
Loss Prey en Assets ioOper Inc

: ,

8.01
8.02
8.03
8.~
8.05
, r



CATES THRIFTCOi\IPARE
CENTRUST BANK. A STATE SAVINMIAMI. FL 02745.
ASSOCIATION TYPE: ST STOCK

.R

ANNUAL DATA/RATIO REPORT
NATIONAL PEER GROUP: $1 BIl AND OVER ( 205)
REGIONAL PEER GROUP: Southern ( 52)
DATE OF INSURANCE: 07/00/34

1.D ~NINGS - ... ImlIlIEDim1ì~ ... ... .. .. ... . . .' - . . . . . . .~. _. . .
1.01 Return on Asseis ~:.,...., . .: _. I . ' .
1.02 Return on Assets (Oper)'.úO .02-0.05/ -1. as - 0.09 0.49
1.03.....Return on R..AP ~apiial.................... ....... .~.23..~.64.l. .. .. .1 ....1~..... "'4~9'83!..6430.,. ....... 2 !9949... ......620°..8'43. .__. 2 58 . .... 31 ~ 41
1.04 Net Income .1. Change .._"j , "t. ....~. .,;.;" - . - 80. . . 129.04
1.05 Neioperatlnglncome%Change.44.24:)\2~43i-202.31 -164.89 ",,,nn 102.03656~.27
1.06 Net Interest Income % Change ..'0.03:"'.94::. -51.17 20.64 166.99 188.07,::-1290
;¡:Öf....Ellrning Asset Yiei¿ï-........................i.fO..:.lfi- ...JO.~.U2.:, ...._.., O'.~'2l'- ".-"9':64.'. ._.......g ."7g. ._.. 9,.25' . .~f2.~-f5.1.08 :LoanY,eld..io.14:,'0.OS. 10.01 9.57 9.91 10.58 11.94
1.09 AverageCostofFundsB.2S:8.29 9.45 8.79 9.70 11.45 11.79
1..10... Net Interest t.argin (Excl Fees).1.69' 1.70 0.25 0.54 0.60 -1. 17 - 0.55
1.11 Overhead to Operinc............ ........~.BL~O-:.,,9~L:£B. ...1'7 4~32'.' ....1'04.8 r'. .......60~25 - "."'SO . 4 0'.' . ..36 1 ~ 63
1.12 Non.lntlnc(Oper)loOper,nc/.:.::22.96..23.45\ 74.31 62.99 77.80 144.92 201.33
1.13 :Nelt.tgBanking iooper tnc::O.OO,:;::/D.OO.: 0.00
1.1 ¿ : Loan Serv Fees ioOper 'nc,.,';:.(:3. 46 /:;:;;:::;3.22 .¡ 1 . 67 0 . 03 O. 19 0 . 28 0 . 00
1.5 :Serv Corp Income loOper Inc !):!/.h'Ol:X:t)/,O.45'E 46.54 55.66 74.18 121.48 136.751.6 :ReaIEsiatelncometoOperlnc:'-:.::",O,12:,:t.:-O',.17.;: 12 71 -067 -048 -0 66 -7 24
1.17 Effective Tax ~ate)\i.. ".."":: .., .":~' " . . 1 .

As o¡ ot Assets

3.01 Ea~ning Assets3.02 Service Corp EQuily 2. 73 .
.~:~.~.._.....~!.~I..~~~.~t!.!.".~.e~!.~!~~.~_.._..._... . _J.. 33... ._........0...4 2...!As .1. of Earning Assels ",.:.' ,. .. ..... ... ... i
3.04 (Unpledged Eligibles) '.':.'::;32~.2B :.::.:;33.'52 i 17.97. i
3.05 Investments ..~.:::.:'..:.9.46:. ,::.;:;.6.75.:1:: 30.93 30.23 32.48 40.77 48.19
3.06 llQuidSecuriiles ..,.:,.....4..61.., .::.:.,:4..04") 6.34 5.01 7.26 9.55 19.52.
.3:.0! ........!otal Loans.. ........__....................... :.::..90...54..:...:.::....93...26;. ..._.69....07.... .......69..77.... ......67...52. ..._.59.23... .......51.. 81' .
3.08 LargeLlablfitles :.....32.26.....".30.53: 71.42 65.69 33.38 32.58 42.28
3.09 : FHLB Advances:':H4 O. 74:'::.10 .85t 7 . 66 7 . 16 6 . 74 7 . 47 9 . 74
3.10 : Jum::oCDs .:"8.32::(;8."53:: 40.42 38.67 14.67 13.39 15.313.11 : Borrowings;:;23 .04.22 ~20:g 30.64 29.02 20.41 19.09 26. 78
3.12 (BrokeredDeposils)::::.",.O .92../004..... 36 57 31 71 2154 8.89 1 41
.à'lï'.'-"Core Depos"is................................../d:..t5S:66.. ':'(...10:39""; '--..34.:.'40'" .......3.1':.79... ......61.:.33. --58.50". -....65.: 65".
3.14 : Fixed Rate Deposils 1:/::l1~13".:t.:::11;,17i~: 3.24 3.38 4.10 4.85 6.27
3.15 : t.oiiey Wk t Deposit ACcis ., .'."."... ...,.. ."

.. . ¡ ..

~.01
¿.02
'.03
..04
..05
¿.OS
¿.07. ..
¿.OB
4.09

investments I." -5.43 " -8.61 ; 15.64.\).:'13.42
Total Loans .:...5.03 ...6.63. 6.79 37.04 49.11 56.24)/;\37.301.. Familyt.ortgages . 4.49 4.37:; 38.40 45.01 12.33 121.83 ;=:;::54.39.
Olhert.o.tgageLoans . 1.02 1.06. -12.29 -18.62 30.04 83.87...20.75Consume~L02ns .6.36 14.46 19.31 50.69 73.86 93.13 .59.25
~;;:~i~~~,'ii~;:ns. ..... ..................r............!:.S~... .....-i.:.~~.. ....l~: ~8' ....,~~ :.§¿... ...~.~i :~~. ....45g: j~ ..:..1t:: ~g
Jumbo CDs .. 0.88 3.11 12.76 295.29 43.26 19.55:, 92.72Core Deposits . _ _

5.8 aPAL ... ......:-. & .... '.5.01 "'oOII,eci EQull)' to Assets, '... . 4.46% 5.08%1 3 . 95 c
5.02 R.rP Capital 10 Assets 5.27 5.08........3.95
5.03 Asset Ok Change 2.84. I 3. 72 26.46,.\:2 L 47
5.04 CapitalFormatlonRate .0.87 -0.53 i -14.28 -3.43 14.68 20.37/\::::.,:4..34
~::..~;~:~~;i~~ i~ ;:~ì~:Pl~~ëïii .~:~.."..~ :~~ .. .........J:.j~..i.......:.~: ~ ~ ... .......... .................. ......_..............-.. ..__.......... ...................... "

5.07 Intangible AsseisioRAPCapiial 18.44 25.9BI147.74 76.91 102.87 140.63 241.23
5.06 Deferr!d Losses to RAP Capital .. 0.00 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.05
5.09 Def Cap.:al 10 RAP Capitai O. 00 I 0.001 O. 065.10 Divide:ic Pa yOU: n ¡ ~ _

THRIFTC()~Li:::;i Copyrigl': c'I9~:i by Ci:es CC'''s_!''''~ LIl).n. tn.. 40 Breed S:ree:. New York. N.Y. l00 (21¿)9E8-9200 fLX (¿12) 9~.33¡¡3
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T8iIc.l .. ~Agg~eSd .... . ,::;::-.,:.
",".':;:

..,:-;-.:".;.; ..-..........

(S il Thou)
(Ros an weite averages)

1987 1988 1989 199

BAN:

Alls:
Numbe of Isrs 537 651 73 700

S of Indus 3.82 4.16 5.55 5.44 ./

As 706,601,189 184,494,68 1 1,015,075,633 1,209,674,739

Liailes 670,92,991 836,303,580 960,294,592 1,142,864,527

Tot De 40,392,5 533,559,441 624,091,858 729,415,476

In Br De 14,629,876 25,387,96 32,610,383 42,286,40 J

In Br DeIE As 2.31 S 3.21 S 3.58 S 3.58 S

Co Dc As 49.81 51.25 53.21 52.37

Pu FDd As 50.20 49.06 46.26 48.12

In Br Dcot De 3.60 4.76 5.23 5.80

In Br DeCo De 4.63 6.27 6.71 6.97

Noa In Br DeJuin 12.64 12.13 13.79 16.35

In. Br Dc Fuuda 4.60 6.5 7.75 7.44

lsii wi Equi/As c: 5.5S:

Numbe of II 135 132 148 144

S of Indus 0.96 0.98 1.12 1.12

As 531,862,754 50,25,3 583,513,615 719,5,081

Liil 50,53,70 486,868,698 559,192,90 688,335,293

Tot De 285,53,62 28,439,9 330,565,853 391,895,515

in. Br De 6,987,35 10,874,02 12,123,21 17,858,649

In Br De As 1.47 S 2.44 S 2.35 S 2.28 S

Core De As 46.90 47.56 49.90 46

Purch Fada As 53.82 54.81 51.81 54.64

In Br Deot De 2.45 3.81 3.67 3.12

In Br DeCor Dc 3.14 5.14 4.71 4.57

NOD in. Br Deumbo 12.73 15.47 12.14 19.81

In Br Deh Fuuda 2.74 4.45 4.53 4.17



Table 1_'' r..'¡~~~ .&'~~.,.ts:-:--':"'-::..: ":::-:.::::.::::...::.:::::.::\::. -..-, .-~~,:",.): .: :::':::...."".,.,...........':':.::::.
($ ÌD Thus)
(R ar weiti averp)

Isuer wid Equi/As :: 5.5":

Numb of is
" of Iødus

As
Liail
Tot Dc
Ii Br De

ii Br DeIE As
Core De As
Pu Fada Au
Ii Br Deot Dc
ii Br De Dc
NOD ii Bf Deum
ii Bf De FUD

1917

40
2.16

174,731,435

161,419,21
120,111,953

7,642,511

4.80 "
58.47
39.44
6.32
1.21

12.42

12.17

1911

526

3.19

375,219,30
349,434,112

253,119,536

14,513,9

4.23 "
56.35

41.4
5.73
7.5
9.71

10.10

1989

584

4.43

431,562,018
401,101,69
293,526,005
20,417,112

5.20 "
57.53
40.46

6.91
9.04

14.84

12.82

199

557
4.32

490,216,681
454,610,527
338,22,961
24,421,648

5.47 "
59.12
38.64
7.22
9.25

12.11

14.15



Table I - In~ Ägggäê:....
($ in Thouds)
(R ar weighte averges)

1987 1988 1989 199

!

TIS: j
Not: RTC coDtrolled ti have bc exclud.

Alisuen:

Numbe of Isuen 72 .60 570 379

S of Iodus 23.00 20.51 19.67 14.51 ./~

As 740,02,950 733,914,210 513,599,771 481,211 ,5S6

Liilit 72,248,741 714,641,641 50,398,073 46,208,484

Tot Deit 515,112,030 481,954,381 355,012,019 332,572,72

10 Sr De 56,04,335 54,145,620 15,621,90 21,845,3871/

10 Sr De As 1.11 S 7.95 S 3.29 S 4.86 S

Core De As 61.3 51.08 63.54 62.84

Puh FDds As 41.69 44.79 41.6 37.41

10 Sr Deot Dep 10.88 11.23 4.40 6.57

10 Sr DeCore De 13.24 13.69 5.11 7.74

NOD lo Sr Dep/Jumbo NA 1.82 43.10 4.62

10 Sr Dcrch Funds 19.63 17.76 7.92 13.00

10 Sr DeLB 66.10 58.20 21.90 38.32

is wi Tangile Capitangile As oi 1.5S:

Numbe of Isuen 269 170 211 47

S of Iodus 8.49 5.12 7.28 1.80

As 174,213,731 144,117,44 127,049,291 78,886,811

Liilea 187,201,381 152,27,04 141,073,476 78,081,033

Tot Deit 131,5,410 95,182,647 94,00,60 48,682,620

10 Sr Desit 13,136,2 13,522,91 5,64,964 5,281,335

101 Sr De As 1.20 S 10.16 S 4.89 S 7.46 S

Core De As 73.93 64.36 72.92 62.50

Puh FDds As 41.OS 48.17 46.85 46.11

IDI Sr Dcot De 9.99 14.21 6.01 10.85

IDS Br De/Core Dep 11.09 15.79 6.70 11.93

NOD 10 Br Dep/Jumbo NA 14.53 63.13 0.76

10 Br Derch Funds 19.98 21.09 10.43 16.17

los Br DeHLB 67.35 6B.BS 28.61 40.66



Table I .ii AßiPi:
..... ".-;"

':"::'":';::-'. .........

(S il ThIl)
(R ar wete averges)

1987 1988 1989 199

Iaii wi Tangile Caitan¡ilo As 1.5-3":

Numbe of iø 10 69 54 57

" of ladUJ 2.21 2.32 1.6 2.18

As 73,1660519 121,170556 77,9910572 1520515,30

Liiles 71,291,73 118,514,s 76,112,392 145,877 ,084

Tot De 51,34,91 82,140,855 55,235,933 103,5,297
I~ Br De 6,439,074 13,194,99 1,403,393 4,732,480

I~ Br De As 9.10 " 11.1 " 1.6 " 3.36 "
Co Dc As 63.18 62.27 62.80 61.21

Puch FDd As 41.5 41.37 41.27 39.87

I~ Br Dcot Dc 12. 16.06 2.54 4.57

IIBr DcCo Dc is.35 18.96 3.11 5.49

Noa I~ Br DcJumbo NA NA 75.74 4.22

I~ Br De Funda 23.33 28.54 4.74 8.43

In Br DcLB 71.19 80.12 12.02 23.74

Iuii wi Tangile Capitan¡ile As ~ 3":

Numb of 1s 39 37 30 275

" of ladus 12.1 12.46 10.52 10.53

As 492,642,70 46,579,214 30,558,901 249,731,731

Liil 46,755,63 443,890,017 29,142,20 23,186,264

Tot Desi 332,216,69 30,63,879 20,775,477 180,29,285

In Br Dc 36,471,05 27,427,687 8,51,59 11,830,682

In Br Dc Aø 7.96 " 6.29 " 2.91 " 4.98 "
Cor Dc Aø 57.40 55.09 59.95 63.91

Purc Fad Aa 41.3 44.63 39.50 33.36

In BrDeot Dc 10.8 9.00 4.17 6.56

In Br DcCo Dc 13.87 11.42 4.90 7.80

NOD ia. Br Dc/Jumbo NA 10.17 27.39 5.47

I~ Br Dcrch Fwi 18.8 14.10 7.55 14.94

ia. Br DeHLB 63.93 48.17 21.48 49.14

Not: For th Th ladus il 1987, Tot Bro Deit were ulC
u . proxy for Inur Brokc Desit u th DIl pro oa th 1987
ca re la provod unlo.





.Tablc 2- biiiki:~~f~~ilcd.iH~hRì.t~D .

"5" Rate litu_ u or 6If9

Ba by Au Si:

Toi Indu by Auct Sizc Ba Rate 5 by Auc Sizc

With Imre " With Medan With Ii " With Medan

Number Ii Brocre Ii Ii Number Ii Brore Ii Inur
of Brocre Dcpiita Drokcre Dr Dcpl of Drokcre Dcita Drokcre Dr Dcpl

Bai Depoiits Dep ~ 1" Dcpoiits Eam Aiicts Ba Dcpoiits Dcp~ 1" Dcpoiits Earn Aiicts

G-2SMM 11519 434 291 3.71 2.57 " 67 14 9 20.90 1.5 "

2SSOMM 617 71 46 12.41 1.62 26 13 9 50.00 2.32

501 Diloa .302 51 30 16.19 1.41 IS 7 6 46.67 5.02

1-5 Diloa 317 II 61 Tl.76 3.22 IS 10 10 66.67 10.42

~ 5 Diloa 114 50 33 43.16 2.44 9 4 3 44.44 2.17

Toi 1286 700 475 5.44 2.41 132 41 on 36.36 3.03

'I by Aa Si:

Toi Iø by Aiii Sizc Thlù Rate 5 by Au Sizc

With Ii " With Medan With Ii " With Med With

Number Ii Brocre liur Ii Number Imre Drore Ii In FH
of Drokcre Deiita Brocre DrDcI of Brore Depoita Brocre Dr Dc Adv

1b Desits Dc~I" Deits Ea Aiicts 1b Depoits Dc~ I" Depoiits EaAucts

G-2SMM 1941 212 217 14.41 1.41 " 5 I I 20.00 1.41 " 4

2SSOMM 29 61 43 20.61 2.26 3 I 0 33.33 2.26 3

501 Biloa 155 46 31 29.61 0.11 14 7 4 50.00 0.11 13

1-5 Biloa 179 92 54 51.40 0.74 17 9 4 52.94 0.74 16

~ 5 Billoa 34 24 17 70.59 6.52 5 4 4 10.00 6.52 4

Totl 2612 505 362 19.33 UL 44 22 13 50.00 1.51 40

Not: Mcd ar for thlC Ùltinioa holdi Inre Drocre Deits



rabl~2- ir¡eÌ~of Failed .ai..~.Ri~~si~.....

199 Pai

Ba by Aø Si:

Tot ii by Auet Size Failed Ba by Aiiet Size

With Ii " With Med With Ii " With Medan

Number Ii Broterc Ii liur Number liur Broterc Inur Ii
of Broterc DepoiW Broerc Br Depl of Broerc DepiiW Broterc Br Depl

Ba Depoiita Dcp~ I" Deita EA Ba Depoiita Dcp ~ I" Depoiita EA

G-2. MM 11519 434 298 3.71 2.57 " 156 26 21 16.67 6.03 "
25SOMM 617 71 46 12.48 1.2 7 5 5 71.3 9.71

SOI BilOl 302 51 . 30 16.89 1.8 2 2 2 100.00 2.36

1-5 BilOl 317 88 68 'E.76 3.22 2 1 50.00 12.91

~ 5 BiliOl 114 50 33 43.86 2...

Tot 1286 io 475 5... 2.41 167 34 29 20.36 5.99

T1 by Aø Si:

Totl Ji by AllCt Size Paied Th by AllCt Size

With Ii " With Med With In " With Mcd With

Number Ii Brotcrc Ii Ii Number Ii Broerc In Ii FH
of Broterc DcpoiW Brorc BrDc of Broerc DeaiW Broerc BrDc Adv

Th Depoiita Dc~ I" Deita EA Tb Deiita Dc::I" Depita EA

G-2. MM 1948 282 217 14.48 1.48 " 137 52 34 37.96 3.37 " 101

25SOMM 29 61 43 20.61 2.26 24 1 5 33.33 5.99 19

SOI BillOl 1S5 46 31 29.68 0.81 14 6 3 42.16 4.74 10

1-5 BilOl 179 92 54 51.40 0.74 17 IS 10 18.24 2.90 18

~ 5 BilOl 34 24 17 '1.59 6.52 7 6 6 85.71 2.91 6

Tot 2612 505 36 19.33 1.58 199 17 58 43.72 4.07 154



..1'.bIC.2..q.i&ic¥;~fiiaiedai..Hi.Ri~.~sun..............

198 Pai

Ba by Aue Siz:

Tot in by AllCt Size Failed Ba by Aiic! Size

With liur " With Med With Inur " With Medan

Number In Broerc Inur Ii Number Inur Brokerc Inur In
of Brokerc Depoiill Brokcrc BrDept ofF.i1ed Brocrc Depoiill Brokerc Dr Dcpt

Ba Depoiill Dep~I" Depoiill Ea AIICII Ba Depoiill Dep ~ I" Depoiill Bam Aiaell

G-2SMM 1161 40 271 3.46 2.17 " 175 25 22 14.29 2.51 "
2550MM 547 65 45 lUi 2.20 II 2 2 lUi 5.72

50MM -I BilJiOl 261 41 26 15.71 2.19 5 4 3 10.00 19.11

I - 5 BiIiOl 30 66 44 22.00 1.7 3 I I 33.33 0.93

~ 5 BilOl 105 31 II 36.19 0.67 I (j 0 0.00 NA

Totl 12896 614 411 4.76 2.05 195 32 28 16.41 3.22

'I by Au Si:

Tot in by AllCt Size Faied 'I by Aiaet Size

With In " With Med With In " With Medan

Number In Broerc Ii Ii Number In Broerc Ji In With

of Broerc Deiill Drocrc Dr Det of Faied Broerc Deiita Brorc BrDet PH'I Deiill De~ I" DCpoill EaAIICII 'I Deiill Dep~ I" Depiill EaAilC Adv

G-2SMM 2199 390 311 17.74 4.23 " 232 103 92 44.40 10.33 " 86

2550MM 337 79 55 23.44 3.16 37 21 16 56.76 5.34 7

50MM -I BiIiOl 182 T1 62 42.31 3.54 27 19 17 70.37 7.01 6

1- 5 Bilon 20 117 96 57.35 4.41 24 20 19 83.33 7.50 4

~ 5 BillOl 41 40 39 83.33 6.18 5 5 5 100.00 12.81 I

Tot 29 703 56 23.67 4.13 325 168 149 51.69 9.01 104



.......,........,.,'....'.. .,-..'-'-...-,.__._........... .

Table2-hiideClfFailedand HighRiak

19U Pai

Ba by Aa Si:

Total IndUitr by Aiac Sìz Failed Ba by Aiact Size

With In " With Medan With Inwe " With Med
Number Inwe Brokere In Inwe Number Inwe Brokere In Inure
of Brokere Depoiita Broere Br Depl of Failed Brokere Depoiita Brokere Br Dept

Bai Depoiita Dep~ 1" Deaita EaAaacta Ba Depoiita De~I" Depoiita Eam Aiacta

o-25MM 1210S 347 249 2.17 2.67 " 112 IS is '.24 8.4S "
:ZSOMM SI6 46 34 '.91 2.7S 8 1 I 12..5 S.31

SOMM-l Bilioa 240 31 16 12.92 0.17 9 2 I 22.22 3.4

i-S Bilioa 29 46 29 IS.7S 1.34 3 1 I 33.33 O.SI

~5 Billoa 86 2S IS 29.f 0.77 1 0 0 0.00 NA

Tot 13239 495 343 3.74 2.34 203 19 18 9.36 7.12

l1 by Aa Si:

Totl Indu by Aiac Size Faied Thft by Aiact Size

Number With Brokere " With Med Number With Broere " With Med With

of Broere Depiita Broere BrDet of Faied Brokere Deiita Brore BrDe FHl1 Depoiita De~ 1" Deita EaAata 1b Depoiita De~ 1" Dcita EaAata Ail

o-25MM 220 370 26 16.77 2.67 " 142 73 61 51.41 5.02 " 102

:ZSOMM 312 70 4S 22.44 3.42 26 16 15 61.54 8.96 2S

SOMM-l Biloa 160 53 42 33.13 4.23 17 14 11 12.35 6.30 13-

1-5 Billoa LIS 98 83 52.V7 4.74 17 13 11 76.47 8.23 16

~5 Billioa 36 31 29 86.11 7.75 3 3 3 100.00 4.57 3

Totl 2899 622 46 21.46 3.43 205 119 101 58.05 6.02 IS9

Not: Por th Th Indu, Totl Brokere Depoiita

wai iu .. a prxy for In Brokere Depoiita ai th

data pride oa th 1917 call rait tapei proved uilible.



T..blc Z-Iiidcc:eofFa.led mdHigb Ri~t

191 Pa.:

Bu by Au Si:

Totl Industry by Aiset Size

Number Wilb Broterc" Wilb
of Broterc Dcpoiill Broerc
Bu Depoiii. Dep :: 1" Depoiii.

Mc:Ul
Br Depl

EaAssei.

Fa.led Il by Asset Size

Number Wilb Broerc
of Fiiled Broterc Deposill

Ba Dcpoiii. De :: 1 "

" Wilb

Broterc
Dc:iii.

Mc:Ul
Dr Depl
Earn Assei.

G-25MM 13085 491 341 3.75 1.97 "
2SSOMM 485 34 19 7.01 1.69

sa 1 Billoo 21S 36 19 16.74 2.08

1-5 BiUioo 257 84 S4 32.68 1.78

::5 Bilioo 84 S6 42 66.67 1.73

Totl 14126 701 475 4.96 1.90

11 by Aa Siz:

174

2

24

1

19

1

13.79

SO.OO

5.05 "
5.20

176 25 20 14.20 5.20

Totl Indull by Aiset Size F.aed Thft by Aiset Size

Number Wilb Broterc " Wilb Mc:Ul Number Wilb Broterc " Wilb Mc:Ul Wilb

of Broerc Deposill Broterc BrDepl of Fa.led Broerc Deposita Broerc Br Depl FH
11 Depoiii. Dep :: 1" Dc:iii. Ea Aas Tb Depoiii. De :: 1" Dc:iii. Earn Assei. Adv

G-25MM 2470 4S4 288 18.38 l.3 " 37 23 21 62.16 0.72 " 25

2SSOMM 349 79 46 22.64 1.66 5 3 3 60.00 5.33 5

sa 1 Biloo 197 73 48 37.06 2.82 3 2 2 66.67 0.12 2

1-5 BiUioo 196 95 72 48.47 3.85 3 3 3 100.00 19.76 2

:: 5 BiUioo 35 29 26 82.86 5.74 0 0 0 NA NA 0

Tot 3247 730 480 22.41 2.25 48 31 29 64.58 0.99 34

Note: Tot Broerc Depsii. Wli us .. i proxy for
In Broerc Deposii. .. th data provide on tb 1986
cill rert tapei prved 1Iliibie or WIS not iviilible.





Tablc 3 ~~.Ìl~dpq~Ï?~:C)(f.llcd~dlÍigllRi~
:.:.:..;:::....:....

.:..:./:::::.:/:-:\:\:.:.:..... .

c: 1 "
Inur Brokc Dc Deit

1-5" 5-10" 10-15" 15-25" ~ 25"

Wcighte
Avergc

Ba Rm .5. u of 61
O-2SMM 5 5 3 3.14

2SSOMM 4 5 1 3 4.52

501 Bil 1 2 4 4.74

1-5 Biloa 3 1 3 3 10.75

~ 5 Bil 1 2 I 3.78

Tol 11 17 9 7 3 5.81

1' bt .5. . of 61
O-2SMM 0 1 0 0 0 0 1.90

2SSOMM 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.00

501 Bil 2 3 1 1 0 0 8.40

1-5 Bil 5 1 0 0 0 3 25.10

~ 5 Bil 0 2 0 1 1 0 9.77

Tol 7 a 2 1 3 14.88

Ba Fii1iin. - 199
O-2SMM 5 7 5 1 4 4 9.06

2SSOMM 0 2 0 I 0 2 14.67

501 Biloa 0 2 0 0 0 0 2.29

1-5 Bil 0 0 0 0 1 0 17.10

~ 5 Bil

Tol 5 11 5 2 5 6 11.94

Th Fului - 199

O-2SMM 18 14 a 2 5 5 4.40

2SSOMM 3 2 0 2 0 1 6.40

501 Biloa 4 1 1 0 0 O. 1.40

1-5 BilioD 4 4 3 2 0 2 14.20

~ 5 Biloa 0 1 1 1 0 3 27.20

Tol 29 22 13 7 5 11 21.00



Table 3 _1i.Brikc~~itÖi~~~(~~~..~-lligRij~ertd

.: I "
Insure Brokcre Dciu Depit

1-5" 5-10" 10-15" 15-25" ~ 25"

Wcighted

Avcragc

Ba Faiai - 1989

0-2. MM 3 12 I 2 3 4 8.25

2SSOMM I I 3.22

SQI Bil I 2 29.02

1-5 Bil I 1.08

~ 5 Bil NA

Tot 4 15 2 2 3 6 13.21

Th Faiai - 1989

O-2.MM II 29 21 . 16 21 16.00

2SSOMM 5 6 I 1 2 6 13.06

SQI Bil 2 6 4 3 2 I 9.45

1-5 Biloa I 3 6 3 3 2 11.00

~ 5 Bil 0 I I 1 0 2 20.07

Tot 19 45 33 16 23 32 14.15

Ba Faiai - 1988

0-2. MM 6 3 I 2 3 13.79

2SSOMM 1 4.99

SQI Bil 1 3.52

1-5 Bil 1.35

~ 5 Bil NA

Tot . 4 2 3 3.37

Th Faiai - 1981

O-2.MM 12 22 13 6 12 8 11.37

2SSOMM I 4 3 2 4 2 14.05

SQi Bil 3 3 3 2 2 I 10.80

1-5 Bil 2 4 2 I 2 2 13.07

~ 5 Biloa 2 I 7.80

Tot 18 35 21 II 20 14 10.82



Tab103 d"~i:Bip~J:J).~:~rf~~aiHig RiIlScn

c: 1 "
Inure Brokcre Depsi Depsit

1-5" 5-10" 10-15" 15-25" ~ 25"

Wcigl
Avci





,.able4-SclectC Median~fQr Failed aD HighRiik iun b1.\ase Size

In Br Depl Core Dept Pub Fim In Br Del In Br Depl N 00- In Brl In Dr Depl In Br Depl Noo-Br limoo"

Earn Aueta Earn Aiacta Earn Aue ToI De Core Dep lumoo Pub FUD FH Adv TotlDep

Ba Rile .5. ai of 6/90
G-2SMM 1.1 " 86.01 " 13.33 " 1.60 " 1.13 " 0.00 " 12.05 " 12.17 X

2SSOMM 2.32 75.36 22.01 2.41 2.64 0.00 16.07 12.45

so 1 Billioo 5.02 i792 24.65 5.21 6.35 0.00 22.91 16.71

1 -5 Billoo 10.42 74.11 24.12 12.17 13.57 0.11 33.11 14.95

:: 5 Billoo 2.17 71.39 37.15 3.21 3.61 5.02 1.34 10.21

Totl 3.03 71.09 20.95 3.46 3.19 0.00 17.30 12.46

Thft Rile .5. ai of 6/90

G-2SMM 1.1 92.12 7.79 l.5 1.60 7.03 19.01 35.62 " 2.74

2SSOMM 2,26 69.56 35.43 2.13 3.24 0.00 6.37 11.12 12.14

so 1 Bilioo 0.11 75.11 29.21 1.37 l.4 0.00 2.70 6.51 7.54

1-5 BiUioo 0.74 79.01 27.12 0.99 1.31 0.00 1.5 6.00 11.34

:: 5 Bilioo 6.52 61.51 41.61 1.17 10.70 0.00 16.02 54.SO 1S.ll

Totl UI 72.10 29.30 1.71 1.11 0.00 6.34 10.51 9.53

Ba Failuri - 199
G-2SMM 6.03 93.32 15.14 5.70 6.17 0.00 31.26 12.SO

2SSOMM 9.71 12.19 11.93 10.20 11.71 0.00 54.12 1.30

SOI Biloo 2.36 13.94 25.11 2.42 2.12 0.00 10.51 11.06

1-5 Billioo 12.91 63.11 39.21 17.10 20.44 0.00 32.11 12.46

:: 5 Billoo NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ToI 5.99 93.05 17.30 5.70 6.11 0.00 31.26 12.62

Th Faiur - 199

G-2SMM 3.37 19.37 16.65 3.21 2.66 0.00 22.00 19.52 3.10

2SSOMM 5.99 as.25 19.64 4.96 5.37 0.00 37.31 14.11 6.10

so 1 Bilioo . 4.74 73.30 29.52 6.86 7.20 0.00 11.1 34.32 9.56

1-5 Biloa 2.90 71.0 31.04 5.56 5.fJ 0.00 10.32 25.31 6.01

:: 5 BiUioo 2.91. 49.11 37.95 5.03 5.21 0.24 6.41 12.45 5.71

ToI 4.07 86.71 25.22 4.74 5.01 0.00 26.36 33.41 6.01



Table 4- ScíêeÎCd~&D rorFailcd and High Rid ISlUn

1m Br Dc Core Depl Pub FlIdsl Ins Br Depl In Br Dcl NoiIn Brl 1m Dr Depl 1m Br Dcpl NOl-Dr Jumbo

EamAue EamAiic:i. Earn Aisci. Total Dc:p Core Dc:p Jumbo Pub FlIda FHLB Adv Total Dep

Ba Failuri - 1989

~25MM 3.33 " 82.92 " 24.11 " 2.96 " 4.41 " 0.00 " 12.63 " 21.8 X

25SOMM 2.86 66.85 41.86 3.22 4.23 0.00 6.38 12.35

sai BilliOl 19.8 64.43 42.97 22.23 30.31 0.00 41.80 34.S4

1-5 BilliOl 0.93 60.04 53.07 1.08 U5 0.00 1.75 30.61

:: 5 BiliOl

Tot 3.22 78.22 30. IS 2.95 4.14 0.00 9.97 22.19

Th Failurs - 1989

~25MM 10:33 '98.77 21.00 8.92 9.73 0.00 51.91 133.34 " 2.40

25SOMM 5.34 93.17 24.59 5.71 7.60 0.00 32.13 92.2S 5.75

sa 1 BillOl 7.01 84.31 29.31 U5 8.95 0.00 2S.78 67.77 8.32

1-5 BiliOl 7.50 73.96 41.41 8.05 8.83 0.00 17.69 37.26 9.19

:: 5 BiliOl 12.88 68.60 44..5 16.23 17.61 0.00 32.36 86.52 7.03

Tot 9.01 95.01 23.86 9.02 9.85 0.00 43.59 80.59 4.21

Ba Failuri - 1988

~25MM 8.45 76.S8 29.44 8.28 12.53 0.00 24.42 24.77

25SOMM 5.31 85.32 2i.i 4.49 6.23 8.67 24.69 18.6
sa 1 BiliOl 3.40 66.97 40.43 3.S6 5.40 1.39 8.01 32.15

1-5 DilOl 0.S7 26.22 78.80 1.35 1.94 0.00 0.65 30.26

:: 5 BiliOl

Tot 7.12 76.S8 34.61 7.06 10.73 0.00 24.42 30.48

Th FailUI - 1988

~25MM 5.2S 106.04 17.95 5.02 5.32 NA 36.41 66.02 NA

25SOMM 10.76 111.19 22.69 8.96 9.07 NA 43.61 64.86 NA

sa 1 BiliOl 7.02 99.87 16.93 6.30 6.48 NA 41.48 59.96 NA

1-5 BiliOl 5.93 90.09 21.96 8.23 8.88 NA 19.65 80.13 NA

:: 5 BilliOl 3.64 57.il 47.71 4.57 4.94 NA 10.47 79.32 NA

Tot 6.02 107.82 18.26 6.42 6.52 NA 38.17 61.86 NA



'Tabli:4..~iecte~aD to!'Failed and Hirüak Iunby t.aacSizi ............

hu Br Det
Bam Allu

Core Dept

Bam Aileu

Puh Fim
BamAlscU

hu Br Depl

ToulDep
hu Br Dept

Core Dep

Non-hu Brt
Jimbo

hu BrDet
Porch Funda

hu Br Dept

FHLB Adv

Non-Br JlIbool

Totl Dep

Ba Failuri - 1917

G-2SMM 5.05 " 75.78 " 31.02 " 4.61 " 6.02 " NA 2.41 " NA

2SSOMM 5.20 68.12 44.59 5.14 7.64 NA 11.67 NA

501 Billon
1-5 Bilion
;: 5 BiliOl

Tot 5.20 45.78 32.81 5.14 7.19 NA 21.41 NA

Th Failuri - 1917

G-2SMM 0:72 91.93 18.7 1.4 1.5 NA 9.40 1.83 " NA

2SSOMM 5.33 76.19 16.48 7.02 7.17 NA 16.69 26.90 NA

501 BilliOl 0.12 17.32 38.34 0.10 0.12 NA 0.40 0.96 NA

1-5 BilOl 19.76 94.89 18.99 2l.2 23.20 NA iso. 10 757.48 NA

;: 5 BiliOl NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Tot 0.99 91.3 18.21 9.09 1.24 NA 9.56 26.90 NA

Not: For th thft 1917 an 1988 failuri and th ba 1988 faiuri,

io brokcrc dcpoiiu were us ai a proxy for in broerc dcpoiiU
ai ih data prved eithr no available or prved imlible.





Table 5 - Seec 1dcxsfol'fliilt:andlfigh~kIssuêlliRegion.

1987 1988 1989 1990 5 Rated

Midwes Region:

Number of Thifts 9 51 63 43 8

With Insured Br Deps 3 12 18 14 3

I Insured Br Deps 33.33 I 23.53 I 28.57 I 32.56 I 37.50 X

Ins Br DcplE Asse 0.72 2.17 2.56 0.74 0.54

Core Dcp/E Asse 98.32 90.09 86.24 88.75 76.43

Purch Funds/m Asse 9.09 23.56 27.25 21.77 22.64

Ins Br Dcprrot Dcp 1.24 2.16 3.04 1.20 0.75

Ins Br DcpfCore Dcp 1.28 2.27 3.75 1.8 0.80

Non Ins Br DepfJumbos NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Br DcpfPrch Funds 13.88 9.21 7.35 10.32 0.86

Non Br Jumborrot Dcp NA NA 1.84 3.37 7.85

Ins Br DcpfFHLB Adv 23.62 8.61 19.37 15.05 2.41

Far Wes Region:

Number of Thri 14 29 38 26 8

With Insured Br Dcps 12 22 21 15 6

I Insured Br Dcps 85.71 I 75.86 I 55.26 I 57.69 I 75.00 X

Ins Br Dcp/E Asse 0.99 3.32 10.66 4.07 7.47

Core Dcp/E Asse 86.07 107.82 88.89 76.33 71.7
Purch Funds/E Asse 22.80 20.59 23.86 19.50 30.55

Ins Br Dcprrot Dep 1.4 4.05 8.27 5.92 9.60

Ins Br DepfCorc Dep 1.5 4.53 9.70 6.27 10.70

Non Ins Br DepfJumbo NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Br DcpfPrch Funds 9.40 16.38 32.36 34.19 22.89

Non Br Jumborrota Dc NA NA 5.77 10.77 9.53

Ins Br DcpfFHLB Adv 1.0 22.08 111.39 117.45 54.SO

Al Thr:

Number of Thri 48 205 325 199 44

With Insured Br Deps 31 119 168 87 22

I Insured Br Dcs 64.58 I 58.05 I 51.69 ~ 43.72 ~ 50.00 X

Ins Br DcplE Asse 0.99 6.02 9.01 4.07 1.58

Core DepfEm Asses 91.93 107.82 95.01 86.78 72.80

Purch Funds/rn Asse 18.21 18.26 23.86 25.22 29.30

Ins Br Dcprrot Dep 9.09 6.42 9.02 4.74 1.7
Ins Br Dcp/Core Dep 1.24 6.52 9.85 5.01 1.88

Non-BR Jumborrot Dcps NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Br DcpfPrch Funds 9.56 38.17 43.58 26.56 6.34

Non Br Jumborrot Dcp NA NA 4.21 6.08 9.53

Ins Br DcpfFHLB Adv 26.90 61.6 80.59 63.45 10.58

Note: For the thrif 1987 and 1988 Failures and the ban 1987 faiures,
to brokcrc deposits were use as a proxy for insured brokered depsits.



l'ab1e5 - Seëc MC(iaiisr()rfiuedåndllïghRikls~uel'bYReg¡C)n

1987 1988 1989 1990 5 Rated

Th:
Atlantic Region:

Number of Thri 2 3 12 28 II
With Insure 8r Deps 1 1 4 9 4

% Insure 8r Deps 50.00 % 33.33 % 33.33 % 32.14 % 36.36 X

Ins 8r DeIE Asse 0.15 0.03 3.48 4.65 1.21

Core DepfEm Asse 77.19 127.84 82.38 82.37 68.45

Purch FundslEar Asse 18.17 12.84 24.37 26.44 33.61

Ins 8r Derrota Dep 0.18 0.03 3.42 5.36 1.49

Ins 8r De/Core Dep 0.19 0.03 3.n 5.84 1.73

Non Ins 8r Dep/lumbos NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins 8r DelPrch Funds 0.80 0.28 22.81 13.34 3.97

Non 8r lumborrot Dep NA NA 9.32 6.91 14.92

Ins 8r DeIFHL8 Adv 1.11 0.47 48.20 25.19 6.46

Southern Region:

Number of Thrif 7 24 55 48 16

With Insure 8r Deps 3 8 26 28 8

% Insure 8r Deps 42.86 % 33.33 % 47.27 % 58.33 % 50.00 X

Ins 8r DepfEm As 11.3 2.21 8.04 1.01 2.05

Core DeplE Asse 99.84 85.59 91.76 83.06 74.09"
Purch Fundslrn Asse 13.24 28.93 30.74 21.92 29.30

Ins 8r Deprrot Dep 9.42 2.47 8.83 1.26 2.25

Ins 8r Dep/Core Dep 9.n 2.58 9.01 1.43 2.46

Non Ins 8r Dep/lumbos NA NA 0.00 0.00 1.5
Ins 8r DelPrch Funds 150.10 7.62 43.14 5.44 14.26

Non 8r lumborrot Dep NA NA 6.56 5.86 9.48

Ins 8r DeIFHL8 Adv 270.1 I 12.53 81.8 16.59 32.52

Southwes Region:

Number of Thrif 16 98 157 54 1

With Insure 8r Deps 12 76 99 21 1

% Insure 8r Deps 75.00 % n55 % 63.06 % 38.89 % NM

Ins 8r DefEm Asse 0.46 7.35 11.3 4.16 48.89 X

Core DefEm Asse 83.95 100.00 99.75 88.76 89.49

Purch Fundslm Asse 13.45 11.8 22.96 16.5 12.50

Ins 8r Deprrota Dep 2.03 6.42 11.75 5.03 53.48

Ins 8r De/Core Dep 2.12 6.49 12.54 5.21 54.63

Non Ins 8r Dep/lumbos NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins 8r DeplPrch Funds 9.56 38.17 53.22 30.33 391.08

Non 8r lumborrot Dep NA NA 3.39 4.17 2.11

Ins 8r DeIFHL8 Adv 26.90 48.23 112.31 33.41 471.9



Table 5-Selce McdsforFailed.and HiKhltklssuers by.Region

1987 1988 1989 1990 5 Ra

Midwes Region:

Number of Ban SO 25 12 7 8

With Insured Br Dcps 2 3 1 0 1

% Insured Br Dcps 4.00 % 12.00 % 8.33 % NA 12.50 X

Ins Br Dcp/Ea Asse 0.80 17.60 1.63 NA 5.80
Core Dcp/E Asse 93.14 89.61 99.77 NA 69.00

Purch Funds/ As 10.71 18.76 7.12 NA 29.82

Ins Br Deprrot Dcp 0.78 16.30 1.53 NA 5.97

Ins Br Dep/Core Dep 0.83 18.57 1.63 NA 8.41

Non Ins Br Dep/Jumbos NA 0.00 0.00 NA 0.11

Ins Br Dcp/Purch Funds 16.26 82.26 22.88 NA 19.46

Non Br Jumborrot Dcp NA 17.07 6.29 NA 28.95

Far Wes Region:

Number of Ban 13 4 9 9 8

With Insured Br Dcps 5 1 2 3 2

% Insured Br Deps 38.46 % 25.00 % 22.22 % 33.33 % 25.00 X

Ins Br Dep/Em Asse 12.23 32.47 43.33 0.39 16.21

Core Dcp/E As 7110 57.74 89.72 92.90 71.41

Purch Funds/E As 28.55 46.93 24.90 14.78 24.59

Ins Br Dcprrot Dcp 11.98 31.02 39.97 0.37 15.94

Ins Br Dcp/Core De 15.26 56.24 58.0 0.47 20.00

Non Ins Br Dcp/Jumbo NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Br DcplPrch Funds 40.38 69.19 184.75 1.0 79.09

Non Br Jumborrot De NA 44.84 21.7 11.48 24.10

Al Ban:

Number of Ban 176 203 195 167 132

With Insured Br Des 25 19 32 34 48

% Insured Br Deps 14.20 % 9.36 % 16.41 % 20.36 % 36.36 X

Ins Br Dcp/Em Asse 5.20 7.12 3.22 5.99 3.03

Core Dcp/Em Asse 75.78 76.58 78.22 93.05 78.09

Purch Funds/Earn As 32.81 34.61 30.15 17.30 20.95

Ins Br Deprrota Dcp 5.14 7.06 2.95 5.70 3.46

Ins Br Dcp/Core Dcp 7.19 10.73 4.14 6.18 3.89

Non Ins Br Dcp/Jumbo NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Br Dep/Purch Funds 21.41 24.42 9.97 38.26 17.30

Non Br Jumborrot De NA 30.48 22.19 12.62 12.46



Table 5 - .sccMcdi.~Sr?rFaiIcdai~ll"igI~kIssuerbýJ~egion .

1987 1988 1989 199 5 Ra
Ba:

Atlantic Region:

Number of Dan 2 1 5 15 55

With Insured Dr Dcps 1 0 3 10 36

% Insured Dr Deps 50.00 5' NA 60.00 5' 66.67 % 65.45 i
Ins Dr Dcp/Ea Asse 19.04 NA 14.69 7.89 4.22

Core DcplE Asse 93.56 NA 84.92 86.83 76.90

Purch FundslE Asse 29.83 NA 16.92 16.10 21.50

Ins Dr DcplTot Dcp 15.43 NA 14.06 7.97 4.43

Ins Dr Dcp/Core Dcp 20.35 NA 16.78 9.12 5.69

Non Ins Dr Dc/Jumbos NA NA 4.71 0.00 0.00

Ins Dr DcplPrch Funds 63.52 NA 80.88 57.52 22.51

Non Dr JumbolTot Dcp NA NA 15.43 11.6 12.45

Southern Region:

Number of Dan 6 3 7 II 9

Wit Insured Dr Dcps I 0 3 4 2

% Insured Dr Dcps 16.67 % NA 42.86 % 36.36 % 22.22 i
Ins Dr DcplE Asse 7.70 NA 4.84 10.32 0.92

Core DcIE Asse 75.36 NA 89.24 85.37 88.34

Purch FundslErn As 31.02 NA 22.39 19.01 12.85

Ins Dr DcplTota Dcp 7.24 NA 4.66 12.30 0.92

Ins Dr Dep/Core Dcp 10.21 NA 5.42 15.07 1.05

Non Ins Dr Dep/Jumbos NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Dr DcplPrch Funds 24.81 NA 33.33 44.39 6.96

Non Dr JumbolTot Dc NA NA 19.51 13.01 1l.56

Southwes Region:

Number of Dan ios 170 162 125 52

With Insured Dr Dcps 16 15 23 17 7

% Insured Dr Dcps 15.24 % 8.82 % 14.20 % 13.60 % 13.46 i
Ins Dr DeplErn Asse 3.28 5.06 1.54 4.03 0.58

Core DeplErn Asse 7246 71.09 72.78 95.00 85.92

Purch FundslEn Asse 35.31 34.61 34.38 17.32 13.06

Ins Dr DcplTota Dcp 2.64 4.70 1.56 3.15 0.65

Ins Dr Dep/Core Dcp 4.57 5.99 2.82 3.45 0.76

Non Ins Dr Dcp/Jumbos NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ins Dr DcplPurch Funds 11.67 17.19 4.95 24.59 3.07

Non Dr JumbolTota Dcp NA 30.48 29.42 14.29 12.17





.5. Rate liom aa of 61190:

Bu By Stte

Total Indutr by Stte 5 Rate Ba. by Stte

With In 'Æ With With With 'Æ With

Niiber Inaure Brokere Inure Niiber Inau Broere lnure
of Brokere Depita Broere of Broere Depoiita Brokere

Bai Depoiits De~ l'Æ Depoiits Ba Depoiits Dep~ l'Æ Depoaits

Coecticut 133 43 36 32.33 18 11 11 61.11

Delaware 49 17 14 34.69

Maine 39 9 7 23.08 2 2 2 NM

M....chuictt 317 86 61 27.13 10 7 6 70.00

New Hapahre 71 26 19 33.71 12 11 8 91.7

New Jeney 145 15 11 10.34 3 0 0 0.00

NewYorl 2S 44 34 17.19 7 3 3 42.86

Pennaylvan 310 25 14 8.06 1 1 1 NM

Purt Rico 15 5 4 33.33 1 0 0 NM

Rhode lalid 17 5 5 29.41 1 NM

Vermont 32 9 7 28.13

Virgin lalida

Atlantic Region 1390 284 212 20.43 55 36 32 65.45

Alabama 221 1 0 0.45

Ait..1 257 4 2 1.56

Cal Zoe

Diatct of Coliibia 26 9 8 34.62 1 1 i NM

Florida 429 14 7 3.26 5 0 0 0.00

Gergia 40 30 20 7.39 1 0 0 NM

Kentuky 333 6 4 1.80

Maryland 105 20 14 19.05

Miiiiaiippi 123 2 0 1.63

Nort Caroli 80 6 2 7.50

So Carolin 15 3 3 3.53

Tenneise 26 2 0 0.71 0 0 NM

Virgina 179 20 16 11.7 i 0 NM

Weat Virgina 181 7 5 3.87

Southern Region 2685 124 81 4.62 9 2 22.22

Colorado 446 11 7 9 0 0 0.00

Louiiian 232 3 0 1.29 8 1 1 12.50

New Mexico 91 4 3 4.40

Oklahoma 421 3 2 0.71 5 1 1 20.00

Teiui 1193 38 11 3.19 30 5 0 16.67

Southweil Region 2383 59 23 2.48 52 7 2 13.46



-5" Rate IibJOO .1 of 6119:

llÎDois 109 32 23 2.91 2 0 0 NM

Inian 30 10 3 3.29

Iowi 565 4 3 0.71 0 0 NM

Kas 559 8 4 1.43 0 0 NM

Michigan 246 9 3 3.66

Minesota 625 9 7 1.44

Miisoun 545 16 9 2.94 2 1 1 NM

Monta 156 0 0 0.00 1 0 0 NM

Nebrask 390 3 1 0.77

Nort Dakota 152 3 1 1.97

Oho 287 10 8 3.48 0 0 NM

Sout Dakota 125 3 2 2.40

WisconÎD 482 5 5 1.04

Wyomin 71 0 0 0.00

Midwest Region S6 112 69 2.00 8 12.50

Alska 8 1 1 12.50

Amencan Saoa 1 0 0 0.00

Aron 38 6 4 15.79 2 0 0 NM

Caforna 481 88 65 18.30 6 2 2 33.33

Gu & Tnut Terr. 2 0 0 0.00

Hawaii 21 3 3 14.29

Idao 22 2 2 9.09

Nevada 19 3 3 15.79

Orgon 50 0 0 0.00

uWi 57 8 7 14.04

Waalon 106 10 5 9.43

Far West Region 805 121 90 15.03 8 2 2 25.00

Total 12869 70 475 5.44 132 48 37 36.36



.5. Rate butuOl U of 6119:

'I by Stte

Tot Indury by Stte 5 Rate Thft by Slate

With Iire ,; With Nimber With Insu ,; With

Nimber In Brokcre Insure of In Brokcre In With

of Brokcre Dcpositsl Brocre 5 Rated Brocre Dcpositsl Brokcre FHLB

TI Desits Dcp;: I'; Deposits Thft Depsits Dcp;: I'; DepoIIts Adv

Coccticut 2S 9 9 36.00

Dclaware 5 1 1 20.00

Mainc 16 3 3 18.75

Massachusett 30 10 5 33.33 0 NM 1

Ncw Hampsb 12 " " 33.33 1 1 1 NM 1

NcwJcncy 126 11 6 8.73 5 2 1 40.00 5

NcwYorl 91 10 7 10.99 1 0 0 NM 0

PCDDsylvana 154 17 12 11.04 2 0 0 NM 2

Purt Rico 10 8 7 80.00

Rhod Island " 1 1 25.00 0 0 NM

Vcrmont " 0 0 0.00

Virgin IJlands 3 0 0 0.00

Atlantic Rcgion 480 7" 55 15.42 11 4 2 36.36 10

Alabama 33 4 2 12.12

Arsas 31 8 6 25.81 0 0 NM

Cal Zoc 0 0 0

Distct of Colimbia 5 2 i 40.00 1 0 NM 1

Florids 129 "2 24 32.56 6 1 16.67 6

Gergia 62 12 8 19.35 1 0 NM 1

Kcntuky 61 1 1 1.64

Maryland 95 16 13 16.84 3 0 33.33 2

Miiiiisippi 36 9 7 25.00

Nort Carolin 126 14 12 11.11 NM

South Carolin 48 4 2 8.33

TCDDCSIC 51 3 1 5.88

Virgina 58 27 18 46.55 3 3 3 100.00 3

Wcsl Virgina 16 4 3 25.00

Southcrn Rcgion 751 146 98 19.44 16 8 5 50.00 15

Colorado, 24 10 9 41.67

Louisian 11 12 11 16.90 NM

Ncw Mcxico 20 7 4 35.00

Oklahoma 31 7 3 22.58

TClll 147 62 52 "2.18

Southwcst Rcgion 293 98 79 33.45 NM



19! Faiur:

Bu By Stte

T 011 IndulJ by Stte Failed Ba by State

With Inre " With With Inre " With

Number Insure Broken! Inure Number Inur Brokerd In
of Brokerc Deposita Broere of Failed Brokerc Deposits! Brokerc

Ba Deposits Dep:: II Depoiits Ba Depiits Dep::I" Deposits

Coccticut 133 43 36 32.33 NM

Delaware 49 17 14 34.69

Maine 39 9 7 23.08

Mas..chuatt 317 86 61 27.13 8 6 6 75.00

New Hapshre 77 26 19 33.77 I I NM

New Jeney 145 15 11 10.34 2 1 NM

New York 25 44 34 17.19 3 1 33.33

Pensylvana 310 25 14 8.06

Purt Rico 15 5 4 33.33

Rhod blad 17 5 5 29.41

Vermont 32 9 7 28.13

Virin blands

Atlantic Region 1390 284 212 20.43 15 10 10 66.67

Alabama 221 1 0 0.45

Arts 257 4 2 1.56 0 0 NM

Cal Zoe

Distct of Columbia 26 9 8 34.62 1 1 1 NM

Florida 429 14 7 3.26 7 2 2 28.57

Gergia 40 30 20 7.39

Kentuky 333 6 4 1.80 0 0 NM

Maryland 105 20 14 19.05

Missiisippi 123 2 0 1.63

Nort Caroli 80 6 2 7.50

Soth Carolin 85 3 3 3.53

Tenneise 26 2 0 0.77 NM

Virgina 179 20 16 11.17

West Virgina 181 7 5 3.87

Southern Region 2685 124 81 4.62 11 4 4 36.36

Colorado 446 11 7 2.47 7 1 14.29

Louisian 232 3 0 1.29 4 0 0 0.00

New Mexico 91 4 3 4.40 2 0 0 NM

Okahoma 421 3 2 0.71 10 0 0 0.00

Texas 1193 38 11 3.19 102 16 13 15.69

Southweit Region 2383 59 23 2.48 125 17 14 13.60



.5. Rate IDllOl ai of 6/19:

DIinoil 214 15 9 7.01 0 0 NM

Indian 96 5 4 5.21

lowl 41 2 2 4.88

Kasas 41 10 6 24.39 I 0 0 NM I

Michigan 42 9 6 21.43 2 0 0 NM 2

Minesota 29 3 2 10.34

Missori 72 3 2 4.17 0 NM

Monta 10 0 0 0.00

Nebrask 19 4 1 21.05 I 1 NM

Nort Dalota 5 I I 20.00 0 0 NM

Oho 214 26 18 12.15 I 0 NM

Sout Dalota 12 I I 8.33

Wisconsin 65 6 2 9.23

Wyomin 7 0 0 0.00

Midwest Region 867 85 54 9.80 8 3 37.50 8

Alask 0 0 0.00

American Saoa

Arion 6 5 5 83.33

Californa 151 78 59 51.66 7 5 3 71.43 4

Gu
Hawaii 6 2 i 33.33

Idao 5 i 0 20.00

Nevada 6 2 i 33.33

Oregon 11 2 2 18.18

Uta 9 5 5 55.56 NM 0

Wishton 26 7 3 26.92

Fir West Region 221 102 76 46.15 8 6 4 75.00 4

Total 2612 505 362 19.33 44 22 13 50.00 38



199 Paiur:

Dlinoii 109 32 23 2.91

Indian 30 10 3 3.29

Iowa S6 4 3 0.71

Kaiii 559 8 4 1.3 0 0 NM

Michian 24 9 3 3.66

Mineiota 615 9 7 1.44 0 0 NM

Miiiouri S45 16 9 2.94 0 0 NM

Moota 1S6 0 0 0.00

Nebraak 390 3 i o:n
Nort Dakota 1S2 3 I 1.97 3 0 0 NM

Ohio 287 10 8 3.48 I 0 0 NM

Sout Dakot 115 3 2 2.40

Wiicooiin 482 5 5 1.04

Wyomin 71 0 0 0.00

Midwell Rcgioo S6 112 69 2.00 7 0 0 0.00

Alaak 8 I I 12.SO

American Saoa I 0 0 0.00

Arion 38 6 4 15.79 5 I 0 20.00

Caforna 481 88 65 18.30 4 2 SO.OO

Gu & Tnill Terr. 2 0 0 0.00

Hawaii 21 3 3 14.29

Idao 22 2 2 9.09

Nevada 19 3 3 15.79

Orgoo SO 0 0 0.00

Uta 57 8 7 14.04

Waal 106 10 5 9.43

Far Well Regioo 805 121 90 15.03 9 3 33.33

Totl 128 70 475 5.44 167 34 29 20.36



199 Faiur:

1b by Stic

Total Indu.tr by Staic Failed Thft by Staic With

With Inur " With With Inure " With FHLB

Number Inur Brokerd InlUre Niiber In.ure Brokerd lnure Adv

of Brokere Dcp.ita Brokere of Failed Brokere Depo.ita! Brokere

Thft Depo.ita Dep::I" Depo.itB Thft Depo.itB Dep::I" Depo.itB

Coecticut 25 9 9 36.00 2 2 2 NM 2

Delaware S I 1 20.00

Maine 16 3 3 18.1S I 0 1 NM I

M....ebu.ett 30 10 S 33.33 4 3 3 1S.00 3

New HampBbre 12 4 4 33.33

New Jeney 126 II 6 '.13 II I I '9.09 9

NewYort 91 10 1 10.99 6 2 2 33.33 6

PeonB)lvana 154 11 12 11.04 3 I 0 33.33 2

Purt Rico 10 8 1 80.00 i 0 0 NM I

Rhod bland 4 I I 25.00

Vermont 4 0 0 0.00

Virgin blanda 3 0 0 0.00

Atlantic Region 480 14 SS IS.42 28 9 9 32.14 24

Alabaa 33 4 2 12.12 2 0 0 NM 2

Arb.as 31 8 6 25.81 S 3 2 60.00 4

Cal Zoe 0 0 0

Di.trict of Coliibia S 2 I 40.00

Florida 129 42 24 32.6 14 8 4 S1.14 14

Gergia 62 12 8 19.3S 2 I I NM 2

Kentucky 61 I I 1.64 I 0 0 NM I

Maryland 9S 16 13 16.84 3 3 3 100.00 3

Mi..i..ippi 36 9 1 25.00 10 6 S 60.00 10

Nor Carolin 126 II 12 '.13 4 3 3 1S.00 2

South Carolin 48 4 2 8.33

Tenne.ii Si 3 i S.88 2 0 0 NM I

Virginia S8 21 18 46.SS 3 2 0 66.61 2

We.t Virgina 16 4 3 25.00 2 2 0 NM 2

Southern Region 1S1 143 98 19.04 48 28 18 S8.33 43

Colondo 24 10 9 41.61 3 i 0 33.33 3

Loui.ian 11 12 II 16.90 13 3 I 23.08 II

New Mexico 20 1 4 3S.00 3 I 0 33.33 2

Oklahoma 31 1 3 n.S8 3 0 0 0.00 4

Ten. 141 62 S2 42.18 32 16 13 .5.00 24

Sothwest Region 293 98 19 33.4S 54 21 14 38.89 44



199 Faiur:

llinois 214 15 9 7.01 17 4 23.53 ii

Indian 96 5 4 5.21 1 1 NM 1

lows 41 2 2 4.88 4 2 50.00 4

Kasas 41 10 6 24.39 4 2 50.00 2

Michigan 42 9 6 21.43

Minesota 29 3 2 10.34 3 1 33.33 3

Missouri 72 3 2 4.17 4 0 0 0.00 3

Monta 10 0 0 0.00

Nebrisk 19 4 1 21.05 3 1 0 33.33 2

Nort Dakota 5 1 I 20.00 2 I 0 NM 2

Ohio 214 26 18 12.15 4 2 2 50.00 2

Sout Dakota 12 I 1 8.33

Wisconsin 65 6 2 9.23

Wyomin 7 0 0 0.00 0 0 NM 0

Midwest Region 867 85 54 9.80 43 14 7 32.56 30

Alask 4 3 0 75.00

American Saoa

Arion 6 5 5 83.33 3 3 2 100.00 1

Californa 148 78 59 52.70 17 11 7 64.71 9

Qu
Hawaii 6 2 1 33.33

Idao 5 i 0 20.00

Nevada 6 2 1 33.33

Orgon 11 2 2 18.18 2 0 0 NM 2

Uta 9 5 5 55.56 2 0 0 NM 0

Wash 26 7 3 26.92 2 NM 1

Far West Region 221 105 76 47.51 26 15 10 57.69 13

Total 2612 505 362 19.33 199 87 58 43.72 154



198 Paiui:

Bu By Slte

Total Indusry by State Failed Bas By State

With Insure ll With With Insure ll With

Niuber Inure Broliere Inre Number Inure Broliere In
of Broliere Deposita Broere of Failed Broliere Deposita Broliere

Ba Deposits Dep:' 111 Deposita Bu Deposits Dep:'l11 Depsita

Coecticut 126 33 T1 26.19 NM

Delaware 46 15 12 32.61

Maine 37 6 5 16.22

M....ehuitt 326 75 54 23.01 NM

New Hampshre 80 T1 21 33.75

New Jeney 140 11 10 7.86

New Yon 257 41 T1 15.95 3 0 33.33

Peonøylvana 303 19 11 6.T1

Purt Rico 15 6 5 40.00

Rhod bland 16 2 2 12..5

Vermont 31 5 3 16.13

Virgin blads

Atlantic Region 1377 240 177 17.43 5 3 2 60.00

Alabaa 215 3 2 1.40

Arksas 255 3 3 1.1
Cal Zoe.

Diatct of Coliubia 23 7 5 30.43

Florida 395 16 10 4.05 5 2 2 40.00

Gergia 373 24 13 6.43

Kennili 332 3 2 0.90

Maryland 99 15 I 15.15

Mi..i..ippi 122 3 1 2.46

Nort Carolin 70 9 6 12.86

South Carolin 77 2 1 2.60

Tenesse 262 2 1 0.76

Virgina III 13 9 7.11 1 1 NM

West Virgina 118 7 2 3.72 0 0 NM

Southem Region 2592 107 63 4.13 7 3 3 42.86

Colorado 419 21 17 5.01 7 1 1 14.29

Loisian 228 7 4 3.07 19 0 0 0.00

New Mexico 93 3 3 3.23

Oliahoma 427 4 2 0.94 11 0 0 0.00

Texas 130 57 32 4.37 125 22 19 17.60

Soutweit Region 2471 92 51 3.72 162 23 20 14.20



1989 Faime:

D1inois 1108 14 12 1.26

Indian 314 7 3 2.23

Iowa 574 8 3 1.39

Kasas 570 12 7 2.11 5 0 0 0.00

Michigan 265 10 4 3.71

Minesota 633 16 13 2.53 1 0 0 NM

Missouri 547 15 8 2.74 1 1 1 NM

Monta 168 0 0 0.00 2 0 0 NM

Nebraska 391 6 5 1.53 1 0 0 NM

Nort Dakota 158 0 0 0.00 2 0 0 NM

Ohio 291 6 4 2.06

Soth Dakot 128 2 2 1.56

Wiiconsin 50 2 0 0.40

Wyomin 71 0 0 0.00

Midwest Region 572 98 61 1.71 12 8.33

Alaak 8 2 1 25.00 2 2 2 NM

American Saoa 1 0 0 0.00

Arion 40 9 8 22.50 6 0 0 0.00

Californa 431 52 34 12.06 1 0 0 NM

Gu &. Tnut Ten. 2 0 0 0.00

Hawaii 21 3 3 14.29

Ida 22 2 0 9.09

Nevada 16 3 2 18.75

Orgon 50 0 0 0.00

Uta 47 1 1 2.13

Waahon 94 5 3 5.32

Far West Region 732 71 52 10.52 9 2 .2 22.22

Totl 12896 614 411 4.76 195 32 28 16.41



1989 Faiuri:

1b by Slte

Total Indu by Slte Fiiled Th by State

With 1n " With With Inre " With

Niabcr Inre Brokcre lnure Niabcr Iniure Brokcre lnur With

of Brocre Dcpiita Brokcre of Failed Brocre Dcpoiill! Brocre FHLB

Thft Dcpoiita Dcp~ 1" Dcpoiill Thft Dcpoiill Dep~ I" Dcpoiill Adv

Coecticut Tt I 7 29.63 2 NM

Dcliware 5 2 0 40.00

Mainc 16 2 1 12.SO

MulichuBCtt 32 I 7 25.00

Ncw Hampahre 12 3 3 25.00

Ncw Jcney 133 12 I 9.02 6 1 1 16.67 1

NcwYork 96 14 12 14.51 1 0 0 NM 0

Pcnnsylvana 166 23 16 13.16 3 2 1 66.67 1

Purto Rico 10 7 6 70.00

Rh bland 4 2 2 SO.OO

Vermont 4 2 2 SO.OO 0

Virin blands 1 0 0 0.00

Atlantic Region S0 83 64 16.40 12 4 3 33.33 3

Alabaa 37 3 3 1.11 5 0 0 0.00 2

ArkBls 36 12 11 33.33 11 5 4 45.45 7

Cal Zoc 0 0 0

Diltrict of Colwnbia 5 2 2 40.00

F10rids 145 54 46 37.24 14 I 7 57.14 6

Gergia 71 13 I 11.31 6 2 2 33.33 1

KeDtuky 63 0 0 0.00

Maiyland 91 21 15 21.43 3 2 1 66.67 1

Miiiiiiippi 42 14 11 33.33 6 3 2 SO.OO 1

Nort Carolin 133 15 12 11.28 2 0 NM 0

South Carolin 41 7 6 14.58

Tenneiic 60 10 I 16.67 5 3 3 60.00 4

Virgina 63 30 23 47.62 3 2 2 66.~ 3

Welt Virgina 16 2 2 12.SO

Southern Region 117 183 147 22.40 55 26 21 47.Tt 25

Colorado 35 21 11 60.00 13 11 10 84.62 7

Louisian 93 25 21 26.18 35 15 14 42.16 12

Ncw Mexico 24 9 7 37. SO 7 6 5 15.71 3

Oklahoma 38 9 5 23.68 I 1 1 12.SO 2

TcXls 205 102 93 49.76 94 66 63 70.21 32

Soutwelt Region 395 166 144 42.03 157 99 93 63.06 56



1989 Paiur:

minois 247 19 16 7.69 21 2 2 9.52 5

Indian 105 9 5 8.57 2 0 0 NM 0

lowl 46 10 4 21.74 3 I 1 33.33 I

Kasas 55 17 12 30.91 16 7 6 43.75 3

Michigan 46 9 8 19.57 2 0 0 NM 0

Mincsota 32 3 2 9.38 I 1 0 100.00 0

Missouri 80 7 4 8.75 6 1 0 16.67 4

Monta 10 1 .0 10.00

Ncbrask 24 11 8 45.83 6 5 5 83.33 3

Nort Duota 6 2 1 33.33

Ohio 222 30 23 13.51 3 0 0 0.00 0

South Duota 11 2 1 18.18 0 0 0 ER 0

WilC0Din 72 6 3 8.33 2 0 0 NM 2

Wyomin 10 2 20.00 1 1 NM 0

Midwcst Rcgion 96 128 88 13.25 63 18 15 28.57 18

Alask 3 2 2 66.67 2 2 0 NM

Amcrican Saoa 0 0 0

Arion 11 8 8 72.73 5 4 4 80.00 0

Californi 195 106 89 54.36 T1 13 11 48.15 1

Gu 2 0 0

Hiwaii 6 2 1 33.33

Idao 5 2 ~

Ncvada 6 1 1 16.67

Orgon 12 2 2 16.67

Uta 13 6 6 46.15 3 2 2 66.67 0

W lii 33 14 11 42.42 1 0 0 NM 0

Far Wcit Rcgion 286 143 120 50.00 38 21 17 55.26 2

Total 29 703 563 23.67 325 168 149 51.69 104



198 Faiur:

Ba By Stle

Totl Indust by Stle Failed Bas By Stale

With Insure ~ With With In ~ With

Number Insure Brokere Insure Number Insur Broere Inre
of Brokere Deposits! Brokere of Failed Brokere Depsita/ Brokere

Bas Deposits Dep:: i~ Deposits Bas Deposits Dep:: i~ Depositl

Coecticut 120 26 18 21.67

Delawire 44 11 9 25.00 0 0 NM

Maine 37 4 4 10.81

Muuchulctl 323 4S 34 13.93

New Hampshre 8S 16 11 18.82

New 1ersy 130 8 S 6.IS

NewYoñ 262 21 20 8.02

Pennsylvana 293 12 8 4.10

Purt Rico 14 3 3 21.43

Rhod Island 14 2 2 14.29

Vermont 31 4 2 12.90

Virgin Islands

Atlantic Region I3S3 IS2 116 11.23 0 0 NM

Alabama 211 3 3 1.42

Arlus 25 3 3 1.8
Cal Zoe

Distrct of Columbia 21 4 4 19.0S

Florida 387 IS 12 3.88 3 0 0 0.00

Gergia 3S1 14 8 3.99

Kentuky 329 S 3 1.2
Maryland 9S 11 8 II.S8

Missiiiippi 124 3 2 2.42

Nort Carolin 68 4 3 S.88

South Carolin 72 i I 1.39

Tennesse 263 4 i 1.2
Virgina 172 7 6 4.07

West Virgina 197 8 4 4.06

Soutern Region 25 82 S8 3.22 3 0 0 0.00

Colorado 423 22 IS S.20 9 ii. i
Louisian 247 10 6 4.0S 8 12.50

New Mexico 92 3 2 3.26

Oklahoma 4S3 S 2 1.0 23 0 0 0.00

Texas 1476 61 38 4.13 130 13 12 10.00

Southwest Region 2691 101 63 3.7S 170 IS 14 8.82



198 Faiur:



.Tabie6.-.1rideii~fI'~iled~i1..li.l'SkblU~.................

198 Faiur:

'I by Stle

Totl Indu by State Failed Thft by State

Number With Insu " With With Inure " With With

Number In Brokere Insure Number Insure Brokere Insure FHLB

of Broere Depositl Brokere of Failed Brokere Deposits! Brokere Adv

Thft Depsits Dep::I" Deposits 'I Deposits Dep::Uí Deposits

Coecticut T1 6 6 22.22

Delaware 5 I i 20.00

Maine 16 i I 6.25

Miiaachuatt 32 8 5 25.00

New Hampshre 12 2 2 16.67

Ncw Jcney 132 8 6 6.06 3 0 33.33 3

New York 96 13 9 13.54

Pensylvana 164 21 13 12.80

Purto Rico 10 6 5 60.00

Rhod Ialud 4 I i 25.00

Vcrmont 4 2 2 50.00

Virgin Islanda 0 0 0.00

Atlantic Rcgion S03 69 51 13.72 3 0 33.33 3

Alabama 35 2 2 5.71 I 0 0 NM

Araas 36 II 8 30.56 2 0 0 NM

Cal Zoc 0 0 0

District of Columbia 5 I i 20.00

Florida 140 46 29 32.86 7 2 2 28.57 6

Gergia 68 8 6 11.76 I I NM I

KCDtuky 63 2 0 3.17 3 0 33.33 2

Maryland 94 23 18 24.47

Mississippi 42 13 10 30.95

Nort Carolin 133 7 6 5.26 0 0 NM

South Carolin 47 5 3 10.64

Tcnncsse 59 7 5 11.86 3 0 0 0.00 2

Virginia 61 27 17 44.26 3 3 2 100.00 3

West Virginia 16 0 0 0.00 3 i 33.33 I

Southcrn Rcgion 799 152 105 19.02 24 8 6 33.33 18

Colorado 32 18 16 S6.25 4 3 3 75.00 3

Louisian 93 23 17 24.73 I I I NM i

Ncw Mcxico 24 9 7 37.50 I I I NM I

Oklahoma 33 5 4 15.15 II 9 6 81.82 10

Tcxas 188 80 71 42.55 81 62 58 76.54 68

Southwcst Rcgion 370 135 115 36.49 98 76 69 7155 83



1988 Faiur:

Dlinois 245 21 16 8.57 15 I 0 6.67 9

Indian 103 8 5 7.Tl 7 0 0 0.00 3

Iowa 42 7 3 16.67 10 3 3 30.00 8

KaIiS 54 15 II 7:.78 I 0 NM I

Michigan 46 10 8 21.74 4 I I 25.00 4

Minesota 32 4 2 12.SO 5 2 2 40.00 4

Missouri BO II 4 13.75

MonlA 10 0 0 0.00 NM

Nebnsk 23 9 7 39.13

Nort Dakota 6 2 I 33.33

Ohio 219 26 19 11.87 5 2 2 40.00 4

South Dakota II I I 9.09 NM

Wisconsin 71 II 8 15.49

Wyomin 10 3 I 30.00 2 0 0 NM

Midwest Region 952 128 86 13.45 51 12 10 23.53 36

Alask 3 2 2 66.67

American saoa 0 0 0

Arion 9 8 8 88.89

Californa 189 102 76 53.97 18 15 II 83.33 a

Gu 2 0 0 0.00

Hawaii 6 I I 16.67

Idao 5 2 2 40.00 0 NM

Nevada 6 2 I 33.33

Orgon 12 5 I 41.67 5 4 3 BO.OO 5

Uta 12 6 6 SO.OO

Waiion 31 10 9 32.26 5 2 2 40.00 5

Far West Region V5 138 106 SO.18 29 22 16 75.86 19

Total 2899 622 463 21.46 205 119 101 58.05 159
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198 Faiur:

Ba By Stte

Total Induiti by Stte Failed Bai By State

Number With Brokere ~ With Number With Brokere ~ With

of Brokere Deposita! Brokere of Failed Brokere Depoiita! Brokere

Bai Deposits Dep:; 1~ DeposilB Bas DepoiilB Dep:; 1~ DepoiilB

Coccticut 59 9 7 15.25

Delaware 42 14 13 33.33

Maine 22 I I 4.55

MalBaCbuitt 106 20 12 18.17

New Hampabre 54 6 3 11.1
New Jersy 121 3 2 2.48

New Yolt 202 22 19 10.89 0 0 NM

Penaylvana 302 11 5 3.64 I I NM

Purt Rico 14 3 3 21.43

Rhod laland 15 1 1 6.67

Vermont 25 2 2 8.00

V iiin lalanda

Atltic Region 962 92 68 9.56 2 NM

Alabama 228 6 5 2.63 2 0 0 NM

Ars 256 9 4 3.52

Cal Zoe
Diatrict of Columbia 20 9 6 45.00

Florida 416 22 17 5.29 2 0 0 NM

Geigii 365 18 7 4.93

Kenbicky 331 4 3 1.21 0 0 NM

Maryland 94 12 9 12.77

Miisiisippi 138 4 3 2.90 NM

Nort Carolin 65 7 4 10.77

So Carolin 73 1 i 1.37

TemielBC 282 3 2 1.06

Viigina in 10 8 5.81

Weat Viigina 212 6 6 2.83

Soutern Region 2652 111 75 4.19 6 16.67

Colorado 461 27 19 5.86 12 2 i 16.67

Louiiian 298 23 14 7.72 14 3 2 21.43

New Mexico 94 5 3 5.32

Okahoma 519 10 7 1.3 31 2 2 6.45

Texas 1958 191 121 9.75 48 9 7 18.75

Southweit Region 3330 256 164 7.69 105 16 12 15.24
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198 Faiiii:

D1inoil 1220 15 8 1.23 1 0 0 NM

Indian 354 8 4 2.26 2 2 1 NM

Iowa 610 2 2 0.33 6 0 0 0.00

Kasas 612 22 14 3.59 8 0 0 0.00

Michigan 345 7 3 2.03

Mineiota 728 16 16 2.20 10 0 0 0.00

Misiouri 610 14 12 2.30 4 0 0 0.00

Monta 171 0 0 0.00 3 0 0 0.00

Nebriib 437 3 2 0.69 6 0 0 0.00

Nort D.uota 178 3 2 1.69 2 0 0 NM

Ohio 307 6 5 1.95 I 0 0 NM

South D.uota 136 5 5 3.68 2 0 0 NM

Wiiconiin 567 10 5 1.76

Wyomin 106 0 0 0.00 5 0 0 NM

Midwelt Region 6381 111 78 1.74 SO 2 4.00

A111b 15 7 4 46.67 2 NM

American Saoa 1 0 0 0.00

Arion 54 12 9 22.22

Califomii 458 96 63 20.96 7 4 4 57.14

Gu &. Trust Terr. 2 0 0 0.00

Hiwaii 22 1 0 4.55

Idao 24 3 2 12.50

Nevida 16 3 3 18.75

Orgon 59 2 2 3.39 1 0 0 NM

Uta 56 1 1 1.79 3 0 0 0.00

Waal 94 6 6 6.38

Far Welt Region 801 131 90 16.35 13 5 5 38.46

Total 14126 701 475 4.96 176 2S 20 14.20
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198 Faiura:

11 by Stte

Totl Indutry by Stte Failed Thft by Stte
Number With Brokere " With Number With Brokere " With With

of Brokere Deposits! Brokere of Failed Brokere Deposits! Brokere FHLB

Thft Deposits Dep::l" Deposits Thft Deposits Dep:: I" Deposits Adv

Connecticut 33 5 3 IU5
Delaware 5 0 0 0.00

Maine 17 1 1 5.88

Muuchusett 36 7 5 19.44

New Hampshre 13 I I 7.69

New Jersey 139 8 2 5.76 2 1 NM

New Yorl 98 11 .. 11.22

Pennsylvana in 16 9 9.36

Purt Rico 10 6 .. 60.00

Rhod Island 5 I 1 20.00

Vermont 4 1 1 25.00

Virin lslanda

Atlantic Region 531 57 31 10.73 2 NM

Alabama 37 3 2 8.11 1 0 0 NM 0

Arlus 39 13 9 33.33 2 1 1 NM 0

Cal Zoe
Distrct of Columbia 5 1 0 20.00

Florida iso 40 25 26.67

Gergia 67 9 6 13.43

Kentucky 67 4 2 5.97

Maryland 95 22 15 23.16 0 0 NM

Mississippi 45 12 8 26.67 1 1 NM

Nort Carolin 139 7 4 5.04 0 0 NM

South Carolin 49 2 1 4.08

Tennesse 64 5 .. 7.81

Virgina 68 32 20 47.06 NM

West Virgina 18 1 1 5.S6

Southern Region 843 151 97 17.91 7 3 3 42.86 4

Colorado 38 17 13 44.74 i i i NM i

Louisian 102 30 17 29.41 9 7 6 71.78 8

New Mexico 25 12 8 48.00

Oklahoma 53 15 10 28.30 2 1 i NM 2

Texas 281 131 103 46.62 4 3 3 75.00 3

Southwest Region 499 205 151 41.08 16 12 11 75.00 14
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198 Faiur:

llinoil 267 27 19 10.11 3 0 0 0.00 2

Indian 116 12 6 10.34

lowi 52 8 2 15.38 NM

Kaiii 58 17 11 29.31 NM

Michigan .s 10 8 20.00

Minesota 37 5 2 13.51

Miisouri 85 11 3 12.94 2 0 0 NM

Monta 11 0 0 0.00

Nebraika 23 9 6 39.13

Nort Dakota 6 2 1 33.33

Ohio 231 27 17 11.69 2 NM

Sout Dakota 12 2 2 16.67

Wiiconiin 79 9 6 11.39

Wyomin 11 2 0 18.8

Midwest Region 1038 141 83 13.58 9 3 3 33.33 6

Aliak 4 2 2 50.00 NM 0

American Saoa
Arion 14 9 8 64.29

ealifomii 216 123 81 56.94 5 5 4 100.00 2

Gu 2 0 0 0.00

Hiwiii 6 1 0 16.67

Idao 9 3 1 33.33 2 1 1 NM 2

Nevida 7 2 1 28.57 1 1 1 NM 0

Orgon 20 11 8 55.00 2 2 2 NM 2

Uta 14 9 7 64.29 2 2 2 NM 2

Wishon 44 16 10 36.36 1 0 0 NM 1

Far Weil Region 336 176 118 52.38 14 12 11 85.71 9

Total 3247 730 480 22.48 48 31 29 64.58 34





GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Bank - A BIF-insured or (pre-FIRRE) FDIC-insured institution.

Bank Failure - Any bank that was seized and subsequently liquidated, owned or sold

by the FDIC.

Brokered Deposits - Certificates of deposit originated through a third party broker.

Core Deposits - Demand deposits and time deposits with account balances $100,000

or less.

Discretionar Funding - The sum of broke red deposits and uninsured funds, including

secured borrowings, time deposits greater than $100,000 and foreign deposits.

Earnings Assets - Interest-earng assets plus GREG (real estate acquired through

foreclosure). For thrifs, the defition also includes real estate held for development

and investments in servce corporations.

FHLB Advance - A secured loan made by a Federal Home Loan Ban to one of its

members, who are alost exclusively thrifts Çthough FHLBs, are soliciting ban as

members).

Issuer - Is broadly defmed to include those insitutions with outstandig insured

brokered deposits, whether or not there is current issuance.

Insured Brokered Deposits- Any brokered deposit with a balance of less than

$100,000 or less. Insured brokered deposits are generated by both money brokers and

retail securities firms.

Jumbo CD- A certificate of deposit with a balance of over $100,000.

Nonbrokered Jumbo- Ajumbo CD that is placed diectly by the fmancial institution

rather than through a third party broker.



Purchased Funds - Total unsured funds, includig secured borrowings, time

deposits greater than $100,000 and foreign deposits. The definition is almost

synonymous with "discretionar fudig", but excludes insured brokered deposits.

Retail Brokered Deposits - Insured brokered deposits issued through a full servce

securities firm.

Thrift - A SAIF-insured institutions; prior to FIRRE, an FSLIC-insured institution.

Thrift Failure- For the 1987-88 period, a FSLIC resolution of an insolvent thrift

either through a liquidation or assisted sale; since 1989, a thrift placed under RTC

conservatorship.
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RETAI BROKE DEPSITS: A Post-FI Analysis

EXCUT SUY
Retail brokered deposits have not been misused by heathy, federally insured bank

and S&Ls since the August 1989 passage of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery,
and Enforcement Act (FA). On the contrary, retail brokered deposits are helping to
meet some valid economic objectives. These observations argue for permitting healthy
financial institutions to continue accepting retail deposits solicited by independent thd-
part brokers.

Many believe that retail brokered deposits were abused by some weak or insolvent
S&Ls during the 1980s. Specifically, it is argued that reta brokered deposits were used
by these institutions to fuel very rapid, unwise growt, usually though investments in
high risk assets, such as speculative real estate, that later lost value. Substantial losses in

asset value then 'caused some S&Ls to fail.

FIA sharply limited the potential for the abuse of retal brokered deposits by
prohibiting any "troubled institution" from accepting or renewing brokered deposits unless
the institution had regulatory approval to accept brokered deposits. FIA defined a
troubled institution as one ". . . which does not meet the minimum capital requirements
applicable with respect to such institution." Therefore, because troubled bank and S&Ls
today can accept and use retail brokered deposits only under the very tight and continuing
supervision of their regulators, we have excluded these institutions from our analysis of
any misuse of retail brokered deposits post-FIA.

Our study of retail brokered deposits focused on 1,326 reasonably healthy to very
healthy institutions, 922 bank and 404 S&Ls, that had retail brokered deposits
outstanding continuously or at least on some quarter-end dates between September 30,
1989, and December 31, 1990. We then looked aggressively at these institutions to
identify any patterns that would suggest an abusive use of retail brokered deposits '
post-FIRRA. We strctured our study by dividing these 1,326 institutions into five
groups, based on increases or decreases in the amount of retail brokered deposits they had
outstanding relative to the higher risk assets in which these institutions had invested. i

We found alost without exception that these 1,326 institutions were using retail
brokered deposits in a sound manner whie pursuing varied lending and funding strategies.
In fact, 850 of these bank and S&Ls actually reduced the dollar amount of retail
brokered deposits they had outstanding post-FIA, including 370 of these institutions
that had no retal brokered deposits outstanding at the end of 1990. In no case did we
find an institution that had abused retail brokered deposits in the post-FIA period.
Our primary concern focused on a few situations where an institution's rapid growt of its
higher risk assets might eventually lead to insolvency. However, all of these situations

IHigher risk assets for the purpose of this study include all loan, other rea estate owned, and equity

securities minus permanent one-to-four family home mortgages. Junk bonds, investments in service
corporations, and direct rea estate investments also are categorized as higher risk assets for S&Ls. This
conservative definition of higher risk assets in turn gives a conservative bias to our study.
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can easily be dealt with on a case-by-case basis though early regulatory intervention.
None cry out for new laws.

We focused our greatest attention on 320 bank and S&Ls that were growing both
their brokered deposits and their higher risk assets durig our study period since these are
the institutions that most liely could misuse brokered deposits. However, we discovered
that although they increased their higher risk assets post-FIA, bank and S&Ls in ths
group on average increased their capital levels, a key indicator of financial health. The
other bank and S&Ls in our study either decreased their higher risk assets or they
decreased the amount of retail brokered deposits they had outstandig.

In addition, we identified four positive benefits tht retail brokered deposits are
producing in the post-FIA era. The most important benefit is that retail brokered
deposits help sound bank and S&Ls to cushion the impact of higher local interest rates
when a major institution in the local market develops liquidity problems. These liquidity
problems, which develope last year in both the Boston and the Baltimore-Washington
markets, caused troubled institutions to compete very aggressively for retail deposits
gathered though branches, thus drving up local interest rates. In both regions, bank
and S&Ls increased their retail brokered deposits, as their local deposit rates rose above
the national average, in order to tae advantage of lower rates available though retal
brokered deposits. We note that regional use of retail brokered deposits begins to decline
once a local funding crisis has crested, thus confiring the safety valve effect that retail
brokered deposits provide.

If healthy institutions could not readily tap the lower cost funding often available
though retail brokered deposits, they would be forced to bid local deposit rates even
higher. These higher rates would further hurt the sound financial institutions operating in
that market, they would destroy deposit franchise values, and they would add to the
governent's cost of disposing of faied bank and S&Ls. No one would win if retail
brokered deposits could not be accessed in these situtions.

Retail brokered deposits also are especially beneficial to community bank and
S&Ls, that is, those institutions with less thn $300 millon in assets. These institutions
accounted for almost 70 % of the 956 ban and S&Ls in our study that had retail
brokered deposits outstanding at the end of 1990. With fewer funding alternatives than
much larger institutions, retail brokered deposits provide community bank and S&Ls with
an important funding alternative to locally gathered deposits. Yet these institutions are not
overly dependent on retail brokered deposits since, on average, these deposits account for
only 4.5% of the tota deposits in these institutions. We also concluded that retail
brokered deposits offer deposit-tag institutions a lower-cost source of funds than branch
deposits as well as a more accessible source of longer-term funding.

In sum, retail brokered deposits have been used wisely since FIA was enacted,
perhaps more wisely on average than deposits gathered though branches. We see no
valid reason why the wise use of reta brokered deposits by federally insured deposit-
tang institutions should not continue.

2
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INODUCTION

Ths report quantifies in an objective manner the use of retail brokered deposits in
the aftermath of the passage of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FA). The report is divided into five sections, as follows:
Section I presents the methodology we followed in quantifying the performance of the
1,326 healthy bank and S&Ls that had retail brokered deposits outstanding subsequent to
the passage of FlA. Section IT presents an analysis of retail brokered deposit usage
by the five groups into which we divided the bank and S&Ls in our study. Section il
discusses four positive features of retail brokered deposits in the post-FIA
environment. Section N reviews some minor potential problems in the use of retail
brokered deposits. Section V provides a conclusion to our study.

3
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I - METHODOWGY OF TH STUY

Ths analysis of retail brokered deposits examies commercial bank, savings
bank, and S&Ls with retail brokered deposits outstanding at some time during the first
five calendar quarters following the enactment of FlA in August 1989. Reta
brokered deposits are those brokered deposits sold in amounts under $100,00 to small
investors across the countr. Thus, these deposits are fully protected by federal deposit
insurance. Other brokered deposits over $100,00 are not fully covered by federal
deposit insurance and thus are not discussed in ths report.

The time period we examined runs from September 30, 1989, the first quarter-end
date following the enactment of FIA,2 to December 31, 1990, the most recent
quarter-end date for which there are publicly available data on bank and S&LS.3 The
significance of studying ths 15-month period is to determine whether FIA has
reduced retail brokered deposit abuses of the ty that may have occurred before FlA
was enacted.

In delineating the group of institutions to be analyzed, we initially identified all
institutions with retail brokered deposits outstanding on anyone of the six quarter-end
dates examined, September 30, 1989, to December 31, 1990.4 From ths group we
excluded 108 bank and 434 S&Ls for one of the five reasons list below.

· The S&L was placed in conservatorship prior to September 30, 1989.

· The S&L was placed in conservatorship between October 1, 1989, and
December 31, 1990.

· The bank or S&L had tangible capital as a percentage of tangible assets below
1.5% on both the beginnng and ending quaer of our study. These are assumed

2Although FIRA was passed on August 9, 1989, the brokered deposits provision in FIRA was
not effective until December 7, 1989. Thus, beginng our study on September 30, 1989, actually
predates the effective date of the new brokered deposit rules.

4

3 All ban and S&L data used throughout this study were taen from data processed by Sheshunoff

Information Services, Inc. These data are available on optical diskS from Lotus Development
Corporation.

4Because only balance sheet data on brokered deposits are available for all financial intitutions, it is

not possible to determne the amount of brokered deposits actally issued in anyone quarer.
Consequently, this analysis is limited to those institutions that had brokered deposits outstading on at
least one quarer-end date.



to be troubled institutions, as defined by the brokered deposits provision of
FIA.5
· The bank or S&L failed post-FIA.

· The bank or S&L was given a regulatory waiver to continue issuing retail
brokered deposits even though it fit the definition of a troubled institution under
FIA.
The rationale for excluding these institutions from our analysis is tht all of these

institutions either have been under direct regulatory control post-FIA or certinly
should have been under close enough regulatory scrutiny to prevent any risky investing
funded by retail brokered deposits. Whle our study excluded these troubled institutions,
another recent study of all bank and S&Ls that failed from 1987 to 1990 found that retail
brokered deposits were not the priar cause of the failure of these institutions. 6
Collectively, the 542 excluded institutions accounted for only 9.6% of the total amount of
retail broke red deposits outstanding at the end of 1990.

After excluding these five categories of institutions from our study, our study
examined 922 BIF-insured commercial and savings bank and 404 SAI-insured S&Ls
and savings bank.7 Exhbit 1 on the following page summaries data on these 1,326
institutions and contrasts these data with data for all bank and S&Ls.

We then split the 1,326 bank and S&Ls into five mutually exclusive groups on the
basis of each institution's change in retail brokered deposits and higher risk assets from
September 30, 1989, to December 31, 1990. We believe that this grouping offers the
most logical way to analyze the use of reta brokered deposits post-FIA. These five
groups are defined below and used thoughout the study.
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· Group 1: All institutions that increased both the amount of their retail brokered
deposits outstanding and their higher risk assets from September 30, 1989, to
December 31, 1990. There are 252 bank and 68 S&Ls in this group, including 15
institutions chartered since September 30, 1989.

· Group 2: Al institutions that increased their reta brokered deposits
outstanding from September 30, 1989, to December 31, 1990, but decreased their
higher risk assets. There are 101 bank and 55 S&Ls in ths group, including one
newly chartered S&L.

$Sec. 224 (g) of FIRA, U.S.C. Sec. 1831 (g), defines a troubled institution as one n. . . which

does not meet the minimum capita requirements applicable with respect to such intitutions. n

6Cates, David C., and Staey Silverberg, The Retail Insured Brokered Deposit: Risks and Benefits,

Cates Consulting Analysts, May 1, 1991.

'BIF is the Ban Insurance Fund; SAIF is the Savings Association Insurance Fund.

l
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EXHIBIT 1
Summar Data on All Banks and S&La in the Study

(D0I1a1' In BUlIo.)

-------------AII BBnks andS&Ls In theS1dy------------
-----Septmbe30,11l----- -----Deæmbe31,19l-----

--AIIBBnks and S&Ls--
--Deembr 31, 19l--

BBnks S&Ls To1l BBnks S&Ls Tal BBnks S&L."

Numbe oIln.tllon,,' Il 39 1,30 92 40 1,32 12,796 2,324

Tolll...st $1,244.5 $4.5 $1,87.0 $1,315.8 S421.3 $1,745.1 $3,819.1 $1,00.8

~l¡i4i~k:ií¡¡#(::: :///:::::: ::~;~ :::::::: :)t$;~::) /::~:~::::::::::ti~~:::)~~:::~t~i::/: :::::::j;~j: ::::\::~t~/t

~~Q~~~lim:::::::: /t:~;~::::::::C "" "1!'U ::::::::/::~!l:~ ::::::t::~~:)(:::::)t;~:::::": /~:s

Tolll depol1

Tangible capl1l

89.9 28.2 1,185.1 979.9 312.0 1,211.9 2,83.4 788.3

86.4 15.9 82.3 11.5 17.8 87.1 22.0 40.8

Calculated Perenllge:

Tangibl capl1V

Tangible assets 5.35% 3.72 4.93% 5.31% 4.14% 5.02 8.18% 4.10%

Liquidit!
Tolll a..st 17.52 9.74% 15.51% 19.01% 10.28 18.86 24.56 10.83%

Higher rik ...st!

Tolllasset 55.43 32.23% 49.45% 54.86 30.85% 48.1I 50.43% 27.24%

Reil brkerd depol1!
Tolll...et 2.34% 3.84% 2.73% 3.29 4.03% 3.47% 1.22 2.25%

Relll1 broked depol1!
Tolll del1 3.25% 5.74% 3.86 4.41% 5.55% 4.11 1.56 2.11%

. The Incre.e In the numbe oIln.tlUor be Septmbe 30, 11l, and Decembe 31, 19l, Is due to newy chartred In.tlton..

.. Agure exclude S&Ls In con._1oI'h1p on Decemb 31, 19l.

... The $8.4 billion dierce be all banks and S&Ls on December 31, 19l, and banks and S&Ls In the .tudy Is accountd lor by

In.tlton. wt brered depol1 tht __ excluded frm the unlw. ($.2 + $2.7 - $8.5 _ $8.4)

. Group 3: All institutions that decreased the amount of their retail brokered
deposits outstanding over the entie tie period, but reported an increase in retail
brokered deposits as of at least one of the six quarter-end dates. There are 278
bank and 131 S&Ls in ths group, seven of which were newly chartered during
the IS-month period.

· Group 4: Al institutions tht had reta brokered deposits outstanding on

December 31, 1990, but never had an increase in retal brokered deposits as of any
one of the six quarer-end dates examined; that is, their retail brokered deposits
either remained constant or decreased in every quarter. There are 127 bank and
88 S&Ls in this group.

· Group 5: Al institutions that did not have any retail brokered deposits
outstanding on December 31, 1990, and never had an increase in retail brokered
deposits as of anyone of the six quarer-end dates examined; tht is, their retail
brokered deposits either remained constant or decreased in every quarter. There
are 164 bank and 62 S&Ls in ths group, including one newly chartered bank. .

Each institution in our study was then examined based on various ratios for both
September 30, 1989, data and December 31, 1990, data as well as for differences between
the two quarter-end dates. Exhbit 2 summarizes balance sheet data for these groups as of
September 30, 1989; Exhbit 3 presents the same tys of data as of December 31, 1990;
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EXHIBIT 2
Summar Data on All Baks and S&Lø in th Study

Sembe 30, 1ll
(Ollani In Bilios)

Banks

----Grp 1---- ----Grp2---- ----Grp3---- ----Grup4---- ----Grup5----

S&Li

Numbe ollnstilons 243

Total asset $3.9

Hlgt,#fikii,,¡¡/" :/..i:i¡~~,:: ::::tt!$:

~nb~",W~~\:::'Nf:\::~:' :: " \~~~:\:\:::ø:ll ::::::::)OA": :\\~.il
87.1 51.9 23.9Totl depoit 245.0

Tan glble capl1l 18.9

Calculated Percentage:
Tangibl capl1V

Tangibl assll 5.65% 3.36
liquidi/
Total asset 15.71% 9.77

Higher i1k asset/
Totl asae 58.65% 30.24%

Rø1I brered depoit/
Totl assets 2.18% 4.08

Retail brokered depoit/

Totl deit 2.97% 8.40

S&t.

52

$5.7 $47.0

Banks

101

)?~~t

29.5

21.8

3.36

8.0Q

38.31%

3.96

8.08

S&t. Banki S&Li Banki S&t. Banki

:~~..

37.3

1.9

4.96

18.27

54.55%

1.91%

2.81%

54 275 127 127 88 183 52

$97.2 $318.9 5188.1 $113.5

~:~ (() :tn:,,:::tüi
574.5 S4.2 $3.0

83.8 23.2 112.8 33.1

2.8 1.23.2 17.4 7.1 5.9 2.4

8.35% 3.47%5.45% 4.31% 5.29 3.26

25.37% 8.27%17.65% 11.30 18.29 9.21%

51.58 32.0954.13% 26.83% 54.39 40.80

0.92 3.05%3.12% 3.99 2.83% 3.53%

1.12% 4.594.25% 5.88% 3.89 5.07%

EXHIBIT3 i
Summar Data on All Banks and S&Lø in the Study

December 31, 1ll

(Dollani In Billions)

Banki S&Li

----Grup1---- ----Grp2----- ----Grup3---- ----Grup4---- ----Grup5----

S&Li

Numbe at Instilons 25

Totl aas $3.1 $8.2

::\ (~t4;~', ?:::(3öli

5811.1

Rlltíf~~.::::::. :~:.:: ::::~1;ø

::~li: ..::.~:tf':' :::: ::~~

;:;::::::.

¡:n~~di~i1As,'Ø,:
Total depol1 28.9 46.8
Tangibl capil 21.8 2.7

Calculated Percentage:
Tangible capiV
Tangibl iism 5.70% 4.01%

liquidi/
Total aaet 14.12% 13.93%

Higher rik IISet/

Totl asam 80.78% 31.28%

Røii br depol1/
Totl uaet 4.15% 5.65%

Røii broered depoit/
Totl del1 5.52 8.11 %

Banki

88

$418.2

30.8

4.83

24.14%

51.23%

4.78%

8.84%

S&Li

101

20.2

3.74%

8.4O

34.50

9.34%

12.95%

Banki S&Li Banki S&Li Banks

88 184 5255 278 131 127

55.0 53.0532.8 5187.8 5119.0 573.2

,::)28:8::\~~i" :::..:.;:p;~
.......:.:::::.
....:.:. 17lU . .:.::::J':/t ::::':fit;~
......:;::.
::;:::;:::. \~;~

43.2 23.1

2.9 1.0

5.ll 3.12%

28.88% 8.87%

47.55% 32.25%

0.0Q 0.00

O. 0Q 0.00

:::s;ø

84.3 25.0 124.8 90.0 52.9

Grup 1 . All Institions wt an Incræse In retail brkered depoit (BDa) and an Incni In higher i1k aasmlrm 09/38910 12/1/0.
Group 2 . All Instition wt an Increaae In reil BDa but a dereae In higher rik asaet Irm 0l 10 12/1/0.
Group 3 . All Inatitlni that were ocC8lonallaauar at reil BOa, but de_sed their outatandlng reil BOs lrm 09/38910 12131/90.
Grp 4 . All Institt tht had re1I BOa outsladlng on 12/1/0, but newr had an Incr_ln reil BOs In anyone 01 the "" qurlen.
Grp 5. Allinstition tht did not haw any retail BOs outstanding on 12/1/0, and new had an Increse In reil BOs In anyone 01 the "" quart.
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3.3 18.9 7.8 5.7 2.9

5.54% 4.65% 4.11 4.01%

19.87% 10.84% 10.04% 8.43

52.49 24.88% 58.30 39.09

1.70% 2.55% 1.25% , .24%

2.27 3.42% 1.65% 1.72



and Exhbit 4 shows the changes in these data between the two dates. These ratios are
defined below:

· Tangible capital I tangible assets = (Total equity capital minus intangible

assets) divided by (total assets minus intangible assets).

· Liquidity I total assets = (Total cash and investments plus federal funds sold

and securities purchased plus assets held in trading accounts minus federal funds
purchased and securities sold minus demand notes issued to the Treasury minus
equity securities) divided by total assets.

· ffgher risk assets I total assets = (Net loans plus other real estate owned plus
equity securities minus one-to-four family mortgage loans) divided by total assets.
Junk bonds, investments in service corprations, and direct real estate investments
also are classified as higher risk assets for S&Ls. This conservative definition of
higher risk assets in turn gives a conservative bias to our study.

· Retail brokered deposits I total assets = Total retail brokered deposits
outstanding divided by total assets.

· Retail brokered deposits I total deposits - Tota retail brokered deposits

outstanding divided by total deposits.

EXHIBIT 4
Summary Data on All Baks and S&Ls in the Study

Change Irm Seplsmber 30, 198, to Deembe 31, 1ll
(Dollars In Bilios)

----Grp 1---- ----Grp2---- ----Grup3---- ----Grup4---- ----Grp5----

Banks S&Le Banks S&La Banks S&Le Banks S&Le Banks S&Le

Totl asset $49.2 sa.5 ($18.8) ($.1 $2.7 $1.7 $5.4 ($1.3 $11.8 ($.0)
Blghif~~ tt~tf :/~'i,Ó. d/::~~ :::/(2,(1) ;:::;:;:: :Ü..~$ :: ~ :/t~ /::~;g.
Re1t.~i:(ii.iíil /)~.lï /::::d~ ::::::::;:;:;:;j4i:l :(:~~~
Totl deit 43.9 9.5 4.3 0.7 22.8 12.2 2.9 1.0 10.1 (O.B)

Tangible cap/11 2.9 0.8 (1.4) 0.1 1.5 0.7 (0.2) 0.5 0.3 (0.2)

Calculalsd Perenlage:
Tangible cap/1V

Tangible asset 0.05% 0.85% -0.13% 0.38% 0.09 0.34% -0.41% 0.75% -0.89 -0.35%
Uquidi/

Tolal asset -1.59 4.18% 5.87% 0.40 2.02 -0.46 -8.25% -0.78% 3.51% 0.80
Higher rik asset/ 

Tolal asset 2.13% 1.04% -3.32 -1.81% -1.84% -1.ll% 1.91% -1.51% -4.01% 0.18%

Reii broerd deit/
Totl asset 1.97% 1.59 2.87% 5.38% -1.42% -1.44% -1.58% -2.29 -0.11 -3.05%

Reii brokered depoit/
Tolal depoit 2.55% 1.71% 3.83% 6.89 -1.11% -2.46 -2.04% -3.35% -1.12% -4.59

Grup 1 . All Inslltlon wt an Incnise In ni1l brokerd depoit (BOs) and an Incni In higher rik IIset Irm 0913 to 12/1/9.
Grup 2 . All Inslltl wit an Incnisein relall 80 but a der8lse In higher r1k asset Irm 0913 to 12/1/9.
Grp 3 - All Inslltlon that were occaional Issuer of ni1l BOs, but der8led thelr outslandng ni1l BOs Irm 09139 to 12/1/90.
Grp 4 . All Inslltlons that had relall BOs outstading on 12/1/0, but new had an Incnisein ni1l BOs In anyone 01 thell quart.

Grp 5 . Alllnslltl that did not have any retil BOs outslandlng on 1211/0, and new had an Incr8lseln ni1l BOs In anyone of thell qurt.
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n - ANALYSIS OF RETAI BROKE DEPSIT USAGE

Grouping Instituons with Retail Brokered Deposits Outstanding

The main argument against the use of retail brokered deposits has been that an
institution wishing to rapidly increase or "grow" its higher risk assets may use retail
brokered deposits to quickly fund ths growt. Thus, any abuse of retail brokered
deposits will occur on the asset side of a bank or S&L's balance sheet as the institution
invests in espeially risky assets that potentially could lose much of their value. Usually
this loss in value is due to credit problems that tae several years to surface, that is, to be
reported as a loss.

Insufficient time has passed for investments made post-FIA to have become a
loss. Thus, at ths time, a risky use of retal brokered deposits post-FIA can be
estimated only by linkng an increase in retail brokered deposits with a corresponding
increase in higher risk assets. Therefore, our analysis focused on the interaction between

changes in retail brokered deposits and changes in higher risk assets in the 1,326 bank
and S&Ls we studied. To better understand this interaction, we divided these institutions
into the five groups described in Section 1. Exhbit 5 shows the amount of retail brokered
deposits outstanding on December 31, 1990, in each of the groups. (Group 5, by
definition, had no outstanding retail brokered deposits on December 31, 1990.) Exhbit 6
shows, for bank and S&Ls respectively, the amount of retail brokered deposits
outstanding in each group as a percentage of tota deposits in that group.

EXHIBIT 6 

Retail Brokered Deposits Outstanding by Group*
All Banks and S&Ls on December 31, 1990

(Dollars In BilIons)

Total: $60.5

Group 2: $2.3

Group 4: $24

.. Groups defined on pages 5-6.
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EXHIBIT 6 

Retail Brokered Deposits Outstanding as a Percentage of Total Deposits
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................................................................................................................................
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.......................................,....................................................
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Insured Banks
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 All SAIF.
Insured S&LsNote: Groups are defined on pages 5-6.
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As is evident from Exhbit 6, over the five quarters, the 476 bank and S&Ls in
Groups 1 and 2 increased their use of retail brokered deposits as a funding source. Thus,
these institutions are of primary importance in our study. These two groups include 241
institutions tht had no reta brokered deposits outstanding on September 30, 1989, but

had $10.5 bilion outstandig on December 31, 1990. The other 235 institutions in
Groups 1 and 2 had $21.9 billion in reta brokered deposits outstanding on September 30,

1989, and increased their reta brokered deposits by $15.7 billion, or 72%, over the 15-

month period, to $37.6 bilion. These 476 bank and S&Ls accounted for 79% of all
retail brokered deposits outstanding among the 956 institutions with retail brokered
deposits outstanding at the end of 1990.

Although all 476 institutions in Groups 1 and 2 increased their retail brokered
deposits, only the 320 Group 1 institutions increased hQ their retail brokered deposits
and their higher risk assets over the IS-month time span. These institutions received our
closest attention. Each of the 156 Group 2 institutions that increased its retail brokered
deposits actually shrank its higher risk assets. In addition, 79 of these bank and S&Ls,
or 50% of all Group 2 institutions, also shrank their total assets. Thus, they warrant a
lesser amount of attention since they apparently were not using their retail brokered
deposits to grow their assets, specifically their higher risk assets. The bank and S&Ls in
Groups 3, 4, and 5 shrank their retail brokered deposits over the IS-month period, hardly
a theatening use of retail brokered deposits. These thee groups warrant the least
attention.

Group 1: In the IS-month period from September 30, 1989, to December 31,

1990, the 320 bank and S&Ls in Group 1 increased both their retail brokered deposits
and their higher risk assets. On average. though. retail brokered deposits financed only

one-fourth of the growth in higher risk assets in these institutions; the balance of ths
growt was financed from other sources such as borrowings and retail deposits gathered
though branches. On December 31, 1990, the Group 1 institutions had $19.7 billon in
retail brokered deposits, or 33% of all retail brokered deposits outstanding in our study.
However, as Exhbit 6 shows, retail brokered deposits accounted for 5.5% of all deposits
in the bank in ths group and 8.1 % of al deposits in the S&Ls in ths group. These
percentages indicate that retail brokered deposits in the main are not a major source of
funding in these institutions.

Group 1 bank and S&Ls on average grew their higher risk assets at a 14%
compound annual growth rate. Ths high growt rate, however, was matched by a 13 %

compound annual growt rate in their tangible capita. On December 31, 1990, bank in
Group 1 had a tangible capital/tangible assets percentage of 5.7 while S&Ls had a 4.0
percentage -- both reasonably strong relative to their peers. Also, only four of the bank
and two of the S&Ls in Group 1 had tangible capital below 3 % of their assets. Another
62 bank and 29 S&Ls had capital in the 3-6 % range and 223 institutions had tangible
capital in excess of 6 % .

Of the 320 institutions in Group 1, we identified 15 bank and S&Ls, less than 5 %
of all Group 1 institutions, that might be potential problems because of the rate at which
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they were growing their higher risk assets. These institutions met thee criteria: (1) they
had more than 40% of their assets invested in higher risk assets on September 30, 1989;
(2) they grew their higher risk assets more than 15% over the IS-month period studied;
and (3) their retail brokered deposits increased by at least 50% of the institution's increase
in higher risk assets. However, after we examined al of these institutions, it did not
app that any of them were misusing retail brokered deposits. Twelve of these
institutions were small community bank. (Community bank are defined in our study as
institutions with less than $300 million in assets). In addition, 12 of the 15 institutions
were well capitalied, with a tangible capita percentage over 6 % . The other 3 institutions
with less than 6 % tangible capital are discussed in furter detail in Section IV.

Group 2: The 156 institutions in Group 2 increased their retail brokered deposits
while shrnkng their higher risk assets. Over the IS-month period, ths group of
institutions increased their use of retail brokered deposits as a funding source. Their retail
brokered deposits increased $16.1 bilion while their total deposits increased only $5
billon. However, these bank and S&Ls, 82 of which are headquartered along the East
Coast between Maine and Virginia, clearly were shrnkng their total assets while using
retail brokered deposits to reduce their borrowings and local, direct deposits. Regional
interest rate competition, which will be discussed below, forced many of these bank and
S&Ls to look for less-expensive funding sources, such as retail brokered deposits.

The fact that these institutions as a whole shrank their higher risk assets by 10.4 %,
while shrnkng their 1Q assets by only 5 %, indicates very clearly that they were using
retal brokered deposits defensively, not aggressively, to build liquidity to withstand the
storms buffeting bankng during 1990. Ths fact is evident in the 5.87% increase in the
liquidity ratio for bank in Group 2 over the IS-month period whie bank in other groups
were either decreasing their liquidity ratios or increasing them to a lesser degree.

Much of ths retail deposit shrnkge occurred as bank in New England and the
Middle Atlantic region shifted to cheaper retail brokered deposits to lessen their reliance
on local, branch deposits made more costly by troubled bank scramblig to build or at
least retain their local retal deposit base. The abilty of Group 2 institutions to use retail
broke red deposits to partially neutralize higher rates in their local markets ilustrates one
very importnt and beneficial feature of retail brokered deposits that will be discussed in
Section m.

Group 3: The 409 bank and S&Ls in Group 3 present a quite different picture.
Although they were occasional issuers of reta brokered deposits during the IS-month
period, they nonetheless reduced their already liited use of retail brokered deposits as a
source of funding while growing their tota assets. In addition, the S&Ls in ths group,
which grew their assets on average just 1 % during the 15 months, also were shrnkg

. their higher risk assets while increasing the funding they derived from their reta
branches. Clealy all of these institutions, especially the S&Ls, were pursuing
conservative financial strategies whie strengtening their capital positions. Of these
occasional issuers, 144 bank and S&Ls, or 35% of all Group 3 institutions, actually had
no retail brokered deposits outstanding at the end of 1990. .
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Group 4: The 215 bank and S&Ls in Group 4 are comparable to the Group 3
institutions except tht those in Group 4 do not app to have been even occasional
issuers of brokered deposits durig the 15-month period; at each quarter-end date, these
institutions reported less in reta brokered deposits outstading thn at the end of the
previous quaer. Consequently, these institutions reduced their use of retal brokered
deposits as a source of funding by the end of 1990 to an alost insignficant level, 1.25 %

of tota assets.

Group 5: The 226 institutions in Group 5 do not appr to have issued any reta
brokered deposits during the 15-month period and did not have any retail brokered
deposits outstanding at the end of 1990. The contrast, though, between the bank and the
S&Ls in ths group was strng. Even as the 164 bank in ths group were eliminating
their retail brokered deposits, on average they were growing their total assets and their
higher risk assets faster thn any of the other four groups of bank. Ths growt,
however, was almost fully funded by sources other thn reta brokered deposits. Ths

group of bank, on average, also was the most liquid of the five groups of bank.
However, the 62 S&Ls in ths group, with the weakest capital position, on average, of the
five groups of S&Ls, were shrnkng their balance sheets across the board.

Capital - A Key Protector Against Any Abuse of Retal Brokered Deposits

Deposit insurers are protected against abuses of alost any kid with a bank or
S&L by the institution's capital, since capita is the cushion tht protects an institution's
deposit insurer from an insolvency loss. Thus, well-eapitaized institutions normally pose
litte risk of failure in the near future. Of the 476 institutions that grew their reta
brokered deposits over the 15-month period, only 24, or 5 %, had less than 3 % capita.
Of these 24, 18 were Group 2 institutions that were shrng their higher risk assets.
Thus, it does not appr tht most institutions growig their retal brokered deposits

represent a serious theat to the BIF or to the SAI.

As the uppr ~rtion of Exhbit 7 shows, tangible capita as a percentage of
tangible assets for al five groups of ban is reasonably strong and only slightly below
the capita percentage for all bank without reta brokered deposits. The all-other-bank
category looks stronger, though, priariy because smaller bank, which use retail

brokered deposits less often, tend to have higher capita ratios.

S&Ls with retail brokered deposits actually increased their average capital ratio
over the 15-month period, from 3.72% to 4.14%. Thus, S&Ls with reta brokered
deposits on December 31, 1990, on average, had the same capita level as the entie S&L
industr, as shown in Exhbit 1. Also, only the Group 5 S&Ls, which had no reta
brokered deposits outstanding at the end of 1990, actuy saw their average capita level
declie. The lower porton of Exhbit 7 compares the five groups of S&Ls with all other
S&s not in our study. Ths exhbit shows that all other SAI-insured S&Ls not in
conservatorship and not in our study had only a somewhat higher average capita level of
5.3%.
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EXHIBIT 7 

Tangible Capital as a Percentage of Tangible Assets
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Specia Purpose Banks

Th-one speial purpse institutions, that is, credt card bank and "non-bank
bank," have been identified in our group of 1,326 institutions. We did not exclude these
institutions from any exhbits. Excludig them from some of our analyses, though, might
give a more realistic picture of the use of retail brokered deposits by the tyical bank or
S&L.

It is importnt to look closely at these special purpse institutions because they
generaly are much more reliant on reta brokered deposits as a source of funding than
are other users of retail brokered deposits. However, these institutions do not pose an
insolvency theat by virtue of being heavily funded with retail brokered deposits. In fact,
these 31 institutions are better capitalized. with an average tangible-capital-to-tangible-
assets ratio of 7.2%. than the average bank or S&L.

There are a number of reasons for the significant use of brokered deposits by
special purpse bank. These reasons include branchig restrctions for credit card bank,
the non-bank bank prohibition agaist soliciting deposits though branches, and a lack of
available deposits in the smaller cities where many of these credit card bank are located.
Although issuing retail brokered deposits is not the only source of funding for these
bank, retail brokered deposits offer a relatively low-cost source of funding. Allowing
these special purpse bank to use retail brokered deposits to hold down their cost of
funds helps them to be more competitive with other, more-diversified financial companies
offering credit cards. A more competitive market for credit card loans, in turn, is
beneficial to the consumer. Also, locating special purpse bank in smaller cities helps to
bring jobs to these communities.

On December 31, 1990, these 31 institutions had $16.2 bilion in retal brokered
deposits outstanding, or 27% of all retail brokered deposits in the institutions we studied.
Also, since these institutions use retail brokered deposits for a signficant amount of their
funding, their average retail brokered deposits outstanding as a percentage of their total
deposits was 41 %; 11 of these institutions relied on retail brokered deposits for more than
50 % of their total deposits.

Eleven of the 31 special purpse bank are owned by major bank holding
companies. When all the bank in these holding companies are aggregated by company,
the retail brokered deposits in these special purpse bank become a fairly insignificant
source of funding for the aggregated bank. Retal brokered deposits accounted for more
than 10% of total deposits as of the end of 1990 at only 2 of the 11 bank holding
companies. One holding company obtaned 10.4% of its total deposits though retal
brokered deposits when its credit card subsidiary was combined with its other subsidiary
bank. The second holding company had 30 % of its total deposits funded by retail
brokered deposits after aggregating its bank, due to its large credit card subsidiary.
However, ths subsidiar has recently been spun off from its holding company and is now

operating on its own.
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The remaiing 20 special purpse bank not owned by bank holding companies are

sti owned by large parents, many of which also own other bank and S&Ls. Thus,
because of the "cross-guarantee" provision in FIA, which alows bank and S&L
insolvency losses to be spread horiontally across sister bank and S&Ls in the event of a
failure, these institutions do not pose a serious risk to the deposit insurance funds.
Another safety feature for non-bank bank is the provision in the Competitive Equality
Bankng Act of 1987 that limits asset growt of non-bank bank to an annual rate of 7%.
Thus, there is little lielihoo that non-bank bank wi use retail brokered deposits to fuel
any massive increase in higher risk assets.

Usage of Brokered Deposits as a Source of Funding

At the end of 1990, most of the 956 bank and S&Ls in our study with outstanding
retail brokered deposits, in fact, derived relatively little of their total deposits from this
source of funding. Exhbit 8 presents a distrbution of all bank and S&Ls with
outstanding retail brokered deposits, based on their retail brokered deposits as a
percentage of their total deposits. For approximately 85 % of these institutions, retal
brokered deposits accounted for 10% or less of their tota deposits. Exhbit 9 presents
key financial data that differentiates bank and S&Ls with retail brokered deposits
outstanding on December 31, 1990, based on their retail brokered deposits as a percentage
of their total deposits.

EXHIBIT 8 

956 Institutions with Retail Brokered Deposits Outstanding on 12/31/90
Grouped by Brokered Deposits Outstanding as a Percentage of Total Deposits
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Numbe of Insuttons 13 4 øe 43 54 26

EXHIBIT 8
All Instituons in the Study with Retal Brokered Deposit Outstading on December 31. 1990

Ae1l Brod Dell as a Perønlage of To1l Dell
(Dolla In BIllions)

- - - - - Ae1l Broked Dell &a a Percønlage of T o1l Depoll - - - - - -

Gntø thn 50 10-411 Les than 10%

Banks S&La Baks S&La Banks S&La

Tolal asset $25.0 $4.4 $156.7 $9.3 $1,02.7 $2.3

~~~#kai~):)::,::: :,:;:::::::::::::/::::jiM//:::::::::::::ta;1:::::,:/::J'1:~,:t':::)~/t::."..::.::5I!U':::::::':~:~

~t~if~.:.: //tt:::IM ,:":,,,:;:i\tii:::::::jd:,,: tt ':M~~.
Tolal dell 13.5 2.8 95.8 11.0 783.5 199.0

Tangible capl1l 1.5 0.2 9.7 3.2 52.5 11.5

calculated Percenlage:
Tangibl caplV
Tangibl &aSet 5.15% 4.59 5.20 3.54% 5.12% 4.43%

Uquldll
T o1l &aSet 2.25% 3.41% 12.32 11.88 19.e5% 10.21%

Higher rik assetl

To1l &aSet 75.11% 15.9l 56.25% 32.14% 54.34% 32.23%

Ae1l brked depoltl
T o1l &aSet 33.0I 35.91% 12.03% 12.5O 1.57% 1.54%

Ae1l brokered depoltl
T o1l dell 81.33 81.81% 19.71% 15.04% 2.0I 2.07%

Not: This subset exclude 2n banks and 93 S&La tht dd not haw reil brked depoll on December 31, 11l.

Anaysis of the Size of Institutons

It is also useful to break down the institutions in our study by asset size group to
explai the size of the institutions that use retail brokered deposits as a source of funding.

Exhbit 10 separates the bank and S&Ls, respetively, in our study into seven asset-size
categories tht are based on total assets at the beginnng and ending dates of our study.

Although 90 % of all reta brokered deposits outstanding in our study on
December 31, 1990, were in institutions with more than $1 bilion in assets, reta
brokered deposits in these institutions accounted for only about 4 % of all deposits for the
bank in ths group and 5 % of all deposits for the S&Ls. Thus, these 197 institutions
with assets of more than $1 bilion, on average, did not rely any more on retal brokered
deposits for their overall funding than did the 759 smaller institutions using retail brokered
deposits.

Interestigly, of the institutions (645 bank and 311 S&Ls) with retail brokered
deposits outstanding on December 31, 1990, more thn two-thds were community bank.
These community-based institutions, with $2.3 bilion in retail brokered deposits
outstanding, accounted for 3.8% of al retail brokered deposits outstading at the end of
our study period. Retail brokered deposits in community bank and S&Ls comprised an
average of just 4.5% of their total deposits.
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EXHIBIT 10
Retail Brokered Deposits Outstanding as a Percentage of Total Deposits

Grouped by Total Assets

CommercIal and SavIngs Banks
in the stdy

~ 9/30/89 Ii 12/31/90

52

..............................................................................................
......................................

$0-50 $50-100 $100-200 $200-300 $300-500 $500-1,000 $1,000 +

............................................................................................................................20.
SavIngs & Loans

in the stdy
ø 9/30/89 II 12/31/90

..................................................................................

................................................................................................................

$0-50 $50-100 $100-200 $200-300 $300-500 $500-1,000 $1,000 +
Total Assets (Dollar in Milions)

Note: The number above each bar represents the number of banks and S&Ls in each group.
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il - FOUR POSIT FEATUS OF RETAI BROKE DEPSITS

Our study of retail brokered deposits in the post-FIA era revealed four positive
features about retail brokered deposits, several of which have not received much attention
previously.

One - Retail Brokered Deposits Help Greatly To Ease Local ¡merest Rae Fevers

Last year, 1990, was marked by two significant regional funding crises that pushed
retail deposit interest rates in certin localities far above the national average. Some
stronger institutions of all sizes in these localities turned to retail brokered deposits to
acquire cheaper deposits from elsewhere in the countr to help lessen the adverse impact
of higher local interest rates. Without access to lower-cost retail brokered deposits, these

institutions would have had to compete even more aggressively for local deposits. More
intense competition would have driven local deposit interest rates even higher. Higher
rates, of course, would have hurt even more the institutions that turned to retail brokered
deposits. In a competitive marketplace. retail brokered deposits enhance the safety and

soundness of bank and S&Ls by lowering their overall cost of funds. In effect, retail
brokered deposits serve banks and S&Ls as an attractive and perhaps more desirable
alternative to borrowing from the Federal Reserve.

Massachusetts provides a goo example of ths desirable feature of retail brokered
deposits. The Bank of New England's (BNE) funding crisis began in early 1990 as fears
about its solvency mounted. These fears triggered an enormous outflow of uninsured
deposits that forced BNE to gather more insured deposits though its branches.
Interestingly, BNE did not raise any funds through retail brokered deposits. To attract
deposits, BNE began to pay among the highest deposit rates available anywhere in the
countr.

In self-defense, many other bank and S&Ls in New England turned to the retail
brokered deposit market for the first time or used it much more extensively. For
example, one large bank went from $93 milon in retail brokered deposits on
September 30, 1989, to a peak of $2.0 bilion on June 30, 1990. Likewise, another large
bank went from no retail brokered deposits on December 31, 1989, to $503 millon on
September 30, 1990. In all, 16 Massachusetts bank and S&Ls that had no retail
brokered deposits outstanding on September 30, 1989, used retail brokered deposits
sometime between that date and the end of 1990. We also observed the same
phenomenon in 16 bank and S&Ls located in the other five New England states.
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Exhbit 11 ilustrates what occurred in Massachusett as deposit interest rates in
Boston increased relative to the rates paid by bank elsewhere in the countr. 8 The
dashed line shows that ths interest rate differential rose, by March 31, 1990, to a peak of
31 basis points (one basis point = .01 %) over the national average.

It is interesting to note tht the increase in retail brokered deposits issued by
Massachusetts institutions lagged the increase in the rate differential by one calendar
quarter. Ths lag probably reflects the time it took these institutions to initiate a retail
brokered deposit program.

Exhbit 11 also clearly ilustrates the abilty of retail brokered deposits to help
moderate rising interest rates. After two quarters during which the difference between
Boston-area rates and the national average exceeded 30 basis points, the rate differential
began a steep decline. Ths plunge in the rate differential vividly ilustrates the rate
cooling effect that retail brokered deposits can have. We expect retail brokered deposits
and the regional rate differential to continue declining in the Boston area during 1991.

It is difficult to quantify how much in interest expense retail brokered deposits have
saved Massachusetts bank and S&Ls since September 30, 1989, but the sum is
substantiaL. Savings are achieved in two ways. First, in a highly competitive market,
retail brokered deposits, including commissions paid, often represent a cheaper "all-in"

EXHIBIT 11
Retail Brokered Deposit Experience in Massachusetts
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I£xhibits 11 and 12 are based on the regional average of the rate differentials for the interest rates
offered on three-month, six-month, and one-year certificates of deposit, as meaured by a leading
surveyor of deposit interest rates.
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source of deposits9 than do deposits raised though branches. Second, the use of retail
brokered deposits eases the upward pressure on the rates that bank and S&Ls pay on
deposits gathered though their branches. Based on the $116 bilion of tota domestic
deposits in Massachusetts bank and S&Ls at the end of 1990, every 10 basis points of
interest savings equals $116 millon annually. These savings are a signficant sum given
that Massachusetts bank and S&Ls reported a net interest margin in 1990 of $4.2 bilion.

Exhbit 12 contrasts the closer and more dramatic linkge between rising interest
rates and growt in retail brokered deposits that occurred later in 1990 in the Baltimore-
Washington region. The liquidity problems of several bank trggered the higher local
interest rates that caused many bank to turn increasingly to retail brokered deposits. One
area bank, for example, went from no retail brokered deposits on March 31, 1990, to
$1.5 billon on December 31, 1990, just nine months later. Another large Washington-
area bank went from no retail brokered deposits on March 31, 1990, to $527 milion on
December 31, 1990. Both of these bank used retail brokered deposits defensively to
meet short-term liquidity needs. In all, 30 bank and S&Ls in Maryland, Virginia, and
the District of Columbia that had no retail brokered deposits outstanding on September 30,
1989, issued retail brokered deposits sometime between that date and the end of 1990.

$8,000

EXHIBIT 12
Retail Brokered Deposit Experience in DC, MD, and VA
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\IAn "all -in" cost of deposits includes the interest paid on deposits plus the cost of gathering them.

For brokered deposits, the principal gathering cost is the commission paid to the deposit broker. For
deposits obtained through retail branches, gathering costs include branch operating expenses, advertising
and other marketing expenses, data processing expense, and administrative overhead.
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It is interesting to note that regional use of retail brokered deposits begis to
decline once the local funding crisis has crested. Reta brokered deposits outstanding in
Massachusetts institutions probably have not dropp as fast as Boston-area deposit
interest rates have because many brokered Certficate of Deposits (CDs) these bank
issued were of durations of one yea or more. We expct outstanding retail brokered
deposits to begin to decline in the Baltimore-Washington region durig 1991 as funding
pressures in ths area continue to ease. We also expct the regional offering rate
differential in the Baltimore-Washington area to declie as it did in the Boston region.
Ths decline will confirm the safety valve effect tht retail brokered deposits provide.

Two - Retail Brokered Deposits Provide an Alernve Source of Funding for
Community Banks and S&Ls

As Exhbit 10 ilustrates, community bank and S&Ls are significant issuers of
retail brokered deposits. At the end of 1990, almost 70% of the institutions with retail
brokered deposits outstanding had less than $300 milion in assets. Yet as ths exhbit

shows, these institutions are not heavily reliant on retail brokered deposits as a source of
funding -- retail deposits gathered through branches remain their overwhelming source of
funding. Access to retail brokered deposits is especialy important to community bank
since they have fewer alternative funding sources than do large money center bank.

Three - Retal Brokered Deposits Lower AIl-In Funding Costs for Banks and S&Ls

As demonstrated above for the Boston and Batimore-Washington regions, retal
brokered deposits offer an important source of low-cost deposits in unheathy competitive
situations driven by the liquidity needs of wea institutions. Even in more normal
markets, though, retail brokered deposits offer many bank and S&Ls an opprtunity to
lower their average all-in cost of deposits. That is the case because the gathering costs

for retail brokered deposits almost always are less than the cost of gathering deposits
though retail branches.

An example wi ilustrate ths point: Assume the gathering cost for retail brokered
deposits is 60 basis points annually (the tyical commssion rate on retail brokered
deposits) and the estimated cost of gathering deposits through branches is in the range of
90 to 150 basis points. Assuming a 125 basis point cost of gathering deposits in
branches, the cost benefit to be gained by an institution using brokered deposits is 65
basis points (125-60), or about two-thds of 1 %. If a bank or S&L can obtain retail
brokered deposits with an interest rate that is not more than 65 basis points above the rate
paid on deposits gathered though its branches, then its retail brokered deposits actually
will be less expensive on the basis of its all-in cost of deposits. One should not assume
that retail brokered deposits always are more expensive than dep(its collected through
branches.
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Four - Retal Brokered Deposits Can Be a More Accessible Source of Longer-Term
Funding Thn Deposits Obtained Through Branches

Most CDs that bank and S&Ls sell though their branches have relatively short
maturities. For example, at the end of 1990, only 12 % of the CDs issued by SAI-
insured institutions had an original maturity of more than thee years. (Comparable data
are not available for BIF-insured institutions.) Yet there are occasions when a bank or
S&L can make a loan for a 7- or 10-year period that can profitably be funded with a
fixed-rate CD of comparable maturity. Rather than scouring hurredly for local depositors
who wil hold a CD of that maturity, the institution can turn to a deposit broker who
continually solicits for long-term deposits. Community bank espeially benefit from the
abilty to turn to a deposit broker on those occasions when long-term funding is needed.

One reason some deposit brokers can readily obtain long-term deposits for bank
and S&Ls is that the broker makes a secondary market for the long-term CDs it has
brokered. Bank and S&Ls, on the other hand, do not even attempt to make a secondary
market for the CDs they have issued.
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IV - POTE PROBLEMS WI A FEW USERS OF
RETAI BROKE DEPSITS

We observed thee potential tys of problems among a few users of reta

brokered deposits. These problems, though, are quite modest relative to other tys of

problems facing bank and S&L regulators tody. Whatever problems these institutions
have, though, are better dealt with though more effective case-by-case regulatory
supervision rather thn by removing deposit insurance protection for all retal brokered
deposits placed in healthy bank and S&Ls.

Of the 17 institutions with more than 50% of their deposits at the end of 1990
represented by retal brokered deposits, we have identified one small community bank and
thee small community S&Ls that appear to warrant special supervisory attention. (The
other 13 institutions consist of 11 speial purpse bank and 2 bank owned by large bank
holding companies.) Thee of these 4 institutions have shrnk significantly since
FlA. This shrnkge has had the effect of raising their retail brokered deposits as a
percentage of their total deposits. Their higher risk assets, as a percentage of total assets,
ranged from 5% to 86% at the end of 1990. However, all four of these institutions have
shrnk their higher risk assets post-FIA. The tangible capital of these institutions at
the end of 1990 was reasonably strong to very strong, ranging from 5.3 % of total assets
to 11.6%. Thus, the likelihoo that these institutions would fail is fairly remote. In any
event, the largest of these institutions had just $72 milon in total assets, so these
institutions hardly represent a major theat to the BIF.

Four of the 320 Group 1 institutions, those growing both their higher risk assets
and their retal brokered deposits, ended 1990 with tangible capital below 3 % and without

a corprate affiliation that clearly could strengthen them. These institutions are suffering
capital weaesses primarily because of loans and investments they made prior to the

passage of FlA. However, they have not aggressively grown either their higher risk
assets or their reta brokered deposits since September 30, 1989. Nonetheless, these
institutions warrant close supervisory attention, if they are not already receiving it, in case
they become more aggressive in growing their higher risk assets.

The analysis of the Group 1 institutions in Section IT discussed the 15 "bank and
S&Ls that were the most aggressive institutions in using retail brokered deposits to fund
relatively fast growt in higher risk assets. Thee of these institutions had less than 6%

tangible capital at the end of 1990, with the lowest at 5.48%. Two of these institutions
grew their total assets only slightly faster than the Gross National Product during the 15-
month period we studied; the other grew its tota assets 20 % -- a high, yet not alarming,.
growth rate. The two smaller institutions, both commercial bank with total combined
assets of $58 milion, warrant special regulatory attention because they lost money in both
1989 and 1990. These losses, however, do not appear to be related to their use of retail
brokered deposits.
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v - CONCLUSION

FIA, by restnctig the use of retail brokered deposits by troubled institutions,
gave bank and S&L regulators ample tools to prevent future misuses of retail brokered
deposits. Post-FIA, there is every indication that healthy institutions are not using
retal brokered deposits to imprudently grow their higher risk assets.

Nothng in our study would suggest that furter restnctions on brokered deposits
are necessary. In fact, our study shows how importnt it is that bank and S&Ls of all
sizes be able to continue to access the marketplace for retail brokered'deposits, espeially
if a large, troubled bank tnggers a regional funding crisis tht hars its healthier

competitors. Whle thereis a potential to abuse reta brokered deposits, there liewise is
a potential for bank and S&Ls to abuse deposits they gather though branches. As with
all other aspets of bankng, sound, timely, case-by-case regulatory supervision is

preferable to statutory changes that are indiscriminate in their application.
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IDC financial
Publishing, Inc.

The Largest Amount of Brokered Deposits as a Percent of Domestic Deposits Held
by Banks and Thrifs Ranked over 200 (Superior)

In the third quarter 2008, banks ranked over 200 (superior) held the largest amount of
brokered CD's as a percent of domestic deposits.

No. of banks and thrifts with brokered CD's 1 to 10% of domestic deposits

Superior Rank
Excellent Rank
Average Rank
Below Average Rank
Lowest Ratios Rank
Lowest Rank

200 - 300
165 - 199
125 - 164

75 - 124

2 - 74

Rank of 1

583
361
337
198
91
25

No. of banks and thrifts with brokered CD's 10 to 20% of domestic deposits

Superior Rank
Excellent Rank
Average Rank
Below Average Rank
Lowest Ratios Rank
Lowest Rank

200 - 300
165 - 199
125 - 164

75 - 124

2 - 74

Rank of 1

110
77

100
70
49

7

No. of banks and thrifts with broke red CD's 20 to 30% of domestic deposits

Superior Rank
Excellent Rank
A verage Rank
Below Average Rank
Lowest Ratios Rank
Lowest Rank

200 - 300
165 - 199

125 - 164
75 - 124

2 - 74

Rank of 1

34
26
36
29
25

5

700 Walnut Ridge Drive, Suite 201 . PO Box 140 . Hartland, Wi 53029
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No. of banks and thrifts with brokered CD's greater than 30% of domestic deposits

Superior Rank
Excellent Rank
Average Rank
Below Average Rank
Lowest Ratios Rank
Lowest Rank

200 - 300
165 - 199

125 - 164

75 - 124

2 - 74

Rank of 1

46
25
31

13

31
6

IDC Financial Publishing, Inc. analyzed the rank of quality, safety and soundness with
the percent of broke red CD's to domestic deposits for each quarter 1986 to 2008. The
conclusion is similar to the 3rd quarter of2008 that a greater numbers of banks and thrifts
ranked superior or excellent held brokered CD's compared to a limited number oflow
ranked institutions holding brokered CD's.

This article is authored by John E. Rickmeier, CF A. Mr. Rickmeier has over 45 years of
experience in evaluating financial institutions. As CEO of IDC Financial Publishing
since its founding in 1984, Mr. Rickmeier and his analytical team evaluate and rank
quarterly over 17,000 banks, thrifts, and credit unions. IDC ratings of financial
institutions have become the standard in evaluating the safety and soundness of
institutions issuing brokered certificates of deposit. IDC ratings are used by Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae, insurance and credit card companies, and many state and
municipalities as a guide for determining financial relationships.

Mr. Rickmeier can be reached at IDC Financial Publishing, Inc., 700 Walnut Ridge
Drive, Suite 201, Hartland, Wisconsin 53029. Voice 1-800-525-5457 or email
info(fidcfp.com
Website for IDC Financial Publishing Inc. www.idcfp.com
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IDC Financial
Publishing, Inc.

IDC Financial Publishing, Inc., founded in 1985 by John E. Rickmeier, CFA, is one of the
nation's leading analysts of financial institutions. IDC evaluates and ranks approximately
7200 banks, 950 bank holding companies, 1200 savings banks and thrifts, and 8000
credit unions reporting to the federal government on a quarterly basis.

Financial Institutions are evaluated based on IDC's unique CAMEL analysis. Over 35
key financial ratios and a one-number summary rank are computed for each institution.
The categories of IDC's CAMEL analysis are: Capital adequacy, Asset quality, Margins
as a measurement of management, Earning returns, and Leverage/Liquidity. Quality
ranks range from 300 (the highest) to 1 (the lowest), and fall into one of six peer group
categories: Superior, Excellent, Average, Below Average, Lowest Ratios, and Rank of
One.

IDC's ranking system is used by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae, and many
states and municipalities as a guide for determining financial relationships. Financial
institutions rely on IDC's data for evaluating their performance and for setting goals to
improve quality and profiabilty. Private companies, individual investors, insurance
companies, banks, thrifts, and credit unions also rely on IDC's timely information.

IDC's rank has become the standard in evaluating the safety and soundness of financial
institutions issuing brokered certificates of deposit.

John E. Rickmeier, CFA
President and Editor-in-Chief

Mr. Rickmeier has over 4S years of experience in evaluating financial institutions. As
founder and president of IDC Portolio Management, he oversees the management of
market neutral equity funds. IDC Portolio Management evaluates 3500 companies
monthly to determine intrinsic value, including a large group of publicly traded banks and
thrifts. As CEO of IDC Financial Publishing, he manages the evaluation of bank, thrift
and credit union financial ratios, the value-added evaluation of bank investment
portolios, the value-added analysis of bank loan portolios, and the effciency analysis of
the cost of funding a financial institution.

Before founding IDC Portolio Management, Mr. Rickmeier acted as both chairman of an
investment committee and portolio manager for a Midwest investment advisory firm.
Prior to 1972, as chief economist for a New York investment strategy firm, he consulted
with over 300 financial institutions.

700 Walnut Ridge Drive, Suite 201 . PO Box 140. Hartand, Wi 53029
262-367-7231 .800-525-5457. Fax 262-367-6497. info(§idcfp.com
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Glossary

Each ban in the Bank Financial Quarterly has a one-line analysis of financial ratios and a one-number
summary rank. IDC's unique CAMEL analysis utilizes financial ratios that have a significant impact on
the quality of banks:

Capital risk is determined by Tier I capital as a percent of assets and as a percent of risk-based
assets. Tier I & II capital as a percent of risk-based assets (risk-based capital ratio)
measures credit and interest rate risk as well as estimates risks in the asset base.

A sset quality is measured by the levels ofloan delinquency, nonaccrualloans, and high risk assets
relative to loan loss reserves and capital ratios. Risk-adjusted assets as part ofthe risk -based
capital ratio further define the quality of assets.

Margins are the best measurement of management's financial controls. Margins represent the
spreads between 1) operating profit and net operating revenues, 2) after-tax return on
earning assets and cost of fuding, and 3) the return on equity compared to estimated cost of
equity capital, and 4) NOPAT return on equity compared to the cost of equity capitaL.

Earning returns measure the success of the bank's operating strategy. Ratios of revenue yields
from investments, loans, and noninterest income with comparison to operating costs, loan
loss provision, net loan charge-offs, and net nonoperating income ratios are the major components
of the net operating after-tax return on earning assets (ROEA). Earngs from financial leverage
meausre the level ofleverage and after- tax cost of fuding compared to the after-tax retu on
earning assets (ROEA). Leverage returns measure the effciency ofthe bank's financial strategy.
Operating assets are financed with the leverage of deposits and borrowings to Tier I capital and its
comparative cost. The leverage multiplier ilustrates the degree ofleverage, while the leverage
spread measures its cost relative to operatingretums (ROEA).

Liquiditymeasures (1) balance sheet cash flow as a percent of Tier I capital and (2) loans
com ared to stable de osits and borrowin s Ius estimated unused lines of credit at the Federal

Asset/Rank Matrix for Banks in 2008 Q2
u.s. Bank Holding Companies and U.S. Commerical Banks Reporting to the FDIC

Bank By Asset Size (Dollars in Miions)

Hold Tota $2,000 $500 to $200 to $100 to $50 to $30 to $30
Range of Rank Co's Banks or More $2,000 $500 $200 $100 $50 or Less 

200 - 300 Superior 321 2,939 148 338 636 661 582 302 272
165 - 199 Excellent 170 1,372 58 153 292 314 298 154 103

125 - 164 Average 205 1,483 51 142 285 358 339 178 130

75 - 124 Below Average 159 1,023 14 82 194 255 259 116 103

2 -74 Lowest Ratios 71 369 12 53 87 89 76 32 20
1 Rank of One 29 71 2 1 23 19 9 11 6

NC Not Calculated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- - - - -
Totas: 955 7,257 28S 769 1,517 1,696 1,563 793 634
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Ranks are the opinion of lOG Financial Publishing, Inc. Ranks range from 1 (the lowest) to 300 (the highest) and
fall into one of the following six groups. Descriptions reflect the average ratios of each group listed at the
top of the following two pages.

Superior
(200-300)

Excellent
(165-199)

Average
(125-164)

Below Average
(75-124)

Lowest Ratios
(2-74)

Rank of One
(1 )

RATIOS

Bank rated Superior are simply the best by all measures. In addition to favorable
capital ratios, most consistently generate an ROE above COE.

Bank rated Excellent are strong institutions. Their ratios reflect quality management
both from a balance sheet and income performance standpoint. Operating expenses
and costs of fuding are under control, producìng a healthy return on equity, (ROE).

Banks rated Average meet industr capital standards. When compared to excellent
and superior rated ban, most exhbit lower quality loans and narower profit margins.
A specific problem is a low operating profit margin and/or a large standard deviation
in the operatig profit margin. The marginal problems of the average ban require
shifts in policies and practices to raise asset quality or improve profits.

Bank rated Below Average represent institutions under strain. Average loan
delinquency is high. In some banks, liquidity ratios demonstrated rik. In many,
excess high risk loans or assets are above the loan loss reserve and threaten equity

capitaL. A specific problem is a low operating profit margin, and/or a large stadard
deviation in the operating profit margin. Retu on fiancial leverage is negligible, on
average, due to narow (or negative) leverage spreads. Banks are also rated Below
Average if they are deemed "Adequately Capitazed" per FDIC capital defitions.

This Lowest Ratios group contains some bank with less than mimum capital
required. In some banks, liquidity ratios demonstrate risk. In many, increasing loan
loss provisions expand net losses on the income statement and, along with the excess
of net charge-offs, reduce capital ratios. A specific problem is a low operating profit
margin, and/or a large standard deviation in the operating profit margin. A high
number of failed ban were rated Lowest Ratios prior to failure. Banks are also rated
Lowest Ratios if they are deemed "Under Capitaized" or "Signficantly Under
Capitalized" per FDIC capital definitions. Bank may also be rated Below Average
if they are deemed "Adequately Capitalized" and have a high volatility in operating
profit margins.

Bans in the Rank of One group have the highest probabilty of failure. Loans 90-days
past due, nonaccrul loans, restrctued loans, and other real estate owned, on

average, exceed the loan loss reserve and equity capital by a wide margin. Liquidity
ratios demonstrted risk. Without major balance sheet improvement, these bank wil
faiL. Ban are also rated Rank of One if they are deemed "Critically Under Capitalized"

per FDIC capital definitions.

Ratios are defined on the following five pages. Ratios that impact the IDe rank are identified with
this symbol: i5



IDC's Record of Predicting Bank or Thrift Failures
Since December 31,1989, the FDIC and OTS closed 971 banks and thrifts that failed.

Fraud was indicated in 7 failed financial institutions

Nine small institutions, that failed, had less than $5 million in assets

Holding Company failures, NBC Bank in Texas (rank of 1 for 29 months), First City in Texas (rank of 1 for 17
months) and Bank of New England Corp. in Massachusetts (rank of 1 for 12 months) accounted for 30 subsidiary
bank failures. These 3 holding companies were ranked 1 (lowest rank) in IDC's Bank Financial Quarterly many
months prior to failure.

In 2008, holding companies are again absorbing losses of subsidiaries, resulting in failure. First National Bank of
Scottsdale, Arizona with a rank of 1 as of March 21, 2008 and its subsidiaries First National Bank of Arizona (rank
of 2), First Heritage Bank of Newport Beach, California (rank of 179), and First National Bank of Nevada (rank of
124) failed on July 25,2008 with Mutual of Omaha Bank of Omaha, Nebraska acquiring all deposits. A second
holding company, Columbian Financial Corporation of Overland Park, Kansas (ranked 2) and its subsidiary banks
Columbian B& TC of Topeka, Kansas (rank of 60), and The Bank of Weathenord, Texas (rank of 124) failed on
August 22, 2008 with Citizens bank and Trust of Chillicothe, Missouri acquiring the insured deposits.

From the remaining 922 bank and thrift failures, ranks prior to failure as follows:

Rank Published Prior to Failure
(5 mos"')

908

IDC Below Avg. IDCAvg. IDC Excellent IDC Superior

Rating Rating Rating Rating
75 to 124 125to 164 165 to 199 200 to 300

11 2 0

53 33 11 20

151 56 45 45

IDC Lowest
Rating
1 to 74

Rank 1 Year Prior to Published
Rank (17 mos*) 805

Rank 2 Years Prior to Published
Rank (29 mos*)

625

. Months prior to failure date

Summary

Since 1989, bank and thrift failures, excluding failed institutions due to fraud, small failed banks under $5
milion in assets, and bank holding company failures, totaled 922 financial institutions. Of this total, 98%
were ranked less than 75 (lowest rating) up to 5 months prior to failure. Of the 922 financial institutions, 93%
were ranked less than 125 (below average rating) up to 17 months prior to failure and 84% were ranked less
than 125 up to 29 months prior to failure.


